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Abstract
Mels, A. (2001). Physical-chemical pretreatment as an option for increased sustainability of
municipal wastewater treatment plants, PhD-Thesis, Wageningen University, Wageningen: The
Netherlands, 168p.
Most ofthe currently applied municipal wastewater treatment plants inThe Netherlands are based
on the activated sludge process and include nitrogen and phosphorus removal. Physical-chemical
pretreatment might be an option to improve the environmental sustainability of these wastewater
treatment facilities. Physical-chemical pretreatment is meant to separate suspended and colloidal
particles inthefirst step oftreatment. Theorganic concentrate ofseparated particles is considered
a product that can be digested to produce biogas. Since a large part of the organic pollutants in
wastewater is present as not-dissolved material (65-70% of COD), the pollutant load to pursuing
treatment steps isconsequently reduced.
Inthe first part of the thesis the concept of physical-chemical pretreatment was evaluated for its
potentialto design more sustainable treatment systems. Basedona review of unit operations, ten
different scenarios for wastewater treatment were designed and evaluated along environmental
andfinancial criteria.The evaluation showed that these scenarios could be designed more energy
efficient (savings of 60-75% of energy) and smaller compared to currently applied treatment
systems. The total cost of treatment scenarios, which combine pretreatment with secondary
biological treatment appeared to be in the same range as that of a reference scenario. The
scenario evaluation also revealed two important bottlenecks, namely (i) the use of metal-based
flocculating agents results in the production of a considerable amount of extra inorganic sludge
and inanincreased salinity ofthe effluent and (ii)the removal of particles is partially accompanied
by the removal of biodegradable COD which may affect the denitrification capacity of a biological
posttreatment step.
The second part of the thesis describes experimental work into the identified bottlenecks. As
alternatives to metal-based flocculating agents the potential application of organic polymers was
investigated. Jar tests and experiments with continuous reactors showed that particle removal
efficiencies of 70-90%could be achieved by applying these polymers in combination with eighter
settling or dissolved air flotation. Especially cationic, high molecular weight polyelectrolytes
showed interesting characteristics for practical application as they appeared effective at relatively
low doses. A polymer dosing control strategy based on continuous measurement of the influentturbidity proved effective to create different levels of particle removal,despite large concentration
fluctuations in the influent. The effect of particle removal on the elimination of nitrogen was
investigated by Nitrogen Uptake Rate (NUR) tests and experiments with a pilot scale activated
sludge plant. Itwasfoundthatwiththe removal of particulate COD,the biodegradable CODofthe
investigated wastewater was reduced by 50%. Calculations based on the values obtained in the
experiments however indicated that well-designed plants that receive wastewater with an average
COD/N ratio still contain sufficient denitrification capacity to comply with the nitrogen effluent
constraint at particle removalefficiencies as highas80-90%.
Keywords:municipal wastewater treatment, physical-chemical pretreatment, chemically enhanced
primarytreatment, organic polymers,environmental sustainability
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Preface
The investigation described inthisthesis,forms partofthe outcomes ofa research project
initiated and funded by STOWA, the Foundation for Applied Research on Water
Management. The project addressed the potential application of various scenarios of
physical-chemical pretreatment of municipal wastewater and has been conducted by a
research consortium of the Delft University of Technology, Department of Sanitary
Engineering, and the Wageningen University, Sub-department of Environmental
Technology.
Results ofthis project were reported by STOWA (see List of Publications) and are aswell
described in two Ph.D. dissertations, namely the thesis "Scenario studies into advanced
particle removal in the physical-chemical pretreatment of wastewater" by Ir. Arjen van
Nieuwenhuizen (Delft University of Technology, January 2002) and the present thesis.
Both dissertations investigate the potential of physical-chemical pretreatment to contribute
to improvement of the environmental sustainability of wastewater treatment plants.
Furthermore, the thesis by Van Nieuwenhuijzen investigates the size distribution of
contaminants in municipal wastewater and its relation to the performance of various unit
operationsfor pretreatment.
The investigation that is described in this dissertation contains a study on scenarios with
pretreatment, as well as experimental work that focussed on bottlenecks that were
encountered inthis evaluation.The experimental study dealswiththe potential application
of organic poly electrolytes, in combination with settling and dissolved air flotation.
Furthermore, experiments are described into the effect of pretreatment on the elimination
ofnutrients inasecondary biologicaltreatmentsystem.
Chapter 1 starts with a general introduction, describing the municipal wastewater
treatment practice in The Netherlands. It proceeds with a description of the concept of
physical-chemical pretreatment. In the final paragraph the objectives of the investigation
andanoutlineofthethesis aregiven.
Adriaan Mels
Wageningen,September 2001
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Introduction

Municipalwastewater treatment inThe Netherlands
Starting inthe 18thcentury, sewerage systems were constructed in many cities in Europe
to collect human wastes, wastewater and rainwater for transportation out of the city area.
Previously, human waste used to be collected in barrels for reuse in agriculture or
disposed off into the streets, together with other household waste. Thanks to growing
hygienic awareness, health workers and sanitarians, in particular in Great Britain, started
promoting the idea to provide water supply to every single household individually and to
construct sewersystems incities.Thelatterwere meantto removethe increasing volumes
ofdomesticwasteand wastewater.
The wastewater discharged by the newly built sewer systems, was supposed to be used
for land treatment as a fertilizer. A large volume of wastewater however, was ultimately
discharged into rivers and lakes, which resulted in many problems of water quality. After
examination of surface water, in 1873 the assembly of Dutch public health inspectors
considered the quality of a lot of surface water alarming and called for legal action. By
1897 a Commission of State had been constituted with the assignment to prepare
measures against pollution of surface water. In 1901 this Commission published a
'Proposalof lawagainsttheannoyinganddamagingwater pollution',whichwaswithdrawn
by the government in 1905, because the availability of feasible wastewater treatment
technologies at that time was limited (Koot, 1983). It took quite some time and several
attempts to constitute a legalframework forthe battle against water pollution,until in 1970
thefirst PollutionofSurfaceWatersActwassignedandenforced inThe Netherlands.
The Pollution of Surface Waters Act stated that all sewerage effluent had to be treated
before discharge into surface water. At first, compliance of the Act required basically the
removal of oxygen consuming material (BOD and ammonium) and pathogenic bacteria.
During the 1990s however, more stringent effluent standards came into effect, which also
required the removal of nutrients (phosphate and nitrogen) because of their eutrofying
properties. In 1992 the EU Urban Wastewater Treatment Directive EC 91/271 got into
implementation.Table 1.1 showstheemission standards anno 2001.
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Table 1.1: Emission standards in The Netherlands as of 2001 (measured as 10-days averages of flow
proportional daily composite samples,except for Ntolai which isbased on yearly averages)
(takenfrom:Dirkzwager, 1997)
BOD
N-Kjeldahl
Suspended solids
Ptotal

rW

Discharge standard
s20
mg02.l"1
mgN.I"1
s20
mgTS.I'1
s30
mgP.I"1
±2
mgP.I 1
<; 1
mgN.I"1
s 15
mgN.I"1
i 10/15"
mgN.I"1
s 15
mgN.I"1
s 10

Applies
now
now
now
now
now
now
now
from 2005
from 2005

Applies to

new plants +existing plants < 100,000p.e.c
new plants +existing plants > 100,000 p.e.
new plants<20,000 p.e.
new plants >20,000 p.e.
existing plants <20,000 p.e.
existing plants >20,000 p.e.

exceeding of these limits is possible under the condition that an average 75% elimination rate has been
achievedwithin thearea ofawater board
b
<10mgN.I"1;unlessphosphate isremoved bysimultaneous precipitation;inthe latter case <15mgN.I"1
c
p.e. = population equivalent

Despite the absence of legislation, wastewater treatment plants were built since the
1920s. In 1958, some 154 - mostly mechanical or physical-chemical - plants were in
operation and the municipal wastewater of 2 million people was treated before discharge
(Koot, 1983).Theenforcement oftheSurfaceWaterActin 1970inducedastrong increase
ofthe construction of municipal wastewater treatment plants. Nowadays, The Netherlands
has approximately 400 treatment plants treating approximately 5 million m3of wastewater
per day. This treatment covers 97%of the total volume of wastewater that is produced in
households (toilet, cleaning and bathing water). Furthermore, a large part of industrial
wastewater discharges are transported by the sewerage system and are treated.
Additionally, during storm weather events,the sewer is used for the transport of rainwater
out of urban areas. In such occasions, the rainwater is mixed with the wastewater which
entailsanincreasedvolume ofwaterto betreatedatthetreatmentfacilities.
The Central Bureau of Statistics collects and keeps data with regard to wastewater
treatment plants, volumes and characteristics of municipal wastewater. Table 1.2shows
the number and design capacity of wastewater treatment plants, as well as the treated
volume and the average influent and effluent concentrations of different pollutants in
differentyears.
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Table 1.2: Number, design capacity, influent flows and influent and effluent characteristics of municipal
wastewater treatment plants in 1981,1990 and 1998
Treatment plants
1981
1990
1998
total number
504
469
409
design capacity
20.010 6 p.e.
23.7-108p.e.
24.810 6 p.e.
influent flow
4.6106m3.day"1
5.910' m 3 .da/ 1
3.5106m3.day"1
Influent composition
Effluent composition
(average concentrations)
(average concentrations)
1990
1998
1981
1990
1981
1998
COD (mg0 2 .r 1 )
BOD5 (mg0 2 .r 1 )
N-Kjeldahl (mgN.I1)
N,o,ai(mgN.r1)
Ptotai (mgP.I" 1 )

551
222
53

595
222
52

456
173
42

112
29
18

15

8

7

10

4.610 6
Influent flow (m3.day_1)
3.510 6
source:Central Bureau Statistics -The Netherlands, 2000

88
18
14
19
4

5.9106

The current wastewater treatment plants in The Netherlands are generally based on the
activated sludge process. In activated sludge systems, degradation of organic matter and
removal of nutrients is established by the activity of suspended bacteria. Subsequent to
the treatment, the bacterial floes ('activated sludge') are removed in a final clarifier by
gravitational settling. A part of this settled activated sludge is wasted because of the
increase in mass as a result of growth.The remainder is returned to the beginning of the
plantandmixedwithuntreated wastewater.
Figure 1.1shows twofrequently applied process configurations of activated sludge plants.
In both systems nitrogen removal by subsequent nitrification and (pre) denitrification is
applied. The conversion of ammonium to nitrate (nitrification)takes place in the aerobic
compartment in the second part of the reactor. The nitrate that is produced during this
phase, is returned to the anoxic part of the reactor where the nitrate is converted into
nitrogen gas (denitrification) in the presence of biodegradable COD. The removal of
phosphate in configuration A is established by the addition of precipitants like ferric
chloride (FeCb). In configuration B, phosphate is removed through phosphate
accumulating bacteria. Both configurations can be preceded by a primary clarifier for the
removalofapartofthesuspended particles thatare present inthe wastewater.
An important by-product of wastewater treatment is waste sludge. As was explained
earlier, the activated sludge is to be partially removed from the final clarifier. When a
primary clarifier is applied, also primary sludge is produced. The total sludge flow is in
many cases partially treated on-site (i.e. at the treatment plant) by digestion and
dewatering.After dewatering itistransportedtoanincinerator orafinaldisposalsite.

51
7
7
14
2
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Fig. 1.1: Schemes oftwofrequently applied process configurations forwastewater treatment

Table 1.4 shows some important operational data of wastewater treatment plants. The
tableshowstheenergy consumption,thesludge production (in kgtotalsolids- kgTS)and
the costs. The table shows the total values as well as the average values per population
equivalent (p.e.).
Table 1.3: Energy consumption, costs and sludge production of municipal wastewater treatment in The
Netherlands
Item
1981
1990
1998
Energy consumption
total (kWh.year'1)
52010 6
1
per p.e. (kWh.year' )
24
Finalsludge disposal
total (kgTS.year"1)
184 106
31510 6
350 106
per p.e. (kgTS.year"1)
9.2
13.3
14.1
Average treatment costs
total (Euro€)
25010 6
48010 6
70010 6
per p.e. (Euro €)
15.4
22.7
34.0
sources:Central Bureau Statistics -The Netherlands, 2000;van der Graaf, 2001

The 'Decision on Remaining Organic Fertilizers' that was enforced by VROM (Ministry of
Housing, Land Use and Environment) in 1991,put restrictions on the maximal deposit of
heavy metals on farmlands. Because of this legislation the use of municipal waste sludge
as an agricultural fertilizer is no longer allowed. Incineration and discharge into a landfill
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have increasingly replaced the use of waste sludge on farmlands. Due to these relatively
complicated procedures, the costs of sludge disposal have increased significantly (€400500 per ton dry solids in 2000) and nowadays put a high burden on the total treatment of
wastewater (40-50%ofthetotaltreatmentcost).

Environmental sustainability ofwastewatertreatment plants
The concept of "environmental sustainability" was introduced by the OECD Commission
Brundlandt in 1987 (WCED, 1987). Environmental sustainability seeks to preserve the
available natural resources and environmental conditions so that future generations will
still be able to subsist in a sound ecosystem. Sustainable technological development is
aimed at the development of technologies that decrease the input of not-renewable
resourcesand preventtheoutput ofemissionsthatare harmfultotheecosystem.
In recent years a number of studies has been published on the assessment of the
environmental sustainability of municipal wastewater treatment and the urbanwatercycle.
Regarding these studies a general distinction can be made into studies that focus on the
wastewater treatment plant alone and studies that consider the urban water cycle and
include the sewerage system and the drinking water supply (e.g. Otterpohl et a/., 1999;
IWA, 2001). The review in this paragraph is limited to (Dutch) references that are dealing
withthetreatment plant itself.
In 1993 Rulkens and Van Starkenburg stated that, although municipal wastewater
treatment plants are effective in reaching their primary goal of attaining the effluent
constraints, additional attention should be paid to secondary environmental side effects.
The environmental side effects they suggested were sludge production, emissions of
greenhouse gases like CO2 and N2O and the use of not renewable resources. They
proposed general environmental starting pointsthat should betaken into consideration for
thedesignanddevelopment ofnewwastewater treatment plants (table1.4).
Table 1.4: General environmental starting points that should be taken into consideration for the design and
development of newwastewater treatment plants according to Rulkens and Van Starkenburg (1993)
maximization ofthe use ofvaluable components inwastewater and sludge;
minimization ofenergy demand and maximization of (re)use of energy;
minimization of the useof not renewable resources;
minimization of emissions to airand surfacewaters;
minimization offinal inertwaste products.

Inanexploratory study ofthe research program 'Sustainable Technological Development'
the potential 'non-sustainability' of the urban water cycle was investigated (DTO, 1994;
van der Graaf ef a/., 1995). In this study, non-sustainability factors were defined and a
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ranking was introduced.With respect towastewater treatment plants the following factors
wereidentifiedandranked:
Table 1.5: Non-sustainability factors of wastewater treatment plants according to DTO (1994) and Van der
Graafefa/. (1995)
discharge of heavy metals andorganic micro-pollutants withthe effluent;
production ofwaste sludge;
discharge ofoxygen consuming compounds with the effluent;
energy consumption andthe subsequent CO2emission;
chemical use;
building materials.

In 1996 STOWA (FoundationforAppliedResearchon WaterManagement)published an
environmental Life Cycle Assessment(Heijungs ef a/., 1992)on the wastewater treatment
practice inThe Netherlands (STOWA, 1996; Roeleveld efa/., 1997).The use of resources
and the emissions to the environment during the total life cycle was investigated for
several treatment systems for municipal wastewater. The contribution of either treatment
scenariotothetotal non-sustainability inThe Netherlands was assessed byassumingthat
each system was the only type of system to treat wastewater in The Netherlands and
comparingthesubsequent totalenvironmental impactstothetotal nationalvalues.
The results of this assessment for the most frequently applied treatment system
(configuration Aoffig. 1.1) areshown infigure 1.2. Theassessment showedthatthe main
contribution was related to the discharge of oxygen consuming pollutants (COD 37%).
Other contributions were relatedwiththe discharge of nutrients (nutrification potential) and
micro pollutants (aquatic ecotoxicity, human toxicity), the production ofwaste sludge (final
waste,toxic waste) and energy demand (globalwarming potential,fossil energydepletion,
acidification potential). The researchers concluded that the depletion of raw materials due
to the building and ultimate wastage of the wastewater treatment plant and the use of
chemicals (FeCb and organic polymer for sludge dewatering) are mainly connected with
environmental impacts, which have a minor contribution to the non-sustainability of a
wastewater treatment plant.
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Fig. 1.2: Environmental impacts of currently applied wastewater treatment systems as percentage ofthe
total contribution inthe Netherlands according to STOWA, 1996 and Roeleveld era/., 1997

The work that isdescribed inthisthesis contains evaluations of newly designed treatment
scenarios with physical-chemical pretreatment (see next paragraph). These scenarios are
evaluated along criteria that are shown in table 1.6.The first row shows the criteria that,
based on the recited literature, appear most important with respect to the sustainable
technological development of treatment plants. The second row shows two additional
criteria thatareimportantforthepracticalapplication.
Table 1.6: Evaluation criteria of newly designed wastewater treatment scenarios, within the framework of
this thesis
Criteria that, based on the literature review, appear most important with respect to the sustainable
development ofwastewater treatment plants:
• energy demand and maximization of reuse of energy;
• minimization offinalwaste sludge production (especially of inert material);
• effluent quality with regard tooxygen consuming compounds, nutrients and micro pollutants;
• potential recovery of nutrients.
Criteria that alsowill beassessed:
• space requirement (footprint);
• economic feasibility.

Physical-chemical pretreatment
Inthisdissertationtheconcept ofphysical-chemical pretreatment isstudiedfor its potential
to design more sustainable wastewater treatment plants. Physical-chemical pretreatment
(or enhancedprimarytreatment)is meantto separate suspended and colloidal particles in
the first step of treatment. By removing the particles a large part of the pollutants can be
removed in a relatively easy way. Figure 1.3 shows a general picture of this concept
(0degaard, 1998). As is shown in this figure, the organic concentrate of separated
11
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particles is considered to be a product. It can be digested to produce biogas, be acidified
toserveasacarbonsourcefordenitrification orcanbere-usedasasourceofnutrients.
Duetotheremovalofparticles,the loadofpursuing unitoperations isreducedsothatthey
can be designed smaller. Pretreatment may reduce the load of organic pollutants to the
post treatment considerably, because a large fraction of them (55-85%) is present in
particulate form (Levine, 1985; 0degaard, 1987). Moreover, due to the fact that the
primary effluent isalmostfree of particles, alternative treatment techniques can beapplied
for secondary treatment, including physical-chemical techniques that may be feasible to
recovernutrients.
Particleremovalin
firststep

Treatmentofdissolved
components

Posttreatment

Digestionandbiogas
production
Carbonsource

Utilization ofthe
resourcesfromthe
concentrate

Nutrientrecovery?

Fig. 1.3: Concept of physical-chemical pretreatment as a starting point for the design of potentially more
sustainable treatment plants (0degaard, 1998)

Enhanced primary treatment in order to remove the particles from the wastewater is not
certainly new. It is reported that back in 1740,chemical precipitation using lime was being
applied in Paris for the partial treatment of wastewater discharged by the newly
constructed sewerage system atthattime (Wardle, 1893inCooper, 2001). Inthe 1890sin
Great Britain, almost 200 plants employed chemical treatment of sewage discharges
(Leentvaar, 1982),whereas most of the treatment plants constructed before 1970 in The
Netherlands, consisted of (only) physical-chemical treatment (Koot, 1983).The purposeof
the physical-chemical treatment used to be twofold (a) to remove a large part of the
pollutants and (b) to produce a concentrated sludge that could be used for fertilization
(insteadof usingwastewater directly at allitsvolume). However, chemical treatment hada
major disadvantage: it only removed particulate pollutants. As soon as biological
processes (which also removed dissolved organic matter and - dependent on the
configuration -nitrogen) becameavailable,chemicaltreatmentgraduallywent outofuse.
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Particles inmunicipal wastewater
As mentioned earlier, the contaminants are to a large extent present in municipal
wastewater in the form of not-dissolved, particulate material. Although various definitions
exist, the particulate material in wastewater can broadly be considered as the fraction of
material that is retained by a membrane filter with a pore size of 0.1 urn (Levine et a/.,
1991).
Figure 1.4shows a size distribution for different contaminants in municipal wastewater. In
thesefour graphs the relation between COD, Nand Pand the particle size isshown.The
presented values are taken from a literature review with regard to the particle size
distribution of different Dutch wastewater sources (VROM, 1986; De Man, 1990;STOWA,
1996; Hettinga,1997).
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Fig. 1.4: Cumulative distribution for COD, BOD, N-Kjeldahl and Ptotaiover the different particle sizes; the
shown values are average results of a review on different Dutch wastewaters (VROM, 1986; De Man, 1990;
STOWA, 1996;Hettinga, 1997)

The literature data that are depicted infigure 1.4represent the average concentrations of
wastewater samples of different treatment plants. These samples were fractionated into
particle sizes of around 50 pm (by settling), 25 and 4.4 pm (paper filtration) and 0.45 pm
(membrane filtration) after which the different fractions were analyzed for COD, BOD,N-
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Kjeldahl and Ptotai. The graphs indicate that approximately 70%COD,60%BOD,25%NKjeldahl and30%Ptotaiare relatedto particleswithasize>0.45 um.
The literature review of figure 1.4 also showed that data on the size distribution of
contaminants in municipal wastewater are rare. Regarding the presented figures, not all
the reviewed publications contained afullfractionation intothe different sizes. Infact, only
one source (VROM, 1986) reported data on samples that were filtered through a 25 urn
filter. Similarly, not all the publications reported values regarding thefour contaminants.A
more thorough analysis of the size distribution of the four shown contaminants is
presented in appendix A. This appendix contains data of an intensive measurement
campaign that was conducted by Van Nieuwenhuijzen (2002) within the broader
framework ofthe research project.
Heavy metals in municipal wastewater are mainly associated with solid material
(Odegaard, 1987).This isdue tothefact that particulate material in municipal wastewater
mainly consists of organic material and therefore has strong heavy metal sorbing
characteristics. Table 1.7 shows the results of a study conducted by the Ministry of
Housing, Planning and Environment (1986) into the speciation of metals in municipal
wastewater. As shown in the table more than 90% of the metals - with the exception of
nickel- arefoundintheparticlefraction >0.45urn.
Table 1.7:Presence of heavy metals inparticulate material
Metal
settleable solids (>~ 50um)
Copper
11-45%
Chromium
25-39%
Zinc
18-30%
Lead
25-50 %
Nickel
12%
source: VROM, 1986

allsolids >0,45 um
86 -97 %
53-96 %
73-95%
67-90%
25-29 %

The size distribution of particles in wastewater is a determining factor for the removal
efficiencies that can be achieved when a certain pretreatment method is applied. Figure
1.5 shows a number of unit operations for the (pretreatment of wastewater and drinking
water. Inthisfigure the range of removal ofthese unit operations isgiven in relationtothe
sizeoftheparticles ininfluent (Levineeta/., 1985).
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Basedonthesize removal efficiency of unitoperations and knowledge onthe particlesize
distribution of a specific wastewater, the removal efficiency of a particular unit operation
can be estimated. This is illustrated by the unit operations settling and membrane micro
filtration as given in graph 1.6. The graph shows that regular pre-settling results in a
removalof30-40%forCOD,while membrane microfiltrationresults inthe removalof70%.
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Fig. 1.6: The removal of COD is dependent on the particle size range of the applied unit operation for
pretreatment
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Objectives andoutlineofthethesis
The investigation described inthis dissertation was performed with the general objectives
(i) to evaluate the concept of physical-chemical pretreatment for its potential to design
more sustainable treatment wastewater systems as against treatment plants currently
applied; and (ii) to contribute to further development of the concept of physical-chemical
pretreatment byperformingexperimental research intoencountered bottlenecks.
This thesis continues in chapter 2 with the description of a study on various treatment
scenarios with physical-chemical pretreatment. The major conclusion of that study is that
theapplication of pretreatment incombination with biological posttreatment, improvesthe
environmental sustainability of a municipal wastewater plant in terms of energy balance
and also reduces the space requirement. However, two important bottlenecks were
identified, being: (i) the use of metal-based flocculating agents leads to an increased
sludge production and an increased salinity of the effluent; and secondly (ii) the particle
removal particle is partially accompanied by the removal of biodegradable COD which is
required later on at the denitrification step. Of course, without proper denitrification the
nitrogen concentration oftheeffluent mightexceedtheeffluent standards.
Theexperimental work described in chapter 3to 6addresses the bottlenecks as identified
and described in chapter 2. The first bottleneck is dealt with in chapters 3 and 4,
highlighting the use of organic poly electrolytes as alternatives for metal salts. Chapter 3
gives a description of a literature review as well as experiments exploring the application
ofthese polymers. Then,chapter 4 dealswith the combination of organic poly electrolytes
anddissolved airflotation aspotential pretreatmentoperation.
Thesecond bottleneck (removal of biodegradable CODduring pretreatment) is addressed
in chapter 5 and 6. Investigations with regard to the implementation of a turbidity-related
polymer dosing strategy in order to create different degrees of particle removal are
described in chapter 5, which isfollowed in chapter 6 by a study on the effects that such
different levels of particle removal might have on the elimination of nutrients in an
activated sludgesystem.
Then, chapter 7 discusses an updated scenario study addressing the implications of the
experimental research for several scenarios as described in chapter 2. Concluding this
dissertation, chapter 8 summarizes the outcomes of the research and evaluates the
potential of physical-chemical pretreatment for improvement of the sustainability of
municipalwastewater treatment plants.
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Appendix A Size distribution of contaminants in municipal wastewater
This appendix contains an average cumulative distribution of COD, BOD, N-Kjeldahl and
Ptotaiover the different particle sizes of municipal wastewater samples of eight wastewater
treatment plants. The presented data are the results of an investigation that was
performed within the framework of the research project into physical-chemical
pretreatment (see the dissertation by Van Nieuwenhuijzen, 2001 or STOWA, 2001). The
data are shown to provide a more accurate picture with regard to the size distribution of
contaminants inDutchmunicipal wastewater.
The graph shows the average values of (grab) samples that were taken onthree different
days (at 9.00 h a.m) at eight different locations. The samples were mainly taken during
dry weather conditions. After collection the samples were cooled and transported to the
Laboratory of Sanitary Engineering of Delft University of Technology. The samples were
fractionated over cleaned, pre-flushed sieves and membrane filters withfive different pore
sizes (63,5, 1.2, 0.45 and0.1 urn).Thefiltrates ofthese filtration steps were analyzed on
COD, BOD5, nitrogen,phosphorus andseveralother parameters.
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Identification andevaluation ofwastewater treatment
scenarios with physical-chemical pretreatment

Abstract. The objective of this chapter was to investigate the concept of
physical-chemical pretreatment for its potential to design more sustainable
wastewater treatment systems. Based on a review of unit operations, ten
different scenarios for wastewater treatment were designed and evaluated
along environmental and financial criteria. Within the evaluation special
attention was paid to the energy balance, the final sludge production, the
potential application of nitrogen recovery techniques, the expected effluent
quality, the requirement of land and the economic feasibility of the identified
scenarios.
The evaluation of scenarios shows that wastewater treatment systems with
physical-chemical pretreatment can potentially be designed more energy
efficient and smaller than the commonly applied treatment systems. The total
cost oftreatment scenarios,whichcombine physical-chemical pretreatment with
biological post treatment, appeared to be in the same range as that of the
reference scenario. The costs of scenarios that include ion-exchange and a
stripper to recover nitrogen are at least 75% higher than the reference scenario
(the possible profits of the re-usable product have not been part of the
calculations) and result in a high energy requirement. Scenarios that include
activated carbon adsorption for dissolved COD removal result in 300% higher
totalcosts.
The scenario study revealed two important bottlenecks regarding the
application of physical-chemical pretreatment, being (i) the partial removal of
biodegradable carbon which is required for denitrification in a biological post
treatment step and (ii) the use of metal-based flocculating agents. The use of
metal salts contributes considerably to the overall environmental impact of the
evaluated treatment systems, due to a significant amount of inorganic
(chemical) sludgeandthe resulting increased salinity ofthe effluent.
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Introduction
Physical-chemical pretreatment is meant to separate suspended and colloidal particles
from wastewater. Particle separation can form an important first step of a wastewater
treatment system, since a major part of the influent COD consists of particulate material.
The literature review in chapter 1showed that approximately 70%of COD in wastewater
consistsof particles >0.45 |jm andthat manymicro pollutants are adsorbed to particulate
material (e.g. > 90%of most heavy metals). By applying an enhanced primary treatment
step these particles can be separated. The result is the production of (more) primary
sludge that can be re-used for energy recovery through digestion. The pre-treated
wastewater contains low concentrations of pollutants, so a down-stream treatment step
can bedesigned smaller. Moreover, duetotthefactthatthe primary effluent isalmostfree
of particles, alternative treatment techniques can be applied, including physical-chemical
techniques thataresuitabletorecovernutrients.
The objective of the scenario study that is described in this chapter is to investigate the
concept of physical-chemical pretreatment for its potential to design more sustainable
wastewater treatment systems. Based on a review of unit operations ten different
scenarios for wastewater treatment are designed and evaluated along environmental and
financial criteria. Intheevaluation specialattention is paidtotheenergy balance,thefinal
sludge production, the potential application of nitrogen recovery techniques, the expected
effluent quality, the requirement of land and the economic feasibility of the identified
scenarios.
The present chapter consists of two parts. In the first part a review of unit operations for
pre- and post treatment is made. In the second part scenarios for wastewater treatment
aredesigned andevaluated,consistingofaselection ofthe reviewed unitoperations.
Review of unit operations for pre-and post treatment
Table 2.1 shows a brief overview of unit operations that were pinpointed and studied in
the inventory part of the research. The identified unit processes serve as basic elements
for the formation of the complete wastewater treatment scenarios, later in the chapter.
Theunitoperationsthatareindicated byadot (•) are used inthescenariostudy.
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Table 2.1: Overview of reviewed wastewater treatment unit operations
Physical-chemicalpretreatment
(removal of particulate material)
Primary settling •
Pre-precipitation •
Flotation (DAF) •
Micro screening
Directwastewater filtration
Enhanced settlingwith magnetite
Enhanced settlingwith micro sand
Direct membrane filtration
• - used inthe scenario study

Secondary treatment
(removal ofsoluble COD and(+) or(/) N)
Activated sludge systems (COD/+N) •
Biofilmsystems (COD/+N) •
Membrane bio-reactor (COD/+N)
Ion-exchange(N) •
Activated carbon adsorption (COD) •

Tertiary treatment
(final particle removal)
Rapid sandfiltration •

Unit operations for pretreatment
Primary settling and pre-precipitation - Primary settling is a frequently applied unit
operation for pretreatment. In primary settling, particle separation is achieved by
sedimentation.The settling velocity of particles is dependant on the particle diameter and
density, aswellasonthetemperature ofthe surroundingwater. This isillustrated bytable
2.2. A flocculating agent can be added to the wastewater prior to settling in order to
enlarge the size of smaller, not-settleable particles. The foregoing application is called
pre-precipitation.
In practice, for primary clarifiers hydraulic surface loads of 1.5-3.0 m.h"1 are applied
(Metcalf&Eddy, 1991; Van der Graaf, 1995; STOWA, 1996). The average dry solids
concentration ofsludgethat isdischarged byprimary clarifiers is0.5-1.0%.
Table 2.2:Settlingvelocities of particles atT =10°C
Particle diameter (urn)
Quarts sand
(density =2,650 kg.m"3)
Particles inmunicipal wastewater
(density = 1,200 kg.m3)

1000

500

200

100

50

10

502

258

82

24

6.1

0.3

0.06

m.h"1

122

61

18

3

0.76

0.03

0.008

m.h"1

source:Vander Graaf, 1995

Flotation -Theflotation process isusedtoseparate solidor liquid material bytheaddition
of fine gas bubbles to the carrier liquid.The bubbles are meant to attach to the solids or
the emulsified liquid material and push them to the surface of the carrier liquid. The
addition of bubbles can beachieved inseveralways, by mechanicalflotation, pressurized
air flotation, vacuum flotation, electroflotation and dissolved air flotation. Among these
techniques dissolvedairflotation(DAF) isappliedmostfrequently .
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In a DAF system a part of the effluent of the DAF unit is recirculated (10-20%) and
pressurized (4-6 bar). Due to the high pressure high concentrations of air can be
dissolved into the liquid. When the return flow is mixed with the influent (fig. 2.1) the
pressure is released, resulting the formation of small air bubbles (diameter = 0.05 - 0.1
mm). Thefloated material is removed bya scraper that moves inthe opposite direction of
the wastewater flow. This floated sludge may have dry solids concentrations that are
relatively high,being upto2-4%accordingto Krofta and Burgess (1997).
Flotation is alway applied in combination with the addition of flocculating agents. These
flocculants are provided to create a surface or structure that can entrap or attach gas
bubbles. The hydraulic surface loadings that are applied range from 2.4 to 11.0 m.h'1
(Haarhoff andVanVuuren,1993).
, .
Flocculants

77***sludge ^

Scraper
v

v v.
\\-VV\

Influent

\ \ \
Effluent

I

Pressure reducing valve

T

Returnflow ( 1 0 - 2 0 % )

Pressurized air (4-6 bar)
Fig. 2.1: Dissolved airflotation

Micro screening - A third potential unit operation for pretreatment is micro screening.
Micro screening usually isapplied inslowly rotating drum screens. Thewastewater enters
such a drum screen in the inner part and is forced through a perforated wall. The
screened particles remain inside the drum and move towards the end of the drum bythe
rotation, where they are removed. The diameter of the drum screen holes is generally
25-50 pm, although for some applications very small diameters of 6 - 35 |jm are reported
(Metcalf&Eddy,1991).
Drum screens are appliedfrequently forthetreatment ofwastewater ofslaughter houses
and meat processing industries. Occasionally, drum screens are used to remove
suspended solids from theeffluent ofactivated sludge systems.Thevolume of backwash
water generally reaches 5-10% of the average daily flow and contains dry solids
concentrations of 0.2-0.4%. Drum screens are normally operated without the addition of
flocculating agents. Considering the reported hole diameters of 6 - 35 um, the removal
efficiencies for municipal wastewater are expected to be in the same range of those of
primary settling. It is supposed that the efficiency of the system will increase by the
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addition of flocculants, although in literature no applications of such a configuration were
found.
Direct influent filtration - A pretreatment process that has been under investigation in
recent years isdirect filtration of municipal wastewater (Mouri and Niwa, 1993;Tanakaet
al., 1995; Rusten et al., 1997; Elmitwalli, 2000; Van Nieuwenhuijzen et al., 2000). This
type of filtration generally makes use of coarse, porous filter media. The filter removes
particles by a combination of settling, collision to the filter medium and biological
degradation bybacteriathat developonthefiltermedium.
The reported filtration experiments were generally conducted in columns of 2-4 m and
were mainly operated in up-flow mode. The applied hydraulic surface loads were 5-40
m.h"1. The back wash frequency varied and numbered every 5-10 h for high hydraulic
loadingsand55hto 1 weekforlowhydraulic loadings.
Enhanced settling with magnetite (SIROFLOC™) - In this type of unit operation,
particles are flocculated with magnetite particles. The wastewater with the magnetite
containing floes is placed into a magnetic field. Due to the electro magnetic field forces
the magnetite floesconglomerate to large,well settling floes. Thefloesare separated ina
clarifier.
The Australian SIROFLOC™ process is an example of this unit operation (Booker and
Brooks, 1994;Booker efal., 1994). Figure 2.2 presents a process scheme.With regardto
the applied clarifier, hydraulic surface loads up to 10 m.h1 are reported. Subsequent to
the settling, the sludge is discharged to a drumscreen in order to recover the magnetite
particles. A drawback of the SIROFLOC™ process is the relative complex configuration
andtheuseofhighquantitiesofbase.
Coagulant(FeCI3)

I

MAGNETIC
FIELD

a—^

Effluent

AMagnetite
addition

•mS —

!

k l u d g e discharge

Fig.2.2: Process scheme oftheSIROFLOC™system

Enhanced settling with micro sand (Actiflo™) • This unit operation is based on the
addition of micro sand during the coagulation/flocculation stage. The sand addition is
aimed to improve the settling properties of the formed sludge floes. The process was
originally applied inthe preparation ofdrinking water, but is now increasingly implemented
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for thetreatment ofsewagewater overflows andfor pretreatment of municipal wastewater
(the latter especially during storm water events) (Le Poder and Binot, 1995;Gousailles ef
a/., 1997;Plumefa/., 1998).The process isbroughtonthe marketas Actiflo™.
Figure 2.3 shows a process scheme ofthe process.A coagulant (e.g.FeCI3)isaddedin
afirst stage. Duringthesucceedingflocculation stage, microsandwithadiameterof 100150 pm is added simultaneously with an anionic organic polymer. The incorporation of
micro sand increases the settling velocity of the floes. A clarifier is used to remove these
floes. In the Actiflo™ configuration in most cases a lamella clarifier is used. A
hydrocycloneseparatesthe microsandfromthesludgeand returns ittotheprocess.
sludge discharge j
HYDROCYCLONE

u-

Sludge-micro sandmixture

microsand

coagulant i

iflocculant

W J

influent

|1| 1

effluent
CLARIFIER

MIXING CHAMBERS

Fig. 2.3: Process scheme oftheActiflo™system

Direct membrane filtration - Membrane filtration is used to separate pollutants from a
carrier liquid byforcing the liquidthrough a permeable orsemi permeable membrane.The
process removes specific pollutants,dependent onthe poresize ofthe membrane.Awide
variety of pore sizes isapplied,rangingfrom 10"3-10"4 |Jmfor reversed osmosis to 10"1-10°
for microfiltration. The transmembrane pressure that has to be applied is dependent on
pore size, salt concentration (osmotic pressure) and the fouling of the membrane.
Literature sources report transmembrane pressures in a wide range of 0.1 to 80 bars,
dependent on the membrane type and the application. In recent years there is a growing
interest for the use of membranes. Because of the development of new membranes the
process isfitfor moreapplications,whileatthesametimethe prices havegonedown.
A possible new application is (micro- or ultra-) membrane filtration as a first step in
municipal wastewater treatment. Experiments by Van Nieuwenhuijzen ef a/. (2000)
showed the potential of this unit operation. During a four months trial, pilot-scale
experiments with ultra filtration membranes (pore size 0.03 |Jm)were performed. Without
backflushing it appeared possible to keep the flux at a constant level, suggesting only
limited fouling of the membranes. At transmembrane pressures of 0.2-0.4 bar a
normalized productionfluxof300l.m2.h"1wasobtained.
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Summary of removal efficiencies - Table 2.3 presents a compilation of the removal
efficiencies of the reviewed unit operations for pretreatment that were reported in the
previous paragraphs.The removals areexpressed astotalsuspended solids (TSS),COD,
BOD,Ptotaland N-Kjeldahl.
Table2.3: Literature data on removal efficiencies ofthe reviewed unitoperations for pretreatment

TSS
COD
BOD
•total

N-Kj.

Presetting

Preprecipitation

Flotation

Microscreen*

DWF"

SIROFLOC™

Actiflo™

DMF"

30-40%
20-30%
20-30%
10-20%
5-10%

60-90%
40-60%
40-60%
60-80%
20-30%

80-90%
50-60%

60-90%
40-60%
40-60%
60-80%
20-30%

70-90%

86%
56%
55%
88%

75-90%
55-65%

100%
69%

50-95%
10-20%

17%
36%

40-50%

3

These removal efficiencies areestimations andsuppose theaddition offlocculating agents
DWF-directwastewater filtration(coarse media);DMF-direct membrane filtration

b

The importance of coagulation/flocculation - The review shows that
coagulation/flocculation is essential in the process of particle removal. All the identified
pretreatment steps require flocculating agents to obtain a significant level of particle
removal (i.e. >75% TSS; see table 2.3), except for direct influent filtration and direct
membrane filtration. This requirement results from the fact that most of the reviewed
pretreatment steps are only removing larger particles. Flocculating agents will have to be
added to increase the average particle size. This particle enlargement shifts the average
size distribution to a higher value, as is illustrated infigure 2.4. The higher percentage of
larger particles increasestheremovalefficiency ofmostofthe reviewed unitoperations.
100% 90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40% - 30%
20% °

,t

600

500
400
300
;

200
100

10%
0%

i

Membranemicro
filtration

1000

t
Settling/pre-precipitation
particlesize(pm)

Microscreening

Fig. 2.4: Shift in the average size distribution,due to the addition of flocculating agents (the dashed curve is
illustrative andshows no measured values)
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Metal-based flocculating agents are dosed at many wastewater treatment plants in The
Netherlands. The dosage of these chemicals has a twofold objective, (i) to precipitate
phosphate and (ii) particle enlargement to enhance solids removal.The latter isrelevant if
the chemicals are used prior to the primary clarifier and is generally of less importance
than the phosphate precipitation. At most treatment plants a ferric-based salt (Fe3+) is
used.
The STOWA report 'Variants on pre-settling' (STOWA, 1996) describes a review on the
application of metal-based flocculating agents for a number of treatment plants. This
review showed that the average applied dose amounted 15 gFe.m3, which is equal to a
Fe/P ratioof0.9 mol Fe/molP. Itshould benoticedthat thisdosage referstosystemsthat
were combined with biological post treatment (activated sludge) and that the pre-treated
wastewater still contained 2-3 gP.m'3 in order to provide phosphorus for bacterial growth.
If phosphate has to be removed to a concentration < 1 gP.m"3, which is the case if
physical-chemical unit operations are applied for post treatment, approximately 1.6 mol
Fe/mol Pwill havetobeprovided(Metcalf&Eddy,1991).
The Fe-addition is occasionally complemented with the addition of an anionic polymer.
This anionic polymer is applied to achieve floe enlargement by bridging flocculation(see
chapter 3of this dissertation). The reported values for anionic polymer dosage according
tothementionedSTOWA reportvaryfrom0.1to1.5gpolymer perm3.
Unit operations for secondary and tertiary treatment
Subsequent to pretreatment one or more additional unit operations will haveto beapplied
in order to remove remaining BOD, nitrogen an phosphorus. With regard to secondary
and tertiary treatment, different unit operations can be applied, consisting of techiques
based on biological pollutant removal (activated sludge systems, biofilm systems,
membrane bioreactors) or techniques based on physical-chemical pollutant removal(ionexchange, activated carbon). The current paragraph contains a review of different unit
operations for post treatment. The application of physical-chemical unit operations
subsequent to enhanced primary treatment appears attractive, because the primary
effluent contains lowconcentrations ofparticles.
Activated sludge systems (BOD and (optional) N and P removal) - As was already
mentioned in chapter 1, activated sludge systems are among the most applied treatment
systems for municipal wastewater. Activated sludge systems are aimed at degradation of
organic matter ("BOD") and - dependent on the configuration - nutrient removal by
suspended bacterial floes. After treatment the bacterial floes are removed in a final
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clarifier and for a larger part returned to the beginning of the plant. A smaller part of the
bacterial massisdisposed aswastesludge.
With respect toactivated sludge systems,ageneraldistinction is made in high loadedand
low loaded systems. High loaded systems are designed for BOD removal and in most
cases nitrification.Low loaded activated sludge systems are aimed at nitrogen removalby
nitrification/denitrification. In both types of systems biological phosphorus can be
incorporated by introducing an anaerobic zone at the beginning of the installation. By
introducing such a zone conditions are created that are favourable to phosphate
accumulating bacteria.
A typical design value for high loaded systems is 0.8 kgBOD.kgSS"1.day"1 (SS =
suspended solids). For low loaded systems 0.06 kgBOD.kgSS"1.day"1 is a commonvalue.
The required aeration capacity is determined by the BOD and the nitrogen concentration
of the influent. The sludge production can be calculated based on the bacterial yield. For
high loaded systems a yield of 0.6 kgSS.kgCODremoved"1 is reported. For low loaded
systems a typical value is 0.4-0.5 kgSS.kgCODremoved-1 (Metcalf&Eddy, 1991; Van der
Graaf, 1995;Klapwijketal.,1997).
Biofilm systems (BOD and (optional) N removal) - Although biofilm systems are
already existing for quite some time - with as the most prominent example the trickling
filter -, many research efforts have been undertaken during recent years to develop new
configurations. The most important examples are the Biofor and the Biostyr fixed bed
systems andtheKaldnessmoving bedsystem.
Biofor is an upflow system containing expanded clay granules. These expanded clay
granules are porous, gravel-like media that serve as biofilm carriers. Because of their
porous structure a large part of the biofilm is growing inside the gravel particles. Different
gravel diameters are used, depending on application: 3.0-3.7 mm for BOD removal and
denitrification and 2.0-2.5 mm for nitrification (RIZA and STOWA, 1994; /Esoy et al.,
1998). The filter medium of Biostyr reactors consists of polystyrene balls with a diameter
of 3.0-3.5 mm. The polystyrene balls float in the reactor, due to their low density (RIZA
andSTOWA, 1994;Borregaard, 1997;Falkentoft etal.,1999).Atypical bedheight offixed
bed biofilm systems is 3 m. In Kaldness Moving Bed Biofilm Reactors (MBBR) biomassis
attached to small plastic elements that move freely along with the water in the reactors
(Rusten et al., 1997). The carrier elements have a specific surface of 300-350 m2.
MBBR's have the advantage that the system is relatively easy to handle, because it can
beoperatedwithoutclogging.
Similar to activated sludge systems for biofilms systems a general distinction can be
made intosystems that aredesigned for BOD removalonly and systems that also include
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nitrogen removal by nitrification/denitrification. For low loaded biofilm systems volume
loads of 0.08-0.32 kgBOD.m3.day"1 are found. For high loaded systems volume loads of
0.3-1.4 kgBOD.m3.day"1are reported(Metcalf&Eddy, 1991; Henzeetal., 1995).
The low loaded biofilm systemsthatwere used inthescenario studyweredesignedwitha
volume load of 0.2 kgBOD.m'3.day"1. The assumed sludge yield factor is 0.2
kgSS.kgCODremoved1 (no proper literature values were found). In this system forced
aeration isapplied.The energy consumption for aeration is calculated based on the BOD
and nitrogen removal.Forthe high loaded biofilmsystems avolume loadof0.2 kgBOD.rrr
3
.day"1 and a sludge yield factor of 0.6 kgSS.kgCODremoved"1 is taken. The design is based
onatrickling filter.
The effluent of both systems is treated in a rapid sand filter in order to remove the
eroded biofilm particles. The application of a rapid filter is possible because the
suspended solids concentrations in the effluent of biofilm systems are relatively low (50lOOmgTSS.I"1).
Ion exchange (ammonium removal and nitrogen recovery) - Ion exchange can be
used to remove ammonium from the pretreated influent. Inthis unit operation ammonium
ions are exchanged for ions that are bound to an ion exchanger by electrical charge
forces. Various ion exchanging materials are available. The most important are natural
zeolites andsynthetically manufactured resins (STOWA,2001).
Ammonium removal by ion exchange has some strong points in comparison with
biological nitrogen removal.The ion exchanging process is hardly temperature dependant
and hasafast reaction rate (<2minutes). Moreover, ionexchange offers the possibility of
acompleteammonium removal (Greenetal.,1996).
Ion exchangers for ammonium removal are operated in two phases. In the first phase
ammonium isremovedfrom thewastewater, while inthesecond phasethe ion exchanger
is regenerated. The regeneration requires a salt solution to remove the adsorbed
ammonium. A typical concentration of such a salt solution is 1.6 eq.l"1 (STOWA, 1997),
which equals to 100 g NaCI.I"1. Because the regenerate is a mixture of ammonium ions
and regeneration salt,itisnot re-usable assuch.
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To recover the ammonium and to avoid the production of large volumes of regenerate
waste, the released ammonium can be stripped from the regenerate solution and
subsequently be precipitated.This recovery technique can beoperated in parallelwiththe
regeneration of the ion exchanger. An example of this ammonium removal and recovery
process is operated at the Tahoe-Truckee municipal wastewater treatment plant in the
USA (Den Engelse and Van der Panne, 1992; STOWA, 2001). Figure 2.5 shows a
scheme of this process configuration. The configuration consists of a column filled with
ion exchanger (I), a mixing chamber towhich NaOH is dosed (M), an air strip column (A)
and a gas washer (G). During the regeneration mode,the regenerate is recirculated over
the air strip column. The pH of the regenerate is raised by the addition of sodium
hydroxide, resulting in the formation of ammonia. The ammonia is stripped at 50 °C. The
stripper gas iswashed in a gas washer in acidic conditions. The final product consists of
an ammonium salt (e.g. ammonium sulphate or struvite) or an ammonia solution. Both
products can be re-used as agricultural fertilizer. The scenario study later in this chapter
assumesthatammonium sulphate isproduced.
Timer I
P

|
NaOH

Acid

Ammonium salt

W
regeneration phase

Air
IPMAG-

ion exchanger
pump
mixing chamber
air stripper
gas washer

Fig. 2.5: Ionexchanger with regenerate treatment byair stripping at 50 °Cduring the
regeneration phase (based on STOWA, 1995)

Sorption to activated carbon (dissolved COD removal) - Activated carbon adsorption
is a frequently used unit operation in drinking water purification. It is applied to remove
heavy metals and organic micropollutants. It is also proposed as a method to remove
micro pollutants form the effluent of activated sludge systems (Meinema and Rienks,
1995).
Activated carbon filters for drinking water treatment are normally operated in downflow
mode with filtration rates of 5 m.h"1 (Van Dijk and Aeyelts Averink, 1995). The carbon
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adsorption capacity is dependent on the type of pollutant. No literature data were found
with regardtothecarbonadsorption capacity ofCOD(which is infact composed ofawide
variety of organic pollutants). However, a capacity of 0.3-0.5 kg COD per kg activated
carbon was estimated (Norit-Netherlands, 1997). A typical density for activated carbon is
1,250 kg.m3. The saturated activated carbon is generally regenerated thermically, at an
approximatetemperature of700°C.
Rapid sandfiltration (final particle removal) - Rapid sand filtration isfrequently applied
as an effluent polishing step subsequent to activated sludge systems in Germany,
Switserland and the USA (TWFF, 1986). Rapid sand filters usually consist of double
layered filter beds with a bottom layer of 0.4 mquarts sand (diameter 0.7-1.5 mm) anda
top layer of 0.8 m anthracite (diameter 1.7-2.8 mm) (fig. 2.6). The application of two (or
more) filter materials is advantageous, because the penetrative effect of the filter is more
effectively used. Larger particles are captured in the top layer of the filterbed, while
smaller particle are captured in the bottom layer. Rapid sand filtration can be combined
with the addition of precipitants (ferric or aluminium salts). Due to flocculation and
precipitation the particle and phosphate removal efficiency of the filter will improve (Van
der Graaf and Van Nieuwenhuijzen, 1998). Rapid sand filters are generally operated in
downflow modeatfiltration ratesof5-30m.h"1.

Backwash water
Controller
Drain

Underdrain system

Fig.2.6: Scheme ofadouble layered rapidsandfilter (STOWA, 1998)
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Methodology applied inthe scenario study
Starting conditions -Allwastewater treatment scenarioswere designed for an imaginary
wastewater treatment plant (wwtp) of 100,000 population equivalents (p.e.).The hydraulic
parametersareshown intable2.4.
Table 2.4:
Hydraulic loading ratesfora 100,000 p.e. wwtp
Flow per p.e.
150l.p.e.-\day 1
DryWeather Flow (QDW)
1,000m3.h"1
3,000
m3.h"1
StormWeather Flow (Q sw )
Averageflow (QAu)
19,500m3.day1

(supply during 15hours per day)
( 1 . 3 x D W F * 15h)

The influent values regarding COD, BOD5, N-Kjeldahl, Ptotaiand suspended solids were
based on average concentrations in Dutch wastewater that are yearly collected by the
Central Bureau Statistics (CBS, 2000). As a prerequisite for the design, the effluent
concentrations had to at least comply with the Dutch effluent constraints. The assumed
influent composition aswellastheeffluent constraints areshown intable2.5.
Table2.5:

Assumed influent concentration andeffluent constraints
Influent composition
COD
600
(mg02.l-1)
BOD5
(mg 0 2 .l')
220
N-Kjeldahl
(mgN.l"1)
55
(mgP.I-1)
9
•total
Total suspended solids (mgTSS.I"1)
250

Effluent constraints
<50.0
<10.0
<10.0(Ntolal)
< 1.0
<10.0

Evaluation oftheenvironmental sustainability •The environmental sustainability ofthe
identified scenarios was evaluated by means of the list of environmental interventions.
The criteria of this list are based on earlier publications adressing the the environmental
sustainability of wastewater treatment plants (chapter 1).Table 2.6 shows an overview of
the assessed criteria. As already mentioned in chapter 1, the assessment of the space
requirement is considered from a practical point of view. It can especially be of value in
densely populatedareas.
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Table 2.6: List of criteria that were assessed regarding the sustainable technological development of the
newlydesignedtreatment plants(seealsochapter 1)
Environmental
interventions

Remarks

Energy balance

Resultofenergydemand(intreatment processes) andenergy recovery
(fromthesludge digestion).

Finalsludge production

Sludge production after theon-site sludge handling procedure (thickening,
digestionanddewatering).

Effluent quality

The effluent quality at least hastocomply with the Dutch discharge
constraints; an improvement ineffluent quality regarding nutrients, micro
pollutants andsuspended solids istaken intoconsideration.

Useofchemicals/recovery of
nitrogen

Chemicals that are used inthetreatment processes, cq.nitrogen thatis
recovered.

Space requirement

Thespace requirement (footprint) ofthedesignedtreatment systems refers
tothe actual sizeofthe installations (offices etc. are not included).

Cost calculations -Supplemental tothe criteria oftable 2.6, the estimated costs ofeach
ofthemwere calculated by meansofthe net present value method.The netpresent value
(NPV) reflects all aggregated costs over the total expected life time of the treatment plant
(De MolvanOtterlo, 1977).The netpresentvaluetherefore, includes allexpectedcostsof
investment (i.e. investment cost of civil constructions of installations and electromechanical works1) as well as all expected operational costs during the life time of the
plant.Withinthe net present value method,thecalculations areat prices atthe momentof
investment taking into account a constant rate of interest and a constant rate of inflation
for the time of operation. Equation 2.1 shows the methodology for calculating the net
presentvalueof investment.

N P V ^ ^ ^ X ^ r ' I D +i,]

(2.1)

t=i ' + '

where NPV|nvestment =
i
t
D
i,
T

=
=
=
=
=

net present value taking into account the annual cost of
depreciation andinterest overthetotal lifespan(in€)
interest rate (%)
numberofyears (-), t = 1,...,T
yearlydepreciation (in€)
interest ofremaining investment (in€)
lifespanofinvestment innumber ofyears (-)

1

Note:thecostforpurchaseoflandisnotincludedinthecostcalculation,sinceitdepends
onthelocalavailability;itisassessedseparatelyasshownintable2.6.
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Incaseofthe construction ofawastewater treatment plant,the net present value includes
the investment costs for civil constructions (/c)which are supposed to have a life time of
30years,aswell as costs for electro-mechanic works (lEM)which are supposed to havea
lifetime of 15years.This meansthatthetotal depreciation period ofthetreatment plantis
30 year,whereasafter 15yearsareinvestment ofelectro-mechanical works isdue.
Assuming linear depreciation and an annual long term interest rate of 5.5%, the net
present value of the civil construction investments (NPVC) per scenario is calculated
followingtheequation:

NPV

^| ( ^ ) M -4+° 055(l -^ )]

(iP€)

(Z2)

withlc=total investment incivilconstructions att= 1 (in€)
The calculation of the net present value of electro-mechanical investment costs(NPVEM)
follows a similar equation, however taking into account a depreciation period of 15years
of the initial electro-mechanical investment (lEM)as well as a reinvestment (/£M") after 15
years. Again an annual interest rate of 5.5% and linear depreciation was assumed,while
withrespecttothe reinvestment anannual inflation rateof2.5%wastaken intoaccount.
15

With

1

1

t

3 o - i

I

*

t

m

NPVEME M =Y(—!—)'- 1 [^+0.055(1
l E M ) ] + Y ( — —) M [ ^ +0.055(I
* - - EM
^ l *)]
EME M - —
VEM
tT 1.055' 15
15 EM ' J ,Y6V1.055; L 15
15
"

l EM *=l EM (1.025) 15

(in€)

(2.3)

The net present value of the operational costs reflects the total of yearly costs for
maintenance (CM), energy (Ce), chemicals (Cc), sludge handling (Cs) and labour (CL) at
prices of the time of plant construction.With again a life span of 30 years and the same
rates of interest and inflation, the net present value of the operational costs (NPV0C)are
calculated asfollows:
30

* n?R'

NPV0C =£ ( C M +C E +C C + C S + C L ) - ^ | | 7
t=i

(in€)

(2.4)

1. u o o

SeeappendixAforthecostassumptions applied inthefinancial calculations.
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Design and evaluation model - For the design and evaluation of the wastewater
treatment scenarios a model has been developed entitled DEMAS+ (Dimensioning and
EvaluationModelfor WastewaterTreatment Scenarios) (Van Nieuwenhuijzen efa/., 1998;
Mels eta/., 1999). The model combines the necessary technical and financial information
concerning the various unit operations (design parameters, energy consumption,
treatment efficiencies, unit operation costs, etc.). The DEMAS+ model gives calculations
of the environmental interventions and the total net present value per scenario including
variouscombinations of unitoperations.
System boundaries and standard sludge handling procedure - The evaluation was
conducted for the whole on-site treatment system. The system boundaries are shown in
figure 2.7. Within DEMAS+ the identified wastewater treatment scenarios are combined
with a standard sludge treatment. This standard sludge handling procedure consists of
(gravitational) thickening, followed by sludge digestion. Subsequent to digestion, the
sludge isdewatered byacentrifuge.After centrugation,thefinalsludge istransportedtoa
central dewatering and incineration plant. See appendix Bfor the assumed design criteria
ofthestandard sludge handlingprocedure.
PHYSICAL/CHEMICAL
PRETREATMENT

nt
Wastewater Influenttreatment

Secondary/
tertiary treatment

>

•
i

I

;

—I

H—|

Sludge t lickenlng

Slu jge
dlges ion
Standard
sludge
handling

- -

)

i—
Dew atering
to 25% t otaI solids L
(centrifuge)

/ /

!*-

v

i—

Transport,
Incineration and
final disposal of ash
residual

Reject water
Sludge

Fig. 2.7: System boundaries applied in DEMAS+

Reference scenario - A reference scenario was designed to compare the identified
scenarios with existing treatment systems. This reference scenario consisted of a low
loaded activated sludge system for BOD,nitrogen and phosphorus removalwitha primary
and a secondary clarifier (see figure 2.8). The primary clarifier was designed with a
hydraulic surface loadingof 3m.tr1(at stormweather flow - Qsw).The sludge loading rate
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of the activated sludge system was set at 0.06 kg BOD.kgSS"1.day1 and a sludge
concentration of4 kgSS.nr3.An anaerobic zonewas plannedto create conditions feasible
for biological phosphorous removal (hydraulic retention time atdryweather flow:2 h).The
hydraulic surface loading (of Qsw) of the secondary clarifier was 0.7 m.h'1. The primary
and secondary (biological) sludge was combined and treated by the standard sludge
handlingprocedure.

Influent

y

Secondary sludge
discharge

Standard sludge handling:
thickening, digestion, dewatering

Fig. 2.8: Reference scenario: fine screen + primary clarifier + low loaded activated sludge system +
secondary clarfier

Design criteria of the unit operations - Based on the literature review design criteria
were compiled with regard to the various unit operations. Table 2.7 shows the design
criteria as far as the pretreatment processes are concerned. The design criteria of the
secondarytreatment stepsaregiven inappendix C.
Table 2.7:Designcriteria ofthe pretreatment steps
Coagulation/flocculation
Flocculator, rapidcoagulation mixing
Hydraulic retention time
Heigth
Velocity gradient stirrers
Flocculator, slowflocculation mixing
Hydraulic retention time
Heigth
Velocity gradient stirrers
Doseofflocculating agents
combinedwith biological post treatment
combinedwith physical-chemical post
treatment
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15s(atQ s w )
1m
1,000 s"1
120s(atQ s w )
2m
45 s 1
15g.m'3 Fe3*+ 1.0g.m'3anionic polymer
25 g.m'3 Fe3*+ 1.0g.m"3anionic polymer
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Physical-chemical pretreatment
Precipitation tank
Hydraulic surface loading
Tank heigth

3 m.lr1(atQ sw )
2m

Flotationtank (DAF)
Hydraulic surface loading
Tank heigth
Pressure recycle flow
Recycle flow

10m.lr 1 (atQ s w )
2.5 m
5 bar
15%of QDWF

Additional treatment
Rapidsand filtration
Surface load
Bed height
Column diameter
Backwash frequency
Backwash time

15m.h- 1 (atQ sw )
1m
4.1 m
1 time perday
900s

Effluent composition of the pretreatment operations - Table 2.8 shows the influent
and the assumed effluent composition after pretreatment. The effluent values of the
pretreatment steps determine the pollutant load of the secondary treatment. The primary
effluent characteristics are based onthe particle removal efficiencies aswerefound inthe
literature review of chapter 1, taking into account the influent particulate fraction. It is
assumed that 70%ofthe influent COD,60%of BOD,25%of N-Kjeldahl and 30%ofPtotal
occur in particulate form (> 0.45 |Jm). With regard to the particle removal efficiency
(Rpartides) of primary settling and pre-precipitation, cq. flotation 40% and 80% are
assumed, respectively.
The table also includes the BOD/N ratio.As shown,the BOD/N ratio of the influent is4.0.
Enhanced pretreatment results in a decrease ofthe BOD/N ratio, because the particulate
nitrogen fraction is relatively smaller thanthat of BOD.The ratio becomes 3.3 subsequent
to regular pre-settling. The calculated BOD/N ratio of the primary effluent of preprecipitation andflotation is2.6.
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Table 2.8: Influent and assumed effluent composition of the pretreatment operations (without extra nitrogen
added bythe reject water)
Parameter

Influent

CODtotal (mg0 2 .r 1 )
particulate
dissolved
BOD (mg02.l"1)
particulate
dissolved
N-Kjeldahl (mg N.l1)
particulate
dissolved
Pit*, (mg P.I"1)

particulate
dissolved
BOD/N

Effluent composition after pretreatment
Primary settling

Pre-precipitation
Flotation

(Rpartic,es = 4 0 % )

(Rpartlctes = 80%)

600
420
180
220
132
88
55
14
41 a
9.0
2.7
6.3

432
252
180
167
79
88
50
9
41a
7.9
1.6
6.3

4.0

3.3

a

assuming40 mg N.I" as NH4*

b

2-3 mgP.I"1incase ofsecondary biological treatment

"

""

264
84
180
114
26
88
44
3
41 a
1*

2.6

1

The BOD/Nratios of table 2.8 do not yet account for the extra nitrogen loadthat isadded
by the reject water flow (i.e. the water from the centrifuge). This extra nitrogen load is
dependent on the type of post treatment that is applied. In the DEMAS+ model it is
calculated,basedonthefollowingassumptions:
Inthe digester 50%ofthe primary and 30%ofthe secondary sludge are converted
(Lawler et a/., 1986; Gosh, 1991;and Sanders ef a/., 1996). These conversions
refertotheorganicfraction ofthesludge.
The biomass yield of the anaerobic bacteria in the digester is low and is assumed
negligible.
The primary sludge conversion proceeds according to the general digestion
reaction:
CaHbOcNdPe- > 1/cC0 2 +(a-1/c) CH4+dNH4-N+e P04-P +energy (+cells).
Regarding the conversion of secondary (biological) sludge, it is assumed that the
COD:N:P ratio of biomass numbers 150:14 (Metcalf & Eddy, 1991). It means that
forevery 100gofdigested CODand9.3 gNH4-Nisreleased.
Itisassumedthat,duringthedewatering stage,all the released NH4-Nionsendup
in the reject water and are ultimately returned to the treatment plant. (The extra P
load isleftoutofthepresented calculations.)
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The resulting BOD/N ratios after pre-precipitation and flotation are in the order of 2.0 to
2.2. These values are rather low for denitrification in a biological post treatment with predenitrification. Inliterature minimum ratiosof3-4 are advised (e.g.Klapwijk et al., 1997)to
achieve nitrogen concentrations that comply with the effluent standard (< 10 mgN.I'1). In
the current scenario study it is assumed the mentioned BOD/N values are sufficient to
reach the discharge standard. However, it should be noticed that the low BOD/N ratio is
considered a possible bottleneck tothe application of physical-chemical pretreatmentand
that ithasbeenapointofinvestigation inthechapters 5and6ofthisthesis.
Evaluated treatment scenarios
During the research ten treatment scenarios, which are all based on physical-chemical
pretreatment, were evaluated.Table 2.9 presents these scenarios dividingthem intothree
main scenario groups according to the applied post treatment. In scenario group 1,
physical-chemical post treatment is applied; in group 2, biological post treatment is
applied; whereas in scenario group 3, a combination of physical-chemical and biological
posttreatment isapplied.
It should be noticedthat in scenarios 1a, 1band 3a-3d rapid sandfiltration is introduced
as a second pretreatment unit, subsequent to the application of pre-precipitation and
flotation. Rapid sand filtration is applied to protect the down-stream treatment steps from
remainingsolids.
Table2.9:

Evaluated treatment scenarioswith pre-and posttreatment steps

Scenario

Pretreatment

Scenario 1a

Flotation (DAF)

Scenario 1b

Pre-precipitation

Scenario 2a

Flotation (DAF)

Low loaded biofilm system + sand filter

Scenario 2b

Pre-precipitation

Low loaded biofilm system + sand filter

Flotation (DAF)

Low loaded activated sludge system + secondary clarifier

Pre-precipitation

Low loaded activated sludge system + secondary clarifier

Scenario 2c
Scenario 2d
Scenario 3a

Flotation (DAF)

Scenario 3b

Pre-precipitation

Scenario 3c

Flotation (DAF)

Scenario 3d

Pre-precipitation

Post treatment
Sand filter + ion-exchange (with air stripping3) + activated-carbon
adsorption (thermal reactivation)
S l n d filter +Ton-exchange (wiFhaTrstripping8')+ icOvited-carbon
adsorption (with thermal reactivation)

High loaded biofilm system + sand filter + ion-exchange (with air
stripping"}
High loaded biofilm system + sand filter + ion-exchange (with air
stripping"}
High loaded activated sludge system + secondary clarifier + sand
filter + ion exchange (with air stripping"}
High"loadedactivatedsludge system + secondary clarifier + sand
filter + ion exchanae (with air striooina")

' product:ammonium sulphate ((NH4)2S04)
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Results and discussion
The results of the calculations regarding the environmental criteria and costs are
summarised in the following paragraphs. An overview of the identified scenarios is
presented with diagrams which enables their comparison. In these diagrams the first bar
represents the reference scenario (ref.), the following bars are numbered as in table 2.9.
The values of the consumption of chemicals (cq. recovery of nitrogen) and the expected
effluent quality are presented inatable.
Energy balance - Figure 2.9 shows the results of the energy calculations. The balance
includes the energy that is used for the unit operations in the water treatment and the
energy that is generated from the digested primary and secondary sludge. The energy
demand isexpressedastheelectricity requirement (inMWh.year"1).
1a

2b

2c

2d

3a

3b

3c

3d

• LJ u'u'^' '
V.
| -2000

—-

_....

% -4000

-5000

Fig. 2.9: Calculated energy balance ofthetreatment scenarios

Figure 2.9 shows that scenarios containing a secondary treatment that consists
completely of physical-chemical unit operations (scenario 1a, 1b) require four times more
energy than the reference scenario. The main reason for the high energy consumption is
the ion exchanger + air stripper. Especially the increase intemperature of the regenerate
(to 50 °C) prior to the gas washer requires a high amount of energy. The energy is
suppliedtothe process as methane.To achieve anoverall balance,the energy contentof
the methanewasrecalculatedto MWh.
The scenarios that combine pretreatment (2a-2d) with biological post treatment have a
high potentialtosave energy.Ascan beseen inthe graph 30-85%lessenergy isrequired
compared to the reference scenario. The reasons are the higher (re)use of energy
through primary sludge digestion and a decreased energy demand of the post treatment.
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The latter is due to a lower energy requirement of the aeration, because less COD is
enteringthesystem.
The scenarios that are combining ionexchange and biological posttreatment (3a-3d) also
require approximately four times more energy compared to the reference, similar to
scenarios 1aand 1b.Again,the mainreasonisthe ionexchanger/stripper combination
Final sludge production - The results of the calculations regarding the final sludge
production after digestion and centrifugation are shown in figure 2.10. The sludge
production isdivided intothreefractions: (i) inorganic sludge,(ii)organic sludgefrom (notdigested) primary and secondary sludge and (iii) chemical sludge consisting of Fe
precipitates (i.e. ferric phosphate, ferric hydroxide). The final sludge production is given
asthemassoftotalsolids (TS)produced.
2500
[D Inorganic n Organic • Chenical
2000

1
? 1500

ill"

500

ref.

1a

1b

2a

2b

2c

2d

3a

3b

3c

3d

Fig.2.10: Finalsludge production (tonTS.year"1)

The calculations show that the scenarios with physical-chemical pretreatment produce
more final sludge after digestion than the reference. The increase of the final sludge
quantity isfor a large part caused by the production of chemical sludge. For a number of
scenarios alsoahigherorganic sludge productionwasfound.
The graph shows that scenarios 1aand 1bproduce more chemical sludge (approximately
400 tonTS.year"1) than scenarios 2a to 3d (circa 240 tonTS.year"1). The cause is the
higher required Fe dosage in both scenarios. Inscenario 2a to 3d a secondary biological
treatment step isapplied. Insuchabiological stepa partofthe phosphorus isremovedby
biomass uptake. Therefore, less Fe is necessary to remove phosphate up to the effluent
standard (< 1mgP.I1).
Differences were also found in the production of organic sludge. Scenario 1a and 1b
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produce less sludge, because the COD that remains after pretreatment is removed by
activated carbonadsorption. Inscenario 2ato 3d remaining COD is removed by biological
posttreatment, resulting inthe production ofbiologicalwastesludge.
The low loaded biofilm systems (2a, 2b) produce a lower sludge quantity compared to
the low loadedactivated sludge systems (2c,2d),because ofthe lower assumed bacterial
yield (0.2 as against 0.4 kgSS.kgCODremoved"1). For the scenarios including a high loaded
biofilm or high loaded activated sludge system (3a to 3d), the highest organic sludge
productionwasfound.
Effluent quality - With respect to the effluent quality a more qualitative approach was
used to evaluate the scenarios. In this approach the expected effluent quality was
compared to the effluent quality of the reference scenario and appreciated with +/0/(improved,similar ordeclined).Table2.10showsthe resultsofthisappraisal.
The effluent of all scenarios complies with the effluent standards as given in table 2.5.
However, due to the application of different post treatment unit operations, the effluent of
some scenarios isof a higher quality. The scenarios that incorporate a rapid sandfilter as
a final treatment step, induce an effluent that contains less suspended solids and micro
pollutants (as the latter are adsorbed to suspended solids). The application of actived
carbon adsorption in scenario 1a and 1b will result in the removal of dissolved micro
pollutants. The scenarios that incorporate an ion exchanger (1a, 1b; 3a - 3d) have the
potential to improve the effluent quality with respect to ammonium-nitrogen. However, it
should be noted that in ion exchange the ammonium is substituted by a counter ion (in
mostcases Na+).
The addition of FeCI3 for phosphate precipitation and coagulation/flocculation results for
all scenarios in an increase of the CI" concentration of the effluent. The chloride
concentration of the effluent is increased by 1.9 mg CI per mg added Fe. It results for
scenarios 1a and 1b in an increase of 47.5 mgCI.I"1 and for scenarios 2a to 3d in an
increase of28.5mgCI.I"1.
Table 2.10:Appraisal ofthe effluent quality ofthe identified treatment scenarios compared to reference (+/07: improved,similar or declined)
micro
Scenario
N
p
TSS
cipollutants
+
++
+
Scenario 1a
0
Scenario 1b

+

0

+

++

Scenario2a

0

0

+

+

Scenario 2b

0

0

+

+

Scenario 2c

0

0

0

0

Scenario 2d

0

0

0

0
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N

P

Scenario 3a

+

0

+

micro
pollutants
+

Scenario 3b

+

0

+

+

Scenario 3c

+

0

0

+

Scenario 3d

+

0

0

+

Scenario

TSS

ci-

Use of chemicals and recovery of nitrogen - Table 2.11 shows the quantities of
required chemicals aswell asthe recovered ammonium sulphate (inton peryear).Allthe
scenarios require flocculating agents (FeCI3 and anionic polymer). The total polymer
consumption includes the anionic polymer that is dosed in the pretreatment and the
polymer that isused inthecentrifugeforsludgedewatering.
Scenarios 1aand 1brequire more FeCI3,due tothe absence of biological post treatment.
The scenarios 1a to 3d show an increasing requirement for polymers. This is caused by
the increasing production of sludge (fig. 2.10). The scenarios that include an ion
exchanger + stripper require relatively large quantities of NaOH and H2S04.At the same
timealargequantity of(NH4)2S04 isproduced.
Table 2.11: Useofchemicals and recovery ofammonium sulphate
Ion exchanger
Chemical use
NaOH
H 2 S0 4
(ton.year1)
(ton.year1)

Flocculating agents

Scenario

FeCI3
(ton.year1)

Polymer
(ton.year1)

ref

-

10.0

Product
(NH4)2S04
(ton.year1)

Scenario 1a

516

16.9

700

870

1170

Scenario 1b

516

17.0

700

870

1170

Scenario 2a

310

18.4

Scenario 2b

310

18.6

Scenario 2c

310

20.0

Scenario 2d

310

20.1
500

620

830

500

620

830

J

Scenario 3a

310

20.9

Scenario 3b

310

21.0

Scenario 3c

310

22.6

440

540

730

Scenario 3d

310

22.7

440

540

730

j

Net space requirement - Figure 2.11 shows that all treatment scenarios with physicalchemical pretreatment can be designed smaller compared to the reference. The footprint
ofscenario 1aisthe smallest, with only approximately one-ninth ofthe space requirement
ofthe reference.Theother scenarios haveacalculated space requirement ofaroundone45
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third of the land use of the reference scenario, except for the scenarios that include an
activated sludge system (scenario 2c-2d and 3c-3d). These systems require a relatively
largeareaduetothesecondary clarifier (4285m2).

ref.

1a

1b

2a

2b

2c

2d

3a

3b

3c

3d

Fig. 2.11: Netspace requirement

Costs • Figure 2.12 presents the results of the cost calculations. In this graph the net
present values of the scenarios are compared to the reference. The graph shows the net
present value ofthe construction/electro-mechanic (EM) works as well as the net present
valueoftheoperationalcosts.
The graph demonstrates that the net present value of construction/EM works is almost
similar for all scenarios. Large differences, however, were found with respect to the
operational costs. The scenarios that include physical-chemical post treatment steps
(activatedcarbon,ionexchange)showedsignificant higher costsforoperation.
The estimated net present values of scenarios 1aand 1bare approximately three times
higher than those of the reference scenario. The most important reason for these high
figures are the costs that are needed to regenerate the loaded activated carbon. The
columns will have to be regenerated approximately 10times per year. The costs amount
around € 200 per m3 regenerated activated carbon.A second major factor are the costs
for ammonium recovery by the air stripper (€ 4.5 per kg recovered NH4-N). The latter
should however, be seen in the perspective of a potential market for the product (in this
caseammoniumsulphate).
The total net present values of the scenarios that combine enhanced primary treatment
with biological post treatment (2a-2d) are (considering the accuracy ofthe calculations) in
the same range of those of the reference scenario. These scenarios show a potential to
becostcompetitivewiththecurrentlyappliedsystems.
The total costs of scenarios 3a-3d are approximately 75% higher than those of the
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reference treatment. The most important cost increasing factor in these scenarios is the
ammonium recovery bytheair stripper.
350%
I construction/Bdworks n operational costs
300% i
» 250%
CO

~ 200%
©

1a. 150%
z

100% -]
50%
0% — I

ei

y....
2a

2b

2c

2d

Fig.2.12: Financial cost comparison based onthe net present value (the reference scenario =100%)

Conclusions and bottlenecks
The literature review showed that, for enhanced primary treatment, different unit
operations are available. It appears that the possible unit operations for pretreatment
include pre-precipitation, dissolved air flotation, microscreening, direct influent filtration,
direct membrane filtration and enhanced settling by addition of magnetite or micro sand.
The use of flocculating agents is essential to all these unit operations to obtain a
significant level of particle removal, except for direct influent filtration and direct
membranefiltration.
Various unit operations are available for secondary and tertiary treatment of the primary
effluent. A major distinction can be made into unit operations based on biological
techniques (activated sludge systems, biofilm systems, membrane bioreactors) and unit
operations based on physical-chemical pollutant removal (ion-exchange,activatedcarbon,
rapid sand filtration). The application of physical-chemical pretreatment is favourable to
the application of compact post treatment steps. Unit operations like biofilm systems,
activated carbon adsorption and ion exchange, preferably require wastewater containing
low particle concentrations. These unit operations may also result in an improved effluent
qualitywith regardtonitrogen,suspended solidsand micro pollutants.
The scenario study confirmed that the application of enhanced particle removal enablesa
smaller (20-80%) and more energy efficient design of complete wastewater treatment
systems incomparisonwiththecommonly appliedtreatment plants.
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The most important conclusions regardingthedifferent groupsofscenariosare:
•
The treatment scenarios that combine enhanced primary treatment with biological
post treatment for COD and nitrogen removal have a large potential to save
energy. For this type of systems energy savings of 40-85% were calculated. The
overallcostsofthesescenarios areinthesame rangeasthoseofthereference.
•
The costs of the scenarios that include ion-exchange are at least 75% higher than
the reference.These higher costsare mainly duetothe relative high costsfor brine
regeneration and ammonium recovery (air stripping). The regeneration consumes
relatively large quantities of chemicals and energy. However, the costs and the
chemical and energy consumption should be considered from the perspective that
a product is generated for possible re-use as agricultural fertiliser. The possible
profits have notyet been partofthecalculations.
•
Scenarios that include activated carbon adsorption for dissolved COD removal
result in costs that are three times higher than the reference treatment. The main
reasonsarethecostsforregeneration oftheactivatedcarbon.
The study of scenarios revealed two important bottlenecks regarding the application of
physical-chemical pretreatment, being (i) the use of metal-based flocculating agents and
(ii)the removal of biodegradable carbon which is required for denitrification ina biological
posttreatmentstep.
The use of metal salts contributes considerably to the overall environmental impact of
the evaluated treatment systems. Due to the application of metal salts a significant
amount of inorganic (chemical) sludge isproduced.This chemical sludge will increasethe
volume of final waste after incineration. In addition, the use of metal- salts based
flocculating agents will result in an increased grade of salinity of the effluent. It is
recommended to perform investigations into the possible replacement of metals salts by
organic polymerstoavoidthementionedenvironmental impacts.
A second (potential) bottleneck regarding the application of physical-chemical
pretreatment of municipal wastewater is that the removal of particles is partially
accompanied bythe removal of biodegradable organic carbon.Adecrease in BOD/Nratio
through the removal of biodegradable COD may inhibit the nitrogen removal by
denitrification and may result in an increased nitrogen concentration in the effluent. The
review showed that the BOD/N ratio of the wastewater is decreased after enhanced
primary treatment. For an average Dutch influent the BOD/N of pretreated water was
estimated at 2.0-2.2 including nitrogen that is recirculated by the reject water subsequent
to digestion and centrifugation. This value is lower than values that are generally
consideredsufficient toachievethe nitrogendischargestandard of< 10mgNtota|.l"1.
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AppendixA

Assumptionsforthe cost calculations

TableA1:Assumptionsfortheoperationalcosts
Electricity
FeCI3 (41%)
Anionic polymer
Finalsludge disposal
Staff*

€

0.068 per kWh
150perm3
5,650per1000kg
400 per1000kgdrysolids
110,000

'assumingthatthewastewatertreatment plantisoperatedby3employees

Table A2:Assumptionsforthe construction and electro-mechanical costs
Construction*
Physical-chemical pretreatment

Fine screen
Flocculation
Primary and secondary clarifiers
Cover primary clarifier
Flotation
Secondary treatment
Activated sludge system
Biofilm system
Ionexchange (excl. regenerate treatment)
-stripper forNH4-N recovery*"
Activated carbon filter
- thermic regeneration
- activated carbon replacement
Sludge handling
Sludge thickener
Cover sludge thickener
Digester
Total energy installation.

(€)
135,750 (total)
450 perm3
270 perm2
90 perm2
1,130 perm 2

Electromechanical*
(€)
226,250 (total)
340 perm3
70 perm2

-

Maintenance
construction/EM
(year 1 )
0.5%/1.5%"
0.5%/2.0%
0.5%/1.5%

-

2,260per m2

0.5%/2.0%

90 perm3
1,580 perm 2
3,850per m3

0.5%/1.5%
0.5%/2.0%
0.5%/2.0%

2,400per m3

0.5%/2.0%

900 perm2
90 perm2
180 perm 3

230 perm2

0.5%/1.5%

90 perm3

0.5%/1.5%

50 perm3
biogas/day
135,000

230 perm3
biogas/day
58,000

0.5%/1.5%

140 perm 3
1,360perm2
54,300 per column
4.5 perkg NH4-N
1,580 perm 3
200 per m3AC
1.7 per kg AC

-

-

Centrifuqe (per piece)
0.5%/2.0%
Tertiary treatment
3,600per m2
3,400per m2
Rapid sand filtration
0.5%/2.0%
* Forconstructionandelectro-mechanical investmentsanadditional'overhead'factorof 0.7wasassumed
** 0.5%ofcontructionand1.5%ofelectro/mechanical-investments
*** basedonSTOWA(1995)
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Appendix B

Designcriteriaofthestandardsludge handlingand
calculationswithregardtosludge production

Table B1: Design criteria ofthestandard sludge handling procedure
Unit process
Design criteria
Sludgethickener (per m3)
Solids load
Drysolids content after thickening
Digester
Solids retention time
Tank height
Temperature
Organic solids degradation
Biogas production
Energy content biogas
Total energy installation
Energy conversion

50kgTS.m"2.day"1for primary sludge;
30 kgTS.m"2.day"1for secondary sludge
5%

20 days
10m
33°C a
50%for primary sludge;30%forsecondary sludge
1.15m3per kgorganic solids converted
22,000 kJ.nr3

32% energy conversion into electricity
68%energyconversion into heat3

Centrifuge
Capacity
16tonTSpercentrifuge perweek
Energy consumption
4 kWh.m"3sludge
Drysolids content after centrifuge
25%
Polymer addition
7.5 kg.tonTS1
The heat that is produced during electricity generation is usedto raise the temperature ofthe sludgeto 33

Table B2: Sludge production
Description

Calculation accordingto:

Chemical sludge production (kg TS.year1)

2.25 kgTS per kgFe dosed

Primary sludge production (kg TS.year1)
Organicfraction of primary sludge

0.71 (kgTS.kgCOD1) *COD removedinpretreatment
80%

Secondary sludge production (kg TS.year'1)
Organic fraction of secondary sludge

CODremoved insecondary treatment *Yb
82%

b

Y (biological yield) as given in appendix C while expressed in kg TS (total solids) instead of kg SS
(suspended solids)
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AppendixC

Designcriteriaoftheposttreatmentsteps

Table C: Design criteria ofthe unitoperations for post treatment
Secondary treatment
Low loaded activated sludge system (BOD, P, N)
Sludge loading rate
Sludge production factor (Y)
Sludge concentration
Hydraulic loadsecondary clarifier
Highloaded activated sludge system (BOD)
Sludge loading rate
Sludge production factor (Y)
Sludge concentration
Hydraulic load secondary clarifier

0.06 kgBOD.kgSS"1.day-1
0.4 kgSS.kgCODremoved-1
4 kgSS.m"3
0.7 m.h"1(atQ sw )
0.8 kgBOD.kgSS"1.day1
0.6 kgSS.kgCODrernoved-1
4 kgSS.m3
0.7 m.h 1 (atQ sw )

Low loaded biofilmsystem (BOD,N)
Volumetric loading rate
Sludge production factor (Y)

0.2 kgBOD.m"3
0.2 kgSS.kgCODremoved-1

High loaded biofilm system (BOD)
Volumetric loading rate
Sludge production factor (Y)

0.6 kgBOD.m3
0.5 k g S S . k g C O D ^ ^ 1

Ionexchange (N)
Effluent concentration
Surface load
Column capacity
Bed height
Column diameter

5 mgNH4-N.r1
30m.h-1(atQ sw )
5.5 kg NH4-Nper m3zeolite
1.3 m
2.4m

Regeneration combinedwith stripping
Surface load
Regenerate concentration
Chemical use
Product

2.9kgNaOHand3.5kgH2SO„perkgNH„
4.7 kg (NH4)2S04 per kg NH4-Nfecovered

Activated carbonfilter (COD)
Surface load
Column capacity
Bed height
Column diameter
Bulk density
Lossof activated carbon

5 m.h 1 (atQ sw )
0.45 kgCOD per kgactivated carbon
2m
4m
600kg.m"3
2.5%during each regeneration cvcle

10m.h 1 (atQ sw )

1.6eq.r1
-N
recovered
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Appendix D

Energy calculations

Table D1: Energy requirement (100,000 p.e. wwtp)
Physical-chemical pretreatment
Calculation
Fine screen
Flocculator
- rapid mixing
-flocculation mixing
Primary/secondary clarifiers
- skimmers
Flotation
- pressurized recycle flow
-float layer removal
Secondary treatment
Activated sludge system
-aeration energy
-recycle (low loaded system)
Biofilm system
-aeration energy
-recycle (low loaded system)
Ion exchange
-pumps
-stripper for NH4-N recovery

Value
(kWh.year1)

P = 2kW

17,500

P = 14.2kW
P =2.3 kW

124,500
20, 000

P = 4kW

35,000

P =27.8kW
P = 4kW

243, 500
35,000

OR =Oe+ Os+On- Od
P = 11.6kW

dependent on influent CODandN
102,000

OR =Oe+ Os+On- Od
P = 11.6kW

dependent on influent CODandN
102,000

P=15.4kW
13.35 kWh per kg NH4-

dependent on influent N

135,000

' ' recovered

Activated carbon filter
- pumps
- reactivation
Sludge handling
Sludge thickener
- skimming
Digester
- pumps, stirring
- heating of sludge
Total energy installation
(32% efficiency)
Tertiary treatment
Rapid sand filtration
a

this figure mainly consists of
according to STOWA (1995) 0.9

P=10.2kW
0.4 kWh perm3.year1

89, 500
480, 000

P = 4kW

35, 000

P=4kW

35,000
0 (heated byTE installation)

32% of22,000 kJ.nr3

P =4.5 kW

Energie production: 1.95 kWh.m 3
biogas
39000

the energy content of methane that is used for heating of the regenerate;
kgmethane isneeded per kg NH4-Nrecovered
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Table D.2: Energy requirement ofthe aeration oftheactivated sludgeandbiofilm systems
Oxygen requirement

OR = O e + 0 8 + O n - O d (kg 0 2 . y e a r " ' )

oe+ 0 , = COD i I 1 ( t a , t - COD effluent - COD sludge = ((1-Y).C0D, n „ uent
- C/OD e f f l u e n l ).Q i n l l u e l , t

o n=
o d=
OR
Oe-

oso„od.
Y-
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Oxygen andenergy requirement

a

OR=oc.p.g ^ (kg0 2 .year"')

2.5 kg02.kWh"1

("vj.] " Nkj.oJ.Qinfluoni " NsiudgaJ^.Or
(N|g,i - N ^ e ).Q i n f l | i e n t -

Ng^ggl.Z.OO

oxygen requirement
endogenousoxygen consumption
oxygen consumptionforoxidation of biodegradable
organic carbon
oxygen consumptionforammonium oxidation
(i.e. nitrification)
reduction ofoxygen consumption duetodenitrification
biolooicalvield (0.55 kaCOO,
kaCOD
,"1)

OC -oxygen consumption (kg0 2 .year')
aaeratorefficiency (0.9 (-))
ppeakfactor (1.2 (-))
Coxygen concentration influent
(=0.5 mg02.|-1)
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Organic polymers forflocculation of municipal wastewater

Abstract. The objective ofthis chapter was to investigate the potential application of
organic poly electrolytes as an alternative to metal-based flocculants by means of a
literature review andjar test experiments.
Two types of organic polymers are most frequently applied in (industrial)
wastewater treatment and sludge handling, (i) low to moderate molecular weight
polyamines and poly-DADMACs and (ii) high molecular weight (HMW)
polyacrylamides. Jar test experiments with a selection of these polymer types
showed that especially the cationic HMW polyacrylamides appeared to be interesting
for practical application,astheygoteffective at relatively lowdoses (5-10 mg.l"1).For
a low molecular weight cationic polyamine also high turbidity removals were found,
however at higher required doses (20-30 mg.l"1). For both types of polymers the
experiments resulted in turbidity removals of 65-90% and a suspended solids
removal of more than 90%. Furthermore, it was found that the addition of organic
polymers does notaffect the pHofthetreated wastewater.
The addition of HWM cationic polymers tends to result in large, well settling floes.
The sludgefloesformed after additionofalowweight cationic polyamine appearedto
be significantly smaller. Furthermore, filterability tests with the Filtration-Expression
cell showed that the improvement in dewaterability of sludge produced by the
addition of polymers is similar to that of sludge produced by the addition of ferric
chloride.
Itwas found that for cationic HMW polyacrylamides the turbidity removal increases
gradually with increasing dose, which may imply an interesting possibility to control
the particle removalof unitoperationsforpretreatment.
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Introduction
The study of various pretreatment scenarios in chapter 2 showed that the application of
enhanced primary treatment tends to improve the overall environmental sustainability of
wastewater treatment plants. However, the required addition of metal-based flocculating
agents like FeCbinduce some negative environmental side effects such asthe production
of relatively large volumes of inorganic (chemical) sludge and an increase of salt
concentration oftheeffluent duetothe releaseofcounter ions.
The objective of this chapter is to investigate the potential application of organic poly
electrolytes as an alternative to metal-based flocculants. When organic polymers are
applied for coagulation/flocculation, chemical sludge production is small because no
precipitates are formed. Moreover, compared to metals salts organic polymers induce a
relatively small increase insaltconcentration ofthe effluent.
This chapter describes a literature review and experimental work into the application of
organic polymers. In the literature review the principles of coagulation/flocculation are
studied and a description is given of poly electrolytes that are frequently applied in
industrialwastewater treatment and insludge handling.The experimental work focuses on
the applicability of different types of polyacrylamine and polyacrylamide-based organic
polymers for municipal wastewater treatment. For this purposejar test experiments were
conducted. Within these jar test experiments different features of such polymers were
studied, like the required doses, the potential particle removal,the effect of polymer dose
onpHandcertain characteristics ofthe producedsludge likefloesizeand dewaterability.

Literature review
Organic polymers and their characteristics- Organic poly electrolytes are generally
characterized by two main properties, their molecular weight and their amount of ionic
charge.The molecular weight (or, more properly, molecular mass) is and indication of the
amount of monomers and thus the length ofthe polymer chain.The molecular weight can
be measured by Theological, osmotic and light scattering techniques. Most applied are
viscosity measurements of polymer solutions in order to determine the average molecular
mass.
With regard to ionic charge, polymers can be cationic, anionic and non-ionic, i.e.
respectively positively, negatively and neutrally charged. A polymer's charge density
indicates the amount of charge available to accomplish particle destabilization. The
cationic or anionic charge density is normally expressed as the (weight) percentage of
charged monomers. Polymers with charge percentages of 5 to 100 weight percent are
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produced for different applications. The charge density of polymers can be measured by
potentiometric,colloidalorcounteriontitration.
Mostoftheorganic polymersthat arecurrently applied in(industrial) wastewater treatment
and in sludge handling are synthetically prepared polyacrylamides and polyamines. In
practice two major categories are distinguished: (i) low to moderate molecular weight
polyamines and poly-DADMACs and (ii) very high molecular weight polyacrylamides
(Barvenik, 2000;Dentel etal., 2000;Gucciardi,2000;Will,2000). Figure 3.1 and3.2 show
these maintypesof polyelectrolytes.
In figure 3.1 two common chemical structures of low to moderate molecular weight
cationic polymers are shown. Both polymers are homo polymers based on one type of
monomer. Structure A in figure 3.1 depicts a quaternary cationic polyamine, while
structure B shows a cationic polymer based on a DADMAC (diallyldimethyl ammonium
chloride) monomer. Both polymers are frequently used for coagulation processes due to
their high cationic charge and their low molecular mass (resulting in short chains). The
monomers shown in figure 3.1 can also be copolymerized with acrylamide to create a
variety ofhighweight copolymers.

r

PS
OH

A. polyamine

CH3 *
u
"

r

•CH^

1

CH^V0"2
N ClCHi O b

B. poly-DADMAC

Fig. 3.1: Chemical structures of lowto moderate molecular weight cationic polymers

Structure C infigure 3.2 shows the basic acrylamide monomer, which polymerized, yields
non-ionic polyacrylamide. Non-ionic polymers are hardly applied in wastewater treatment
or sludge handling. Structure D depicts the most common acrylamide based cationic
polymer, consisting of a non-ionic monomer (acrylamide) and a cationic monomer
(quatemised aminomethylated acrylamide). The 'x' and 'y' indicate the ratio of nonionic
andcationic monomers anddeterminethechargedensity ofthe polymer.
Structure E represents an anionic polyacrylamide, containing an acrylic acid monomer.
These polymers are frequently employed as coagulant aids in water treatment. The
anionic polymers are relatively pH dependent in comparison with the cationic
polyacrylamides, because of the acidic nature ofthe monomer. At pH <4 the anionic poly
electrolyte isuncharged.
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Fig. 3.2:Chemical structure ofpolyacrylamide based polymers

Apart from thepolyacrylamides and polyamines also different organic polymers exist that
are based on natural materials. Examples are quarternized starch polymers and
condensed tannin (Gucciardi, 2000), cellulose and galactose products, microbial
polysaccharide products, gelatine based products, seed ofthe Moringa Olefeira (Kalogo
and Verstraete, 2000; Okuda etal., 2001) and Chitine based products (0degaard, 1998,
Panera/., 1999).
Infact,thereisan increasing development ofnon-acrylamidebasedflocculants, because
ofthe reported slow biodegradability ofpolyacrylamide polymers andthetoxicityofacrylic
acid monomers (Barvenik, 2000;Dentel,2000;Gucciardi,2000).
Surface characteristics ofparticles inwastewater - Particles in municipal wastewater
mainly have a negative charge. This can beverified byplacing thewastewater particles
into anelectrical field. Duetothe charge,the particles movetothe positive electrode. The
zeta potential can becalculated based onthefield potential,the mobility ofthe particlesin
thefield andtheviscosity. For particles inwastewater thiszeta potential variesfrom-15to
-40 mV(seefigure 3.3) (Henzeefal., 1995;Elmitwalli,2000)
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Fig. 3.3: Example ofazeta potentialdistribution curveforwastewater particles (in:Henzeetal., 1995)

The negative surface charge ofthe particles isthe result of dissociation of end groups on
the surface, such as amino (-NH2), hydroxyl (-OH) and acid groups (-COOH) and/or
adsorption of ions from the water. The first phenomenon usually causes the charge of
hydrophilic colloids, the second phenomenon causes the charge of hydrophobic particles
(Henze et al., 1995). It is assumed that soap molecules on the surface of particles
contribute to the surface charge of hydrophobic particles. The hydrophobic part of these
macromolecules is attached to the surface, while the negatively charged tail is located in
thewater.
Duetothe negative surface charge ofthe particles, oppositely charged ions areattracted.
These counter ions accumulate in a layer at the surface of the particles, thereby partially
neutralising the surface charge. The layer of counter ions is called the Sternlayer.
Because of the charge, an electrical potential difference prevails between the particle
surface and the surrounding water. The hydrodynamic plane of shear is the interface
between the proportion of the liquid moving with the particle and the other part of the
liquid. The potential at this interface is called the (earlier mentioned) zeta potential (t,)or
electrokineticpotential.
Adiffuse layer of negative and positive ionssurrounds the Stern layer. Thisdiffuse layer is
called the Gouy-Chapman layer.The concentration of counter ions is gradually reduced
until it reaches the concentration in the liquid. The Stern layer and the diffuse GouyChapman layerare referredtoastheelectricdouble layer.
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Fig. 3.4: Schematic presentation ofthe double layerof ionsaround acolloidal particle witha negative
surface charge (left) andthe decline of potentialwith increasing surface distance (right)

Apartfromthe repelling electric chargeforcesthe colloidal particles also attract eachother
through the London-Vander Waals'forces. The attractive London-Van der Waals' forces
decrease rapidly with increasing particle distance. In order to let the particles attach the
repulsive forces should be neutralized, so that the attractive forces of the particles may
takeeffect.
Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey and Overbeek quantified particle stability in terms of energy
changesthatoccurduring mutualapproach ofthe particles.Thetotalenergy isdetermined
by the sum of the attractive (mass force related) and the repulsive (surface force related)
energieswithinthe interparticulate sphere. Figure3.5 showsaschematic representationof
the so-called DLVO theory and describes the energy pattern in relation to the distance to
the particle surface.The curve illustrates thetwo main conclusions ofthe DLVOtheory (a)
attractiveforces dominate on small and long distances ofthe particle surface (b) repulsive
forcesdominate inbetweenthesetwoextremes.
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Fig. 3.5: Schematic presentation ofthe DLVOtheory (redrawn after Schwoyer, 1981)

Principles of coagulation/flocculation - As pointed out earlier, particles in municipal
wastewater are mainly negatively charged. Due to the double layer of ions and the
resulting negative zeta potential particles arecolloidal stabilised. Inorder to realise mutual
attachment of particles byattracting mass forces,destabilization ofthe particles' repulsive
surface charge is necessary. Regarding this attachment process a general distinction is
made into coagulation and flocculation. The term coagulation is used to indicate the
process of charge neutralization resulting in colloidal destabilization of the particles.
Flocculation is generally used to indicate the process of mutual attachment that is
succeedingthedestabilization (Fleer, 1993).
When organic polymers are added to colloidal solutions they are adsorbed to the surface
of the present particles (Stumm and O'Melia, 1968). The adsorption is caused by mutual
attraction of opposite charge. In understanding coagulation/flocculation by the addition of
organic polymers a distinction is generally made into two main mechanisms: electrostatic
coagulation andbridgingflocculation.
Electrostatic coagulation plays an important role when highly charged, low molecular
weight polymers are applied. Due the adsorption of these polymers, the wastewater
particles will be partially de-charged (figure 3.6). The charge neutralization results in a
faster decrease ofthe zeta potential thus decreasing the size ofthe Gouy-Chapman layer.
The particles are now able to draw up closer so mutual attachment can take place
because of the mass forces. If high amounts of poly electrolyte are dosed, the
concentration ofadsorbed polymercounter ionsinthediffuse layermay increasetosucha
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level that the zeta potential shifts to a positive charge. In this case the particles will be
positively chargedandagain becolloidalstable.

+
Fig. 3.6: Charge neutralization dueto thedosage ofa low molecular weight cationic polymer

In bridging flocculation macromolecules or long polymer chains are adsorbed to the
surface of particles. Due to their length,the polymer chains are able to attach to different
particles, thus causing a 'bridging' effect (figure 3.7). An important characteristic of
bridging flocculation is that lower electrolyte dosages can be applied to achieve particle
flocculation comparedtoelectrostatic coagulation.
Particle
with surface charge

Polymer chains
r

^

rr
t

Destabilised
^J particle

Adsorbtive
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Conglomerate

'J'

'<

Fig. 3.7: Adsorptive coagulation (a) and bridging (b) due to the dosage of a high molecular weight cationic
polymer

Similar to poly electrolyte overdose in electrostatic coagulation an overdose of polymer
may result in restabilisation of particles. The adsorption capacity of the colloidal particle is
used by several polymer chains and cannot be used for bridging with other particles (fig.
3.7).

* \.

Restabilisation by
overdosage

J

Restabilised
particle

Fig. 3.8: Restabilisation of particles dueto overdose oforganic polymer
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Materials and methods
Characterization of the used organic polymers - For coagulation/flocculation a low
molecular weight (LMW) cationic polyamine, four linear poly electrolytes based on
polyacrylamides and two high molecular weight (HMW) anionic polyacrylamides (all
CYTEC)weretested.Table 3.1 showsthecharacteristics oftheseorganic polymers.
Table 3.1: Characterization ofthe organic polymers used inthe experimental study
Type of polymer
Description
Molecular
Degree of
weight
charge
(g.mor1)
(weight%)

Calculated
chain lenght
(Mm)1

Cationic low molecular (1)

- linear polyamine
-water-in-oil emulsion

0.25 106

(+) 100%

0.6

Cationic high molecular (4)

- linear polyacrylamides
- powders

4'10 6

(+)24%

18.5

6 106

(+)24/38%

8 106

(+)24%

37.0

- linear polyacrylamide
6.5 106
(-)20%
- powder
theoreticalchainlength,calculatedbasedonmolecularweight(fulllinearstretchisunlikely)

34.6

Anionic high molecular (1)

27.8/ 25.3

Jar test set-up - Jar tests were conducted in a set up with 6 stirred beakers of 2.5-I
capacity (fig. 3.8). The beakers were filled with 2.0 Iof wastewater. Portions of dissolved
poly electrolyte were dosed simultaneously to all beakers under rapid coagulation mixing
conditions (mixing intensity 300 rpm(G=800s"1); 120sfor LMW polymers;20 sfor HMW
polymers).After coagulation mixing,slowflocculation mixing was applied (50 rpm (G =50
s"1); t = 180 s). The supernatant after 900 s of settling was analyzed for turbidity, pHand
totalsuspendedsolids(TSS).
Furthermore, one of thejars was left without polymer, stirred and settled to determine the
settleablefraction ofturbidity andTSS.
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Fig. 3.9: Dimensionsjar test set-up

Analysis - Turbidity of untreated wastewater and the supernatant after
coagulation/flocculation and settling was measured with a laboratory turbidity meter
(HACH).COD,total suspended solids, pHandtemperature were determined according to
Standard Methods (APHA, 1998).
The COD of both untreated and treatedwastewater wasfractionated and determined for
three wastewater samples: untreated,filtered through a4.4 urn filter (Schleicher&Schuell,
S&S)and filtered through a 0.45 urn membrane filter (S&S).A fractionation was made in
CODss, CODcoiand CODdiS, with CODss = untreated -membrane filtered; CODcoi= paper
filtered- membranefiltered;CODdiS=membranefiltered(mg02.l"1).
Wastewater characteristics - For the experiments, wastewater from the town of
Bennekom (The Netherlands) was used. Table 3.2 gives an overview of relevant
parameters.
Table 3.2:Wastewater characteristics ofthe influent ofWTP Bennekom (June 1998-March 1999)
Parameter

Average concentration

Fluctuation

Turbidity

130NTU

75- 220 NTU

CODtolal*

525 mg02.l"1

220- 670 m g O / 1

Total Suspended Solids (TSS)
pH

160mgTSS.I"1
7.9

-

100-300 mgTSS.I"1
7.4 -8.5

-

* 59 %as particulate COD (>0.45 urn)

Photo image analysis - Microscopic pictures of sludge floes were taken with a digital
camera (Olympus) atenlargements of 10-40.
Filtration-expression experiments - To study the filterability of the produced sludge the
average specific cake resistance (SCR) was measured with the Filtration-Expression cell
(FE-cell). The average SCR isa measure for the average filtration resistance. The FEcell
is an automated measuring device that is used to record the dynamic dewaterability
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behavior of sludges. Figure 3.10 shows a schematic set up of the device. The FE cell
consists ofacylinderwithaporous bottom plate.Beforefiltration afilter paper isplacedon
the porous plate and a sludge sample is introduced into the cell. A non-porous piston is
placed on top of the sample. When the gas pressure is applied the dewatering of the
sample starts.Thefiltrate iscollected ina beaker on a balance.The balance registers the
mass of the released filtrate as a function of time. After the experiment the dry solids
content of the sludge sample was measured. The filtration process in monitored
continuously by a computer. Based on the assumption that the sludge cake behaved
incompressible, the SCR was calculated by means of the integrated Darcy equation (La
Heijera/., 1996).
n-c v
..v2+-!LR~v
t =a2A2Ap
AAp
with: a-average specificcake resistance(mg.kg"1)
TI-viscosity ofthefiltrate (Pa.s)
A-surfaceofthefilter medium(m2)
Cv-concentration drysolids insuspension (kg.m3)
Ap-pressuredifference (Pa)
t-time (s)
V-filtratevolume(m3)
R-resistanceofthefilter medium(m"1)

Airpressure
Perspexcylinder

Porousplatewith
filterpaper

Filtrate
Balance

Fig.3.10:SchematicpresentationoftheFE-cell
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Results ofthe experiments
Jar tests were conducted to determine the feasibility of the organic polyacrylamide and
polyamine polymers mentioned in table 3.2 for coagulation/flocculation of municipal
wastewater. The results are shown as the decrease in turbidity and TSS as a function of
the polymer dose. During ail test series ajar was left without polymer dosing in order to
determine the settleable fraction ofturbidity and TSS.These fractions are indicated inthe
graphs asgrayblocks.
Coagulation/flocculation witha LMWcationic polymer- Infigure 3.11theturbidity and
suspended solids removal after coagulation/flocculation and settling with the tested LMW
cationic polymer are given. The turbidity decreased from 225 NTU to 20-40 NTU, the
suspended solids concentration from330to< 15mgTSS.I"1.Thesettleable partofturbidity
andsuspended solidswas65NTUand225 mgTSS.I"1,respectively. The produced sludge
floeswere relatively small (seealsofig.3.19)andsettled relatively slowly.
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Fig. 3.11:Turbidity removal (left) and TSS removal (right) after coagulation/flocculation and settling with a
LMW cationic polymer (0.2510 6 g.mol"1;charge +100%)

For the LMW cationic polymer overdosing may result in an increase of the turbidity, as is
shown infigure 3.12. Inthis example the optimum dosage was somewhat higher than 30
mg.l"1. A higher dose resulted in an increase of the supernatant turbidity. In a number of
experiments different optimum doses were found, depending on the strength of the
wastewater. Theaverageoptimumdosageoftheseexperiments was25 mg.l'1.
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Fig. 3.12:The effect ofoverdose forthe dosage of a LMWpolyamine (0.2510 6 g.mol"1)

Coagulation/flocculation with HMW cationic polymers - In figure 3.13 a jar test
experiment witha HMWcationic polymer of 610 6 g.mol"1isshown.Thefigure exhibitsthat
this type of polymer results insignificant particle removal at relatively low dosing rates.At
a dose of 5 mg.l"1 the turbidity of the supernatant decreased to < 40 NTU, while the
suspendsolidsconcentration amounted lessthan 10mgTSS.I"1.
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Fig. 3.13: Turbidity removal (left) and TSS removal (right) after coagulation/flocculation and settling with a
HMW cationic polymer with a molecular weight of610 6 g.mol"1and +24%charge

In figure 3.14 an experiment is shown in which three HMW polymers with different
molecular weights were compared. For a linear polymer the chain length is an import
factor inthe sizeofthefloethat isformed andfor theeffectiveness ofthe particleremoval.
The chain length is determined bythe specific molecular weight ofthe polymer. As shown
inthefigure the polymer withthe lowest molecular weight (4106 g.mol"1)exhibited a lower
turbidity removalthan bothother polymers.
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Fig. 3.14: Turbidity removal after coagulation/flocculation andsettlingwith HMWcationic polymers with
increasing molecular weight (4 106,610 6 and 810 6 g.mol"1;charge 24%)

Thedegreeofchargedetermines theamountofavailable placesonthe polymer chainthat
are active to bind to particles, floes or other polymer conglomerations. The degree of
charge may influence the ultimate particle removal. Figure 3.15 shows the turbidity and
suspended solids removal of ajar test experiment with two HMW polymers with different
charge, respectively +24weight percent and +38weight percent. A negligible difference in
turbiditywasfound infavor ofthe24weight percent polymer.
An additional interesting observation from both fig. 3.14 and 3.15 is that the removal of
turbidity increases graduallywith increasingdosage.

10
15
Polymer dose (mg.l-1)

20

-charge +38% ••- - charge +24%

5

10
15
20
Polymer dose (mg.f1)

- charge +38% - « - charge +24%

Fig. 3.15: Effect of charge:turbidity removal (left) andTSS removal for two cationic polymers with a different
charge andsimilar molecular weight (610 6g.mol"1)

Coagulation/flocculation with HMW anionic polymers - Infigure 3.16 the turbidity and
suspended solids removal after coagulation/flocculation and settling with a HMW anionic
polymer of 18.5106 g.mol"1 is shown. For this polymer hardly any effect was measured.
Based on the earlier mentioned fact that particles in municipal wastewater are mainly
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negatively charged it is obvious that anionic polymer will have hardly any effect in
flocculation.

Polymerdose(mg.r1)

Fig. 3.16: Turbidity removal after coagulation/flocculation and settlingwith an anionic polymer (molecular
weight 18.5106g.mol"1;charge-30 weight%)

COD and pH of the flocculated wastewater - Figure 3.17 shows the result of COD
measurements after coagulation/flocculation and settling with a HMW cationic polymer.
Both the removal of CODtotai, and the removal of the fractions CODss, CODCOiand CODdjS
are presented (left and right, respectively). The COD of the influent decreases from 525
mg02.r1 (settled 420 mg02.l"1) to 276 mg02.r1 at a dosage of 4 mg polymer per liter
influent. The fractionation shows that for the given dosage range the CODss shows a
removal of 42% (no dosage) to > 90% at a dosage of 4 mg.l"1, while the CODCOi removal
increasesfrom 2%to35%.
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Fig.3.17: COD of the supernatant after coagulation/flocculation and settling with increasing dosages of a
HMW cationic polymer (810 6 g.mol"1,+24%);left: CODtotairemoval;right: removal ofCOD fractions

The addition of organic polymers did not affect the pHofthe supernatant, as is illustrated
byfigure 3.18.Thisfigure presents the pHafter coagulation/flocculation and settlingwitha
HMWcationic polymer.Theaddition ofaLMWpolymer neither showedan effect.
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Fig.3.18: pHofthe supernatant after coagulation/flocculation and settlingwith increasing dosages of a HMW
cationic polymer (8106g.mol"1, +24%)

Floe size characteristics, settleability and filterability of the produced sludge - In
figure 3.19 photos of sludge flocculated with two cationic organic poly electrolytes are
depicted (note: the bar in the right picture is 2 mm). The left picture shows the LMW
cationic organic polymer, the right picture exhibits a HMW cationic polymer. In comparing
both sludge types, the effect of chain length is demonstrated. The first polymer had a
calculated chain length of 0.6 urn,the second polymer had a chain length of 37 urn.The
pictures show that coagulation/flocculation with the HMW polymer resulted in relatively
largefloescompared tothe LMW polymer.

Fig. 3.19: Comparison of sludges flocculated by two cationic organic poly electrolytes; left: LMW cationic
polymer 0.25106 g.mol"1,+100% (30 mg.l"1);right: HMWcationic polymer 8106g.mol"1,+24%(10 mg.l"1).Bar
= 2mm

In figure 3.20 a settling curve is given for the polymers of figure 3.19. The figure also
includes untreated wastewater. In the experiment samples were taken at 10 cm beneath
the water surface. The curve illustrates the effect of floe size on the settling velocity. The
sludge floes that were formed by the LMW polymer showed a lower settling velocity than
thefloesformed bythe HMW polymer.
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Fig.3.20: Settling curves of untreated wastewater and wastewater treated with LMW and HMW polymers;
(LMW cationic polymer: 0.2510 6 g.mol"1, charge +100%; HMW anionic polymer 6.510 6 g.mol"1, charge 30%, HMW cationic polymer: 810 8 g.mol"1,+24%)

In figure 3.21 the average specific cake resistance (SCR) is given as a function of the
flocculant dose. The dosage is recalculated to the flocculant dosage per gram of sludge
solids (mg.gTS"1). The figure shows the average SCR of settled sludge of untreated
wastewater and settled sludge of experiments with increasing doses of HMW cationic
polymer. Settled sludge of wastewater treated with ferric salt (15 mgFe.l"1) is shown asa
reference.
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Fig.3.21: Average specific cake resistance of the settled sludge of flocculated and not-flocculated
wastewater samples

Theflocculated sludge samples showed a lower average SCR than the untreated sludge.
Polymer and ferric addition improved the filterability of the produced sludge to a similar
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degree. The improved dewaterability characteristic can be explained by (partial) charge
neutralization and bytheformation oflargeraggregates.

Discussion oftheexperimental results
Thejartest experiments demonstrate that cationic organic polyelectrolytes can beapplied
for coagulation/flocculation of municipal wastewater. As expected the use of an anionic
polymer did not show significant turbidity removal. In table 3.3 a summary of the
experimental results ispresented.
Table 3.3:Applicable organic polymers for coagulation/flocculation of municipal wastewater
Type of polymer
Dosage (mg.l 1 ) 3
Assumed
Final value
coagulation/flocculation
turbidity
mechanism
(NTU)
LMW cationic
(0.2510 6 g.mor 1 )

electrostatic coagulation

HMW cationic
6

1

(>6i0 g.mol' )

Final value
suspend solids
(mgTSS.I"1)

15-30

15-25

<5

2-5

50-70

10-20

10-15

15-50

<10

bridging flocculation

Indicativevalue: based onthewastewater used inthe experiments

An overdose of HMW cationic polyamine resulted in a decrease in turbidity removal
comparedto lower doses (fig.3.12).After acertain minimum concentration (25-35mg.l'1)
a sudden decrease in the turbidity of the supernatant was measured. Considering the
short chain length of this polymer and the high cationic charge it can be concluded that
this polymer shows anelectrostatic coagulation effect. The polymer that isattached tothe
surface of the particles is causing an increase of charge resulting in an increased zeta
potential. In case of overdose, the zeta potential becomes positive, which entails a
restabilisation effect.
The highweight cationic polyacrylamides behavedaccordingtothe mechanismof bridging
flocculation. The study shows that the HMW cationic polymers are most feasible for
practical applications, since they can be applied at relatively low dosing concentrations.
Increasing concentrations ofpolymer addition ledtoincreasing removal ratesofturbidity.
Unlike the dosage of metal-based flocculating agents, no pH effect was found for the
dosage of polymer. The dosage of a metal salt may result ina strong decrease ofthepH.
In parallel experiments a pH drop of 7.8 to 3.8 was found when 15 mg.l"1 poly aluminium
chloride was applied. Such a pH drop will have a strong effect on the performance of a
secondary biological treatment system, because especially nitrification is very pH
sensitive.
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Chloride content of organic polymers - Three out of the four HMW cationic polymers
that were used inthe experiments had acharge density of24 weight percent. This means
that 24%ofthetotalweight of these polymers consists of cationic monomers. Irrespective
ofthemolecularweight oftheentire polymer,thechloride content can becalculated based
on the weight of the monomers. The molecular weight of a cationic monomer is 163.4
g.mol'1, while a non-ionic monomer weighs 71 g.mol"1. 24 weight percent equals to
1.4710"3 mol of cationic monomer per gram polymer. Since per cationic monomer one
chloride ion is released the chloride content per mg cationic polymer is 1.4710"3 * 35.4 g
Cr.mol"1=0.05 mgCI".

Conclusions
The literature review revealed that two types of organic polymers are most frequently
applied in (industrial) wastewater treatment and sludge handling. These polymers are (i)
lowto moderate molecular weight polyaminesand poly-DADMACsand (ii) high molecular
weight (HMW) polyacrylamides. Jar test experiments showed that from thetested cationic
polyamine- and polyacrylamide-based organic polymers, especially the cationic HMW
polyacrylamides appeared to be interesting for practical application, as they got effective
at relatively lowdoses (5-10mg.l"1). Fora low molecular weight (LMW) cationic polyamine
also high turbidity removals were found, however at higher required doses (20-30 mg.l"1).
For bothtypes of polymers the experiments resulted inturbidity removals of65-90%anda
suspended solids removal of more than 90%. Furthermore, it was found that the addition
oforganic polymers does notaffect thepHofthetreated wastewater.
It was found that the turbidity removal increases gradually with increasing dose, when
cationic HMW polyacrylamides are dosed. This may imply an interesting possibility to
controltheparticle removal ofunitoperationsforpretreatment.
The addition of HWM cationic polymers tends to result in large, well-settling floes. The
sludge floes formed after addition of LMW cationic polymers appeared to be significantly
smaller. Furthermore, filterability tests with the Filtration-Expression cell showed that the
improvement indewaterability of sludge produced by the addition of polymers issimilar to
thatofsludgeproducedbytheadditionofferricchloride.
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Pretreatment of municipal wastewater by dissolved air flotation
combined withthe useoforganic polymers
Abstract. This chapter describes investigations into the application of
dissolved air flotation (DAF) using organic poly electrolytes as a potential
pretreatment unit operation for municipal wastewater. The application of DAF
may have several advantages over a system that combines flocculation and
settling. DAF implies a relatively high particle removal in a relatively compact
reactor configuration,while the removed particles tend to be concentrated ina
float layerwithahighdry solids content.
The investigations showed that DAF combined with the use of HMW cationic
polymers forms an effective unit operation to remove particles from municipal
wastewater. In batch flotation experiments a turbidity removal of 75% was
found at poly electrolyte doses of 4-6 mg.l'1. The results indicate that - at least
for jar test experiments - the particle removal performances of dissolved air
flotation and settling are the same. A continuous experiment with a DAF pilot
plant showed a lower turbidity removal efficiency (maximal 70%), which was
due to suboptimal mixing of the polymer with the wastewater. The dry solids
concentration of the flotation sludge that was produced by the DAF unit
numbered 3-5%for continuous float layer removal and8-10%for discontinuous
float layer removal. The latter value is significantly higher than the
concentrations found in literature.
The experiment with the continuous DAF unit showed that the wastewater
CODparticulaleforms an important parameter, to decide how much polymer should
be dosed to a continuously operating pretreatment system. This parameter
may vary in time, resulting in an unpredictable particle removal efficiency if a
fixed polymer dose is applied. Online turbidity measurements could be a
potential tool to monitor the CODpartiailate of the wastewater, because a linear
relationwasfound between both parameters.
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Introduction
As argued in chapter 2, dissolved air flotation (DAF) has favourable characteristics as a
unit operation for pretreatment of municipal wastewater. The financial calculations of
treatment scenarios showed that the total costs for scenarios with DAF are in the same
rangeasthose ofscenarios that includeflocculation and settling.This conclusion is inline
with the conclusions of Farell etal.(2000) whofound that the costs of total investment for
a DAFunitare lowerthanforaprimary clarifier.
Theapplication of DAF is likelyto have severaladvantages over asystem that combines
flocculation and settling. DAF generally implies a relatively high particle removal in a
relatively compact reactor configuration. Moreover, the removed particles tend to be
concentrated inafloat layer with a highdry solids content (2 -4%according to Krofta and
Burgess, 1997),which isanadvantagewith regardtofurthersludgehandling.
As far as research and practical data are concerned, it seems that little work has been
done onthe application of DAFasafirst step inmunicipal wastewater treatment (Krofta ef
al., 1995; Krofta and Burgess, 1997; Caceras and Contreras, 1995; 0degaard, 1995;
Farell et al., 2000). The main current applications of DAF in municipal wastewater
treatment are asfinal effluent polishing step (e.g.Van Vuuren and De Wet, 1981)or asa
method for sludge thickening (e.g. Van Vuuren and Van der Merwe, 1989; Bratby and
Ambrose,1995).
Usually inwastewater treatment, theflotation step is preceded by coagulation/flocculation
in order to enlarge the floes as well as change the surface characteristics of the particles
(as the hydrophobic flotation bubbles only attach to hydrophobic surfaces). The reviewed
research and data on the application of DAF all used inorganic metal-based flocculating
agents. As pointed out in chapters 2 and 3, metal-based chemicals produce a relatively
large amount of inorganic sludge and deteriorate the quality of the effluent due to release
of counter ions (and thus increase in salinity). Therefore, for the DAF experiments as
described inthischapter,organic polyelectrolytes were usedforflocculation.
The objective of the experiments was to investigate DAF using organic poly electrolytes
for the removal of particles from municipal wastewater with special reference to (i) the
applicability of different types of poly electrolytes; (ii) the efficiency oftheflotation process
for removal of total COD, particulate COD, nitrogen and phosphorous; (iii) the required
amounts of poly electrolytes for optimal flotation; and (iv) the dry solids concentration of
the flotation sludge. Moreover, a comparison of treatment efficiency was made between
theefficiency ofDAFandsettling asapretreatmentstep.
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Material and methods
Batch flotation experiments - Batch flotation experiments were conducted in a set up
with 6stirred beakers of2.5 I.The beakers werefilledwith 1.5 Iwastewater. Cationic poly
electrolyte was dosed simultaneously to all beakers at intensive mixing conditions (mixing
intensity G = 800 s 1 ). After 20 s of intensive mixing slow flocculation mixing was applied
(G = 50 s'1). Tap water was saturated with air at a pressure of 5 bar in an air saturation
vessel (20 I) to obtain flotation water. After 90 s of flocculation mixing 0.2 Ithe flotation
water was dosed simultaneously to each beaker (i.e. 13% ofthe initial volume).After 900
sflotation time asampling device was carefully putthrough theformed float layer inorder
totakesamplesfromtheflotate (i.e.remainingwater afterflotation).
Continuous DAF pilot system - For the continuous experiments a 100 Ipilot scale DAF
systemwas used.A process scheme ofthe system isgiven infigure 4.1. Priortoflotation,
a cationic poly electrolyte was dosed to the influent ina static mixer. The static mixer(i.e.
a pipeflocculator) consisted oftwo parts,afirst partfor intensive coagulation mixinganda
second part for slow flocculation mixing.Air saturated water was added at the end of the
static mixer and inthe inlet ofthe flotation reactor. After the inlet thewater flowed through
a lamella packed plate bed which enhanced bubble-water separation. The formed float
layerwasremoved byachainscraper andcollected inthesludgecollectiontrough.
Chain scraper
Cationic
polyelectrolyte

Ccoagu- |
lation

Sludge
OTliection
trough
Flocculation

Saturator
Air saturated water

Fig. 4.1: Scheme ofthe DAF pilot plant

During the experimental period the flow was adjusted to 300 l.h"1. This was equal to a
hydraulic surface loading of 1.2 m.h'1, based on the lamella surface (0.25 m2) or a
hydraulic load of 10 m.h"1 based on the cross section of the reactor. Some 20% of the
effluent was brought in again for recirculation through an air saturator at a pressure of 5
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bar. The mixing conditions of the static mixer at the applied influent flow and effluent
recirculation ratioaregivenintable 4.1.
Table 4.1: Mixing intensity and retentiontime inthe static mixerduringtheexperimental period
Intensivecoagulation mixing
Mixing intensity (G)

Slow flocculation mixing

-1

84 s"1

0.6 s

23.7s

704 s

Mixing time

Wastewater characteristics - For the batch and continuous experiments municipal
wastewater of the town of Bennekom was used. Table 4.2 gives an overview of relevant
parameters. Forallcomponents theparticulatefraction (>0.45 urn)wasmeasured.
Table4.2: Characteristics ofthe investigated wastewater (October 1998- March 1999)
Parameter

Turbidity

Average concentration

130

NTU

75- 220
1

CODtolal

525

mg02.l"

BOD5

230

mg 0 2 .1" 1

N-Kjeldahl

75

mgN.I"1

10

1

•total

7.9

PH
Temperature
* particulate > 0.45

15

mgP.l"

'C

From which in
particulate form*

Fluctuation

-

NTU
1

220-670

mg0 2 .r

215-265

mg 0 2 .r1

60- 90

mg N.I 1

12%

1
9.1-10.8 mgP.l"

31%

7.4 - 8.5
12-18

'C

59%
61%

—

|jm

Organic poly electrolytes - For coagulation/flocculation two different linear
polyacylamide-basedcationic polyelectrolytes weretested (CYTEC).The poly electrolytes
had a similar charge of (+) 24 weight percent, but different molecular weights of
respectively 4*106g.mol"1and8*106g.mol'1.
Analysis - For the batch flotation experiments the turbidity of influent and flotate was
measured (by a HACHTurbidimeter). Forthe continuous experiments composite samples
(4 - 6 h) of both influent and effluent were taken and analysed for turbidity, COD, NKjeldahl and Ptota|.The float layer in the continuous experiment was collected from the
sludge collection trough and the dry solids concentration was measured. All analyses
were performed accordingtoStandards Methods (APHA, 1998).
The COD (CODtota|) of both untreated and treated wastewater was fractionated and
determined for two wastewater samples: untreated and filtered through a 0.45 |Jm
membrane filter (Schleicher&Schuell). A fractionation was made in CODparticiulate and
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CODdissolved, with CODpartlculate = untreated - membrane filtered; CODdlssolved = membrane
filtered (mg02.l1).

Flotationwithorganic polyelectrolytes inbatch experiments
For each poly electrolyte two series of batchflotation experiments were carried out totest
the turbidity removal efficiency at increasing poly electrolyte dosage per liter. Figure 4.2
presentsthecombined results ofallseries:
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Fig. 4.2: Turbidity removal in batch flotation experiments after flocculation with two poly electrolytes of
different molecular weight

The graph clearly shows that flocculation-flotation with the 8*106 g.mol"1 poly electrolyte
resulted in a higher turbidity removal compared to the poly electrolyte with a molecular
weight of 4*106 g.mol"1. This complies with the results of chapter 3,which investigated the
removal performance in combination with settling. As shown, for both poly electrolytes a
higherturbidity removalefficiency wasfoundat increasingdoses.

Flotation inthecontinuous DAFpilotsystem
The DAF pilot system was operated for 6weeks treating municipal wastewater. Based on
the positive results ofthe batch experiments the 8*106g.mol"1poly electrolyte was usedas
coagulant/flocculant in this period. During the continuous experiments the poly electrolyte
was dosed proportional to the influent volume. Dosages of 1, 2 and 4 mg pe.l"1 were
applied.
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Removal of different components - In figure 4.3 and 4.4 the turbidity removal
efficiencies during the experimental period are shown.Figure4.3 presents the removalas
a function of the polymer (pe) dose per liter wastewater. The graph shows that the
deviation inremoval efficiency was rather high. Moreover, the average removal at4 mg.l"1
was approximately the same as or lower than the average removal at 2 mg pe.l"1. This
contradicts the results that were found in the batch flotation experiments (increasing
doses result ina higher removal). However,these results can beexplained bythefactthat
the CODtota| of the influent fluctuated considerably during the experimental period. The
fluctuations resulted in different polymer doses per mg of CODtota| (or per mg of
COD,particulate).Therefore, infigure4.4theturbidity removalefficiency isplottedasafunction
of the dosage per gram of influent CODtotal The graph shows that by plotting the data in
this way, the turbidity removal increased with increasing dose, as was found in the batch
experiments.
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Fig.4.3:Turbidity removal efficiency inthe
pilotexperiments at different doses of pe

6

2.0

4.0
6.0
8.0
mgpe/gCODinfluent

10.0

Fig.4.4:Turbidity removal asfunction of the
polymer-CODin„uen,-ratio (same data)

Figure 4.5 presents the absolute removal of CODparticU|ale and CODdissolved (in mg.l"1), plotted
against the polymer-CODinfluent ratio. The graph shows that the removal of CODparticU|ate
increases with mounting dosage. The removal of CODdissolved was small and (as can be
expected) independent from the polymer dosage. The average CODdiss0|Ved removal was
24mg.l-1(range 10-35 mg.l1), i.e. 11% of CODdissolvedofthe influent.
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Fig.4.5:Theabsolute removalofCOD^,,^,,,and CODdissolvedasafunctionofthe polymer-CODi„„uent ratio

The removal efficiencies of Ptota| and N-Kjeldahl were 23% and 8% respectively, at a
dosage of 6.5 mg pe/g CODinfluent. This is in line with the particulate fractions given in
table 4.2. The relatively low removal of N-Kjeldahl is due to the low fraction of particulate
Ninthe investigated wastewater.
Sludge quality - One of the interesting features of the application of DAF as a unit
operation for pretreatment is its ability to produce a relatively concentrated sludge.This is
the result of the fact that the float layer, which is formed during the flotation process, is
partially pushed above thewater surface by the continuous flow of air bubbles.The float
layer isdrained resulting in an increase of the dry solids concentration.Within the context
of the application of DAF as pretreatment step for wastewater this appears attractive,
sincesmallervolumesof(relativelyconcentrated)sludgearebeingproduced.
The dry solids concentration of the float layer was regularly measured during the
experiments. The results are shown in figure 4.6. Sludge samples were taken from the
sludge collection trough after which the dry solids concentration was determined directly.
A part of the sludge was gently put on a sieve for 5 minutes and drained by gravitation.
After that the dry solids content of these samples was also determined. The objective of
this drainage procedure was to get an indication of the maximal achievable dry solids
concentration.
During the first experimental week, the chain scraper was operated continuously. Hardly
any float layer was formed during this period, because individual floes were immediately
removed. The dry solids concentration of the collected sludge ranged from 2.9 to 4.8%
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(average 3.6%). The measurements after 5 minutes sieving (average 8.3%) showed that
the maximum drysolids concentration hadnotyet beenreached.
Duringthesecond period,thescraper removedthefloat layer every 2.5to4 h.The result
was a coherent float layer of 3 - 6 cm. The dry solids concentration of this layer varied
from 7.5 to 10.2% (average value 9.4%). After 5 minutes of drainage on the sieve the dry
solids concentration ranged from 7.6 to 11.6% (average value 9.5%). The similar average
values indicate that the maximal achievable dry solids concentration was reached. The
achieved concentrations were significantly higher than the dry solids concentrations
reported by Krofta and Burgess (1997) who performed experiments using metal-based
flocculatingagents.
15.0
12.0
9.0

• direct analysis
D after 5minutes of drainage

6.0
3.0
0.0 -U-J-M-LL
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 3.7 3.2 3.0 3.5 2.5
float layerformation time(h)
continuousfloat
layerremoval

I-

I
intermittentfloatlayerremoval

Fig. 4.6: Dry solids content of the sludge for continuous and intermittent float layer removal; direct analysis
andanalysis after 5minutes of drainage

Discussion
Dosing of polymer in case of fluctuating influent C0Dparticu(at8 - The continuous
experiments showed that, due to fluctuations in CODtota| and CODparticU|ate of the
wastewater, the polymer dose at fixed concentration per liter resulted in a turbidity
removal which was not expected. By plotting the turbidity removal efficiency as afunction
ofthe dosage per gram of influent CODtotal (fig.4.4 and4.5) a relation wasfound thatwas
more in compliance with the batch experiments, i.e. increasing turbidity removal efficiency
at increasing polymer doses.Asthe removal of CODdi5SO|Vedwas low and independent from
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doseasimilar result may beexpected ifthedata are plotted against the polymer doseper
gramofCODparticulatB.
In a data analysis, a linear relation between CODparticU|ate and turbidity was found for both
the influent and the DAF effluent values. This relation is shown in figure 4.7. The graph
indicates that (online) turbidity measurements can be used to quantify CODparticU|ate (which
is a relative time consuming and costly analysis) and thus to monitor the efficiency of the
flocculation-flotation process.
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Fig.4.7: Relation between particulate COD (>0.45 urn) andturbidity ofthetested wastewater

Based on the figures 4.4 and 4.7, the removal of turbidity can be plotted as afunction of
the polymer to influent-turbidity ratio (polymer-NTUinf,uent ratio), analogous to the peCODinfluent-ratioof figure 4.4.This method is illustrated byfigure 4.8 inwhich the results of
the batchflotation experiments offigure4.2 are plotted.The graphgives agood pictureof
thedifference inparticle removalefficiency ofthetwope's.
The method offers a potential dosing strategy for organic polymer, based on continuous
monitoring of the influent turbidity. By dosing the polymer based on a fixed pe-NTUinf|Uentratioaconstant turbidity removal might beachieved.Infigure 4.8 an imaginary set pointof
5 mg/100 NTU is chosen which (for the 8*106 g.mol"1 polymer) would result in a turbidity
removalof80%.
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Comparison oftheturbidity removal bysettling and bydissolvedairflotation Plotting theturbidity removal asafunction ofthe polymer-NTUinfluent ratio canalso be used
to evaluate jar test experiments which have a different initial wastewater turbidity. Based
on the pe-NTUlnf,uent-ratio a comparison was made between the experiments with settling,
as described in chapter 3, and the batch flotation experiments conducted within the
framework of this chapter. The comparison is presented in figure 4.9. The figure shows
that a similar turbidity (or CODparticUiate) removal efficiency was found for both settling and
dissolved airflotation.
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Fig.4.9:Comparison ofthe turbidity removalfor settling and dissolved airflotation inbatch experiments
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Comparison ofthe continuous andthe batchflotation experiments - Inasimilarway,
a comparison can be made between the removal efficiencies of the continuous and the
batch flotation experiments. Infigure 4.10 the turbidity removal efficiencies of both series
of experiments are compared. The comparison shows that in the DAF pilot unit less
turbidity is removed at lower doses. When the process conditions of the continuous and
the batch experiments are compared, especially the difference in rapid mixing time
becomes apparent. In the continuous experiments a mixing time of 0.6 s was applied,
while inthe batchexperiments 20swasused.
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Fig.4.10: Comparison oftheturbidity removal efficiency ofthecontinuous andthe batch experiments

To investigate the effect of the mixing conditions on the removal efficiency, additional jar
tests with settling were performed. The results are presented in figure 4.11.The figure
demonstrates that decreasing the coagulation mixing time (fig. 4.11a) as well as
decreasing theflocculation mixing time (fig.4.11b) resulted in a reduced turbidity removal
efficiency. The coagulation mixing time affects the performance considerably, as is
indicated bythe left picture.Adifference of 15% inremoval efficiency wasfoundwhenthe
mixing time was reduced from 20 s to 2 s (note: the flocculation mixing time in these
experiments was 30 s). It makes the hypothesis plausible that the rapid mixing time was
the cause ofthe lower turbidity removal ofthe pilot unit.Theflocculation time hasastrong
effect on the removal efficiency as well as is shown in the right picture. The removal
efficiencies that were found at 0 s and 30 s flocculation time were approximately 25%
lower than those found at 180s (at velocity gradient G = 50 s"1). Based on the performed
jartests,arapid mixingtimeof30sandaslow mixingtimeof 180sappearoptimal.
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Conclusions
The investigations inthis chapter showed that dissolved air flotation (DAF) combined with
the use of HMW cationic polymers is an effective unit operation for particle removal from
primary wastewater. With regard to the two tested poly electrolytes, the polymer with the
highest molecularweight (i.e.8*106g.mol'1)showedthe highestturbidityremoval.
A turbidity removal of 75% was found in batch flotation experiments, at poly electrolyte
doses of 4-6 mg.l"1. The results indicate that - at least for jar test experiments - the
removal performances ofdissolved airflotationandsettlingarethesame.
The continuous experiment showeda lowerturbidity removal thanthe batch experiments
(maximal 70%),which was due to suboptimal mixing of the polymer with the wastewater.
Additional jar tests showed that by optimizing the mixing conditions the turbidity removal
could have been increased (cq.poly electrolyte could besaved).A rapid mixingtimeof30
sandaslowmixingtimeof 180sappearedoptimal.
The dry solids concentration of the flotation sludge amounted 3-5% for continuous float
layer removaland8-10%fordiscontinuous float layerremoval.
The experiments with the DAF unit showed that, to decide which quantities of polymer
should be dosed to a continuous system, the CODparticulate of the influent is an important
parameter. Due to daily fluctuations in CODparticU|ate, polymer dose at fixed concentration
per liter will result in an unpredictable particle removal efficiency. Online turbidity
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measurements might be used to monitor the CODpar1icJiate of the wastewater, because a
linear relation was found between both parameters.
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Testing a turbidity-related dosing strategy for organic
polymers
Abstract. The objectives of this chapter were (i) to investigate the use of on-line
turbidity measurements to monitor the particle concentration inthe in-and effluent of
a pretreatment step with organic polymers and (ii) to test the application of a feed
forward polymer dosing strategy based onafixed polymer to influent-turbidity ratio.
Experimental results confirm that on-line turbidity measurements can be used to
quantify CODParticuiate-Forthe investigated wastewater (both untreated and flocculated
samples) a linear relation was found in a wide range of CODpartiCUiate (100-900 mg
0 2 .r 1 ) and turbidity (50-450 NTU). On-line turbidity measurements showed that the
particle concentrations inthetested municipal wastewater varied significantly. During
dry weather conditions the turbidity fluctuated from 100 to 400 NTU, while in rainy
periodsfluctuations of 100to >1000 NTUweremeasured.
The experiments with turbidity-related polymer dosing showed that this method is
technically possible and results in higher removal efficiencies per gram of polymer
compared to the dosage of a fixed concentration of polymer per liter. A turbidityrelateddosingstrategy appeared morestablecompared todosageofafixed polymer
concentration per liter, because overdose at low influent turbidity was prevented.
Turbidity-related dosing offers atoolto controlthe CODparticuiateremoval and therefore
may be interesting from the perspective of denitrification in a down-stream biological
treatment system.
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Introduction
The resultsof chapter 4 indicated,thatturbidity measurements can be usedto monitorthe
CODparticuiate of the influent and effluent of a pretreatment system. Furthermore, the
experiments of chapter 4 showed that, due to the fluctuating concentrations in the
wastewater, the particle removal of a pretreatment system can be rather unpredictable
when a constant polymer dose per liter wastewater is applied. The results however also
indicated that a predictable CODparticuiateremoval can be achieved if the polymer dose is
adaptedtotheinfluent-turbidity atafixedratio.
The goals of this chapter are (i) to test the use of on-line turbidity measurements to
monitor the particle concentration inthe in-and the effluent ofa pretreatment step and (ii)
to investigate the application of a feed forward polymer dosing strategy based on a fixed
polymer to(influent-)turbidity ratio.
Applications of controlled dosage of flocculating agents are known in municipal
wastewater treatment as well as in municipal sludge handling (although in both cases
rarely applied). Obviously, most of these applications refer to dosing control of metalbased flocculating agents whose flocculation mechanism is governed by colloidal
destabilisation. The dosing control isgenerally aimed to save chemicals, especially during
periods when the wastewater contains low concentrations of phosphorus and suspended
solids (e.g. during rain weather). The dosing control can be based on different types of
continuous analysis, like the continuous reading of suspended solids measured by
monochromatic infrared light (Hansen, 1996) or streaming current detectors (Dentel eta/.,
2000) or the measurement of the rheological characteristics or liquid-stream viscosity of
theconditionedsludge (Dentel etal., 2000).
The work described in this chapter consists of three parts. In the first part a further
analysis is made into the relation between turbidity and CODparticuiate- In the second part
investigations are described into the particle concentration fluctuations in municipal
wastewater. Finally, experiments are described with turbidity-related polymer dosing in a
pilot scale clarifier and in a lab-scale clarifier. The experiments were conducted with
municipalwastewater ofthetownofBennekom.

Material and methods
Experimental set up and operational conditions - For the experiments a set-up as
presented infigure 5.1was constructed.The incoming wastewater entered a buffer vessel
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where the turbidity ofthe influent was measured byan on-line turbidity meter. This meter
sent a signal to a computer (software Control EG) that made a control action tothe
polymer dosing pump.Thepolymer was dosed toastirred vessel (1.5 I) and was mixed
intensively (300rpm)withthewastewater. Theformedfloeswere settledin aclarifier.With
asecondturbidity metertheturbidityoftheclarifier effluent wasmeasured.

Controlactionto
polymerdosingpump

f^W) Polymer dosingpump

On-lineturbiditymeter

On-line turbiditymeter

Influent

i

J.
Turbidity
measurement
vessel

Clarifier

Mixing
vessel

Effluent

Primarysludge

Fig. 5.1: Experimental set-up

Two typesofsettlers were used (figure 5.2): asmall 9.5-I settler andalarge, 350-I settler
(type: Dortmund tank). The experiments with the350-I settler were performed inparallel
with theactivated sludge experiments of chapter 6. Figure 5.2gives a drawing of both
settlers. Theinfluent flows that were applied totheclarifiers were 15l.h"1 forthesmall
settler and90l.h"1forthe Dortmundtank, respectively.
15 cm

9.5-I settler

Dortmund tank (350I)

Fig. 5.2: Dimensions of the clarifiers used inthe experiments
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Dosage control- Inorder to achieve afixed polymer to (influent-) turbidity ratio,theflow
of the dosing pump was varied from 0 - 100% proportional to the influent turbidity ,
accordingtoequation 5.1.
Flow(%) =Turbidityinfluent/250NTU•100%

(5-*)

At influentturbidityvalues >250 NTUthedosing pumpflowwasatitsmaximalrate.
Characteristics of the organic polymer - For flocculation a linear cationic
polyacrylamide-based polymer (CYTEC)was used. The molecular weight of the polymer
was 810 6 g.mol"1;thecationic charge density was 24weight%. The polymerwas available
as a powder. A concentrated polymer stock solution (10 g.l"1) was prepared in plastic
beakers of2 I.After complete solution of the polymer (24 h)thestock solutionwas diluted
to the desired concentration and stored for use at 4°C. To avoid loss of activity a fresh
polymer solutionwas prepared every3 - 4 days.
Sampling and analyses - The turbidity of the influent and effluent of the clarifier was
measured on-line. In addition, 24-h samples were taken and were analysed for turbidity
and CODparticuiate-CODparticuiatewas calculated bysubstracting CODdisSoivedfrom CODtotai,as
isdescribed inchapter4.
Turbidity was measured on-line with two Solltax turbidity meters {Lange Group).The
turbidity of 24-h and grab samples was measured with a laboratory turbidity meter(WTW
Turb 550). The laboratory meter and the on-line meters were regularly calibrated and
compared. All other analyses were performed according to Standard Methods (APHA,
1998).

Results
Relation between CODparticuiateand turbidity - To confirm the earlier findings additional
measurements on municipal wastewater were done. To obtain samples with different
particle concentrations 24-h and grab wastewater samples were analysed. The samples
originated from untreated samples as well as from samples that were flocculated with
organic poly electrolytes. Figure 5.3 presents the results of these analyses and compares
them with the data of chapter 4. The graph shows a linear relationship in awide range of
CODparticuiate (100-900 mg 02.l"1) and turbidity (50 - 450 NTU). The small difference in
slopes betweenthedata series can beattributedto seasonal variations (indicating thatthe
relation shouldbeupdatedregularly).
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Fig. 5.3: Linear relation between CODparticuiateandturbidity found inchapter 4 and inthis chapter

Diurnal particle variations in untreated influent - The composition of domestic
wastewater varies strongly over the day. Figure 5.4 presents the influent turbidity (or
CODparticuiate) of Bennekom wastewater during two consecutive days of dry weather flow.
The graph illustrates that during dry weather conditions the turbidity of this wastewater
exhibits a regular, daily pattern. Around 10:00 h a first peak is measured caused by
increased activity inthe morning.Duringthe daythe turbidity is lower and shows peaks in
the early afternoon and evening. The peaks illustrate that the hydraulic retention time of
the Bennekomseweragesystem isrelativelysmall.
Theaverageturbidityonday 1inthefigure is 140NTUwitha relative standard deviation
of35%.Theaverageturbidityonday2is 160NTUwitharelative standard deviation of36

day 1
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Time
Fig. 5.4: Particle fluctuations in the untreated wastewater during dry weather conditions (data 10 and 11
August 2000).
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Figure 5.5 presents two rain weather days. At 15:00 h on day 1 a turbidity peak of 850
NTU isvisible.This peak iscaused bya heavy stormweather event.The peak isfollowed
by a period of relatively low and constant turbidity. Due to the increase in water flow,
particles that were settled in the sewer as well as dust and sand from the streets were
washed out to the treatment system. This sudden increase in turbidity at the start of a
storm water event is known as the 'first flush'. After this first flush and the subsequent
cleansing of the sewer system, the rainwater diluted the regular discharge of municipal
wastewater which resulted inalowandrelatively constant turbidity.

6:00 10:00 14:00 18:00 22:00 2:00 6:00 10:00 14:00 18:00 22:00 2:00 6:00
Time
Fig.5.5: Particlefluctuations inthe untreated wastewater during and after astormweather event (data 7and
8August 2000).

In general, during the entire monitoring period,the turbidity ranged from 100 to 400 NTU
for dry weather conditions. During rain periods fluctuations of 100 to > 1000 NTU were
measured. Table 5.1 shows the average turbidity and the standard deviation of the
untreated influent intheexperimentalperiod.
Table 5.1: Average turbidity and standard deviation of the untreated influent in the experimental period
(August andfirst half of September 2000)
Average turbidity
Number of investigated days
(basedon24-hon-line average values)
148±35

31
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Evaluation of fixed dosing and turbidity-related dosing in the 9.5-1 settler - A
comparison was made between dosing a fixed concentration of polymer per liter and
dosing based on a constant polymer-turbidity ratio.The experiments were conducted with
the9.5-liter settler.
The conducted experiments consisted of two series. The first series compared the two
dosing strategies at an average dose of 3.8 mg polymer/100 NTU, the second series at
5.8 mg polymer/100 NTU. The fixed doses in both series are recalculated based on the
average influent turbidity. Inthese experiments fixed doses of 6.0 and 8.6 mg polymer per
literwereapplied,respectively.Table5.2 showstheresultsofthese experiments.
As can be seen in the table for both series the efficiency of the turbidity-related dosage
was higher and resulted in lower effluent values. For the series at 3.8 mg polymer/100
NTU the fixed dosage resulted in 74 NTU, while the controlled dose exhibited 46 NTU.
The series of 5.8 mg polymer/100 NTU showed turbidity values of 53 and 39 NTU,
respectively.
The higher efficiency of the controlled polymer dosage can be explained by the more
balanced polymer addition. If the poly electrolyte is dosed with a fixed concentration per
liter, the dose is relatively high during periods with low influent turbidity (e.g.at night).At
sucha highdosetheturbidity removal efficiency is more or less constant, despite afurther
increase indose (seee.g.thegraphs4.9and4.10).This results inan inefficient useofthe
poly electrolyte. In fact an overdose is applied during these periods, which may cause a
fraction of the totally added polymer to be still reactive. During periods with fixed-dose,
many problems with blockage of the tube that connected the mixing vessel with the
clarifier were encountered.These problems were obviously linked to the reactive polymer
chainswhichwereadsorbingtothewallsofthistube.
Table 5.2:Comparison offixed polymer dosage andturbidity-related polymer dosage
Influent
Effluent
Particle
Strategy
Dose
(24-h av.)
(24-h av.)
removal (%)
(NTU)
(NTU)
3.8mgpe/100
157±4
fixed dosage
74±13
53%
NTUa
turbidity-related
3.8 mg pe/100
150±22
46±8
69%
dosage
NTU
5.8mg pe/100
fixed dosage
148±8
53±8
64%
NTUa
turbidity-related
5.8mg pe/100
152±22
74%
39±8
dosage
NTU
average value:recalculated based on dose andaverage influent turbidity
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Turbidity-related dosing inthe Dortmund clarifier -Figure5.6 showstheturbidity ofthe
influent and effluent of the Dortmund-clarifier during two day without polymer dosing.The
average turbidity removal during these two days was 26%. The average value of the
effluent on day 1 was 104 NTU (standard deviation 14%), while on day 2 an average
turbidityof 116NTUwasfound (standarddeviation 12%).

6:00 10:00 14:00 18:00 22:00 2:00 6:00 10:00 14:00 18:00 22:00 2:00 6:00
Time
•Influent

-Effluent

Fig. 5.6: Turbidity of influent and Dortmund-clarifier effluent without polymer dosing (data 10 and 11August
2000,dryweather conditions)

Infigure 5.7 anexample ofturbidity-related polymer dosage isgiven.The influent turbidity,
theturbidity oftheclarifier-effluent aswellastheflow ofthedosing pumpare presented.In
the shown experiment a fixed ratio of 5.5 mg polymer per 100 influent NTU was
maintained. Figure 5.7 demonstrates that the control strategy proved highly effective in
achieving aconstant effluent quality regarding turbidity (or CODpartiCUiate).Whilethe influent
exhibited an average turbidity of 133±48 NTU,the turbidity of the clarifier effluent had an
averagevalueof31±3NTU.
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100%

1:00 14:00 18:00 22:00 2:00 6:00 10:00 14:00 18:00 22:00 2:00 6:00
-Influent

Time
— Effluentclarifier

Polymerdosingpumpflow

Fig. 5.7: Influent and Dortmund-clarifier effluent when applying turbidity-related polymer dose (data 24 and
25August 2000,dryweather conditions)

The recalculated dosage of the experiment of figure 5.7 is presented in figure 5.8. This
figure demonstrates that the control actions resulted in a very stable dosage. Only at
influent turbidities exceeding 250 NTU the dosage decreased. As was explained by
equation 5.1 the pump flow was maximized at this value. The effluent turbidity was not
affected bythisdecreaseddose,ascanbeseen infigure5.7.
10.0 •8.0 ;
6.0 I iU„.
4.0 •

*y\.

2.0 0.0 6:00 10:00 14:00 18:00 22:00 2:00 6:00 10:00 14:00 18:00 22:00 2:00 6:00
Time

Fig. 5.8: Recalculated poly electrolyte dose (in mgpe/100 NTU) ofthe experiment shown infigure 5.7

Figure 5.9 gives the results of the turbidity-related dosage for different polymer-turbidity
ratios. The figure shows 24-h average turbidity values of the influent and clarifier-effluent
as a function of the polymer dosage. The figure demonstrates that by applying the
controlled dosing different levels of effluent turbidity can be obtained. The standard
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deviation of the clarifier-effluent values proved fairly low, despite strong fluctuations inthe
24-h influentaverages.
225
200

jDInfluent DEffluentclarifier |

175
150

3 125

R2= 0.97

0.0

1.0

2.5

4.0

Polymerdose (mgpe/100NTU)

Fig. 5.9: Turbidity (24-h averages) of influent and Dortmund-clarifier effluent as a function of the polymer
dose incase ofturbidity-related dosage

In table 5.3 the actual values of graph 5.9 are given. In the third column the average
particle removal efficiency of the Dortmund clarifier is calculated based on the average
influent turbidity (148±35 NTU) during the experimental period. In the fourth column the
standard deviation during the day is given.This can be considered as a measure for the
diurnal variation ofthe effluent turbidity. The deviation is relatively low and this showsthat
theeffluent turbidityvalues achievedwithcontrolled polymer dosewere almost constant.
Table 5.3: Average clarifier effluent turbidity, particle removal and daily deviation for different levels of
polymer dosage
Average deviation
Dosing
Effluent clarifier
Average particle
Number of days
removal efficiency
during day
(24-h averages)
(NTU)
(mg pe/100 NTU)
(NTU)
(%)
17
11
30
0
104 ± 1 0
14
46
3
1.0
80 ± 3
66
8
4
2.5
51 ± 4
8
10
4.0
47 ± 5
681
4
10
5.5
32 ± 2
78
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Conclusions
The investigations in this chapter confirm that, for the investigated wastewater, on-line
turbidity measurements can be used to quantify CODparticuiate. Both influent and flocculated
clarifier effluent samples showed a linear relation in a wide range of CODparticuiate (100-900
mg O2.I"1) and turbidity (50 - 450 NTU) even though some variation in slope was found with
regard to the data found in chapter 4.
The on-line turbidity measurements revealed that the particle concentrations in the
investigated wastewater may vary significantly. During dry weather conditions the turbidity
of the investigated sewage fluctuated from 100 to 400 NTU (i.e. CODparticuiate 220-880 mg
0 2 .r 1 ), while in rainy periods fluctuations of 100 to >1000 NTU (CODparticuiate 220 to >2200
mg02.l"1) were measured.
The experiments showed that the turbidity-related polymer dosing method is technically
possible and results in higher removal efficiencies (or decreased polymer consumption)
compared to the dosage of fixed polymer concentration per liter. Turbidity-related dosing
results in a more stable dosing system because overdose at low influent turbidity is
prevented.
Turbidity-related dosing offers a tool to control the CODparticuiate removal and therefore
may be interesting from the perspective of denitrification in a down-stream biological
treatment system.
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The effect of enhanced primary treatment on nutrient
removal inadown-stream biological treatment system
Abstract. In this chapter the effect of different levels of particle removal on the
elimination of nitrogen and phosphorus in an activated sludge system was
investigated. The chapter describes Nitrogen UptakeRate (NUR) experiments, which
were performed to evaluate the effect of particle removal on the so-called
denitrification potential (DP), and experiments with a pilot scale activated sludge plant
(1,000 I)that received pretreated wastewater.
The NUR experiments showed thatthe particulate fraction ofthewastewater (~65%
of CODtotai) contained around 50%of the total DP.This finding indicates that if all the
particles are removed, the biodegradable COD of the investigated wastewater is
reduced by 50%. Moreover, it suggests that the effect of particle removal on the
removal of biodegradable COD is smaller than is estimated following the decrease in
the(frequently used) CODtotai/Nratio.
The sum of the nitrite and nitrate (N02+3-N) concentration in the effluent leaving the
activated sludge system exceeded the nitrogen limit during the entire experiment. The
N-Kjeldahl of the tested wastewater was, however, high compared to average Dutch
influent values (70 mgN.I"1versus 50 mgN.I"1, respectively). Calculations based onthe
experimental values indicate that, in well-designed plants receiving Dutch N-Kjeldahl
concentration, a high level of particle removal (i.e. 80-90%) is possible without
exceeding the nitrogen effluent constraint. The pilot experiment showed that
pretreatment with organic polymers does not have a direct effect on the biological
phosphorus removal of a down-stream activated sludge system. The removal of
phosphate in the anoxic zone might even contribute to the total denitrification. In the
pilot experiment anincrease indenitrification ofapproximately 4 mgN.I"1wasfound.
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Introduction
Adrawback of physical-chemical pretreatment of municipal wastewater isthatthe removal
of particles is partially accompanied by the removal of biodegradable organic carbon
(generally indicated by BOD or biodegradable COD). Because the removal efficiency of
nitrogen during primary treatment generally is lower than that of biodegradable carbon,a
decreased BOD/N ratio is the result. Since biodegradable carbon is necessary for
denitrification, as a consequence a decreased nitrogen removal by a down-stream
biologicaltreatment system (activated sludge,biofilmormembrane bioreactor system)can
beexpected.
According to Van Haandel et al. (1982), the total denitrification of an activated sludge
system with pre-denitrification is determined by the availability of biodegradable COD in
thewastewater, thesize oftheanoxic zone (fig. 1.1) and bythe recirculation flows (sludge
recycle andinternal recycle).As stated bydifferent authors (a.o.Van Haandelet al., 1982;
Kujawa and Klapwijk, 1999), the availability of biodegradable COD in wastewater can be
characterised by the denitrification potential (DP), being the maximum amount of nitrate
equivalent (per unitofvolume) that canbedenitrified withthe present biodegradableCOD.
Kujawa-Roeleveld (2000) showed that, for a well-designed system, the denitrification
potential isthe mainfactor determiningthetotaldenitrification.
The DP of a specific wastewater can be estimated in Nitrate Uptake Rate (NUR)
experiments. During NUR experiments, the nitrate consumption at anoxic conditions after
a pulse dose of wastewater to activated sludge is determined. The nitrate consumption
represents the DP (taking into account the dilution factor). If the biological sludge yield
under anoxic conditions (Y H D) is known, the rapidly and slowly biodegradable COD
fractions (SsandXs)canbeestimated.
Iforganic poly electrolytes are applied,the phosphorus removal ina pretreatment stepwill
be limited to the particulate P fraction. To ensure that the effluent of a down-stream
activated sludge system will still meet the effluent constraints, biological phosphorus
removal can be introduced. Biological phosphorus removal is implemented by introducing
an anaerobic zone, thus creating conditions that are favourable to grow phosphateaccumulating bacteria (PAOs). These PAOs consume volatile fatty acids in such an
anaerobic zone to produce storage products (polyhydroxy alkanoates - PHAs). The
required energy is acquired from hydrolysis of polyphosphate and conversion of glycogen
(Minoetal.,1987). The polyphosphate hydrolysis results inthe releaseofphosphate.
The PHAs are oxidised to CO2 at aerobic or anoxic conditions. The energy that is
retrieved from this oxidation is used for cell growth and for storage of phosphate and
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glycogen.The phosphate uptake inthis stage is higher than the phosphate release during
the anaerobic phase. The phosphate that is removed and stored during the aerobic or
anoxicstateisremovedfromthesystemwiththeexcesssludge.
During the aerobic or anoxic stage the PHAs can either be oxidised by oxygen or by
nitrate. The metabolism in both reactions is the same except that nitrate is used as final
electron acceptor. The process of anoxic phosphate accumulation may increase the total
denitrification inanactivated sludgesystem,because extra nitrate isreduced (RWZI-2000,
1994;Kubaetal., 1996).
The objective of the investigation that is described in this chapter was to determine the
effect of different levels of particle removal on the nitrogen and phosphorus removal of an
activated sludge system. The investigation consisted of two sets of experiments. The first
set of experiments dealt with the removal of nitrogen and phosphorus removal in a pilot
scaleactivated sludge plant(1000I).Thissystem receivedwastewaterthatwas pretreated
withorganic polymers. The second set ofexperiments consisted of NUR experiments that
were usedtoestimatetheeffect ofdifferent levelsofparticle removalontheDP.

Materials and methods
Pilot plant experiments - Figure 6.1 presents a scheme of the pilot plant. The system
consisted ofa primary clarifierwithcontrolled,turbidity-based polymer dosing (seechapter
5),followed byaplugflow activated sludgesystem andasecondary clarifier.

Primary sludge
discharge

Fig.6.1: Schematicpresentationofthepilotplant
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The pretreated wastewater entered the activated sludge system at constant flow via a
selector (S, 14 I).The plugflow activated sludge reactor (totalvolume 1000I)consistedof
ten identical compartments (named C1..C10). Each compartment was completely mixed.
The selector and the first compartment C1 were anaerobic to provide conditions for
biological P-removal.Thecompartments C2toC6were anoxic. Inthe compartments C7to
C9 an oxygen concentration of > 4 mg02.l"1 was maintained to ensure complete
nitrification. The last compartment - C10- was only mildly aerated (O2 concentration ~1
mg.l'1) to minimize anoxic conditions in the secondary clarifier (causing flotation of
activated sludge by denitrification). Sludge was continuously discharged from
compartment C10in order to maintain a constant sludge age. A nitrate rich sludge/water
mixture was returned to the anoxic zone at a recycle ratio of 3. Before discharge the
treated waster entered a secondary clarifier (type: Dortmund tank; 400 I) to separate the
activated sludge. Settled sludge was returned to the selector. The operational
characteristics ofthe pilot plantarepresented intable 6.1.
Table 6.1: Average operational parameters forthe pilot plant
Parameter
Symbol
Influentflow
Qi
Return sludge flow
QXR
Internal recycle flow
QR
Sludge concentration
Xss
Volatile suspended solids
Xvss
T
Temperature
Excess sludge flow
Qw
Sludge age
0

Value
90
70
270
3.1
2.3
21
57
17.6

Unit
l.h"1
l.h"1
l.h"1
gSS.f1
gVSS.I"1
°C
l.day"1
days

The pilot plant was started with sludge originating from wastewater treatment plant Ede
(Biodenipho system) that contained both denitrifying and phosphate-accumulating activity.
The system was fed with wastewater of the town of Bennekom. After several months of
start-up time the experiments were started. During the experimental period (August and
September 2000) hardlyanystormwaterevents occurred,resulting inarelatively constant
influent COD of 528±56 mg02.r1. The temperature in the activated sludge system in this
periodwas21+0.5°C.
Three phaseswere distinguished inthe pilot plant experiments. During phase I(day 0-14)
regular pre-settling was applied. The pre-settling resulted in a particle removal of 30%.
Theaverageturbidity oftheclarifier effluent inthis periodwas 104NTU.
Starting onday 14,a(turbidity-related) polymer dose of 5.5 mgpe/100 NTUwasapplied.
This was the start of phase II (day 14-29). The polymer dosage resulted in an average
particle removal of 78% and a turbidity of 32 NTU. On day 29, the start of phase III (day
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29-40),the aeration inthe compartments C7andC10 wasturned off inorder toenlargethe
anoxic volume to 700 I. During phase III the same polymer dose was applied as during
phaseII.
The denitrified fraction (Ndenitrified) of the influent N-Kjeldahl (/%,,•)during the pilot trialswas
calculatedwithanitrogen massbalance:
NdHlUU=Nlv-Nx-N.

(mgNI1)

(6.1)

withNx =nitrogen discharge byexcess sludge (mgN.I"1)andNe =nitrogen concentration in
the effluent (mgN.I1). The nitrogen discharge by excess sludge was calculated according
to:
Nx =fm•Xss .QJQ,

(mgNI1)

(6.2)

with fXN =nitrogen content ofsludge (gN.gSS"1) (the other symbols are given intable 6.1).
The nitrogenconcentration intheeffluent consisted ofdifferent components:
N. =NH4-NB+N02+3-Ne+Nhe

(mgNI1)

(6.3)

with Ni,e = concentration of inert nitrogen inthe effluent (mgN.I1). Within the framework of
this research A//,e was not measured, but estimated based on the work of previous
experiments with the same wastewater. The N,,e for the investigated wastewater is 3-4
mgN.I"1,accordingto Brouwer &Klapwijk (1997)and Kujawa-Roeleveld (2000).
Nitrate Uptake Rate (NUR) experiments - NUR experiments were conducted to
determine the DP of wastewater samples that were subject to different levels of
pretreatment. Forthis purpose activated sludge (2.75 or3.00 I)was added toa4.0-I batch
vessel. Inthe NURtests two types of activated sludge were used:sludge withdrawn from
the last compartment (C10) of the pilot plant and sludge collected from the secondary
clarifierofwastewater treatment plant (wwtp) Nijmegen.The sludge ofthis wwtpwas used
because it contained no phosphate-accumulating activity. Wwtp Nijmegen consists of an
activated sludge system (sludge loading rate 0.08 kg BOD.kgSS"1 per day; sludge age24
days)with pre-precipitation.
Beforethe startofthe NURexperiments,the sludgewas aerated for 1hto ensurethat no
external carbon sources were present in the sludge. After the aeration phase a
concentrated nitrate solution (NaNOa)was added tothe sludge inorder to achieve a level
of 20 - 40 mgNC>3-N per liter. A thermostat was used to keep the sludge-mixture at a
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constant temperature of 20°C. Nitrogen gas was purged through to ensure anoxic
conditions. After an endogenous denitrification phase of 30 minutes a pulse dose of
wastewater with known COD was added (0.75 or 0.50 I) and samples were taken
frequently. These samples were immediately paper filtered. The samples were analysed
for NO3-N,NO2-Nandincidentally alsofor PO4-P.Attheendofthetest runthesuspended
solids concentration (SS) and volatile suspended solids concentration (VSS) were
measured.
The NURexperiments were conducted with untreated wastewater, settledwastewater and
wastewater flocculated withorganic polymer.Toobtain settledandflocculated wastewater
a pretreatment was applied to raw wastewater samples in a similarjar test apparatus, as
was described in chapter 3. These wastewater samples (24-h samples) were only taken
during dry weather conditions in order to obtain comparable results and had a relatively
constant CODof536±80 mg02.l"1
Based on the course of nitrate and nitrite the denitrification rates and the DP were
estimated. Denitrification proceedsaccordingtothegenerally accepted pathway:
N03-(aq)(+5)-> N0 2 W + 3 » -> NO(g)(+2)-> N20(g)(+1)->N2(g)<0)
During NUR-tests an accumulation of nitrite not always is negligible. The reduction of 1g
SNO2to 1g N2-gasneeds the same amount of electrons as the reduction of 0.6 g SNO3to
0.6 g N2. Therefore, to interpret the results of the NUR-test the so called nitrite-nitrate
equivalent was used, being SNo = SNO3+ 0.6 • SNo2(Kujawa and Klapwijk, 1999). In this
way both the amount of biodegradable COD utilized for the partial process of nitrate
reduction to nitrite and the COD amount for the entire denitrification process were taken
intoaccount.
Figure 6.2 presents a typical example of a NUR-test in which 0.5 I untreated wastewater
with a COD of 619 mg02.l"1 was added to 3.0 I activated sludge (thus the fraction of
wastewater of the total wastewater-sludge mixture fww was 0.15). In the course three
utilization ratesof nitrateconsumption canbedistinguished, ro-i,rp2andro3(mgN.I"1perh).
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Fig. 6.2: NURtest:course of S N0 (nitrite-nitrate equivalent) after a pulse dose of municipal wastewater to
activated sludge ( ^ = 0 . 1 5 , COD =619 mg0 2 .l"\ T= 20°C)

Thethreevolumetric nitrate utilization ratesconsistofthe followingcomponents:
CD1= fosS

+
+

rD2 ~ l~DXS

l~DXS+

^endogenous!

rDendogenous!

I~D3 = rDendogenous!

mgN.r1.tf1;
mgN.r1.h-1;
mgNI1.h-1;

(6.4)
(6.5)
(6.6)

inwhich ross,foxsand ^endogenous represent the anoxic oxidation of readily biodegradable
material (Ss), the oxidation of slowly biodegradable material (Xs) and the endogenous
denitrification,respectively.
The DP is calculated from the nitrate consumption inthe experiment and consists of DPSS
and DPXs, representing SNoremoval by the biodegradable COD fractions Ss and Xs. The
removal by these fractions is depicted in fig. 6.2 as A(SNo)i and A(SNo)2- DPSS and DPXs
arecalculatedaccording:
DPss= A(SN0)1*1/fm

mgNI1;

(6.7)

DPxs=A(SN0)2*1/fm

1

(6.8)

mgNS ;

DPssandDPXscan beexpressed asthe biodegradable CODfractions SsandXs:
Ss =2.86*DPss/(1-YHD);
Xs=2.86 *DPXS/(1-YHD) ;
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where Y H D is the anoxic heterotrophic yield. The yield was estimated with two NUR
experimentswithaknownconcentration ofacetate andwasequalto0.67 (-).
Analyses - Pretreated 24-h samples of the primary clarifier-effluent were analysed for
COD, N-Kjeldahl and Ptotai.The COD of these samples was fractionated into CODtotaiand
CODparticuiate.according to a method already described in chapter 4. The 24-h samples of
the effluent of the activated sludge system were analysed for COD, ammonium, nitrate,
nitrite and phosphate. The suspended solids and the volatile suspended solids
concentration of the sludge were measured,as well as the nitrogen content. All analyses
were performed according to Standard Methods (APHA, 1998).Ammonium, nitrate, nitrite
and phosphateweredeterminedwithanautoanalyser (SKALAR).
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Results
Pilot plant results - Table 6.2 shows the characteristics of the pretreated water, the
effluent concentrations and the sludge characteristics during the three phases of the pilot
experiment.Theeffluent concentrations arealsoshown infigure6.3.
Table 6.2: Results of the pilot experiment: pretreated wastewater characteristics, effluent concentration
and sludge characteristics duringthethree phases ofthe pilot experiment
Pretreated wastewater characteristics
Phase
Particle
N-Kjeldahl
COD
removal
Turbidity
X,
Ss
1
(mgN.r1)
(mg0 2 .r 1 )
(mg0 2 .r 1 ) (mg0 2 .r )
(NTU)
1
30%
104
67±4
420 +24
72 ± 2 0
191 ±23
11,111

78%

1

30%

II A
II B

78%
78%

III

78%

32

250 ±38
Effluent concentrations
COD
(mg0 2 .r 1 )
53+ 10
36 + 6
36 ± 6
36 ± 6
Sludge characteristics

1

30%

Sludge loading
rate
(kgCOD.kgSS1
per day)
0.30

11,111

78%

0.18

38 ± 3 6

161 ± 1 4

63±4

N0 2+3 -N
(mgN.r1)

P0 4 -P
(mgP.r1)

11.0+1.6

NH4-N
(mgN.r1)
0.5 ±0.7

14.7 ±1.8
18.4 ±2.1

0.3 ±0.2
0.3 ±0.2

0.1 ±0.3
5.6 ± 0.5

13.5 ±0.9

0.2 ±0.4

3.0 ±0.9

Sludge concentration

0.6 ± 0.5

Nitrogen
fraction
sludge

SS
(gSS.r1)

VSS
(gVSS.I1)

3.1

2.3

fxN
(gN.gSS1)
0.12

2.8

2.3

0.12

Acomplete nitrification with effluent NH4-N (S N H) concentrations less than 1.0 mgN.r1 was
achieved inallphasesoftheexperiment (figure6.3).
The average effluent concentration N02+3-Ne in phase I was 11 mg.l"1. The average
effluent concentration P04-P,e in this period was 0.6 mg.l"1. Due to the increased particle
removal efficiency, N02+3-Ne increased in phase II.During the first five days (indicated as
phase IIA) the concentration was around 15 mg.r1, but after day 22 it showed a further
increaseto 18mg.l"1(phaseMB).
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Remarkably, P04-P,e remained < 1 mg.l"1 during the first five days of phase II and
increased to approximately 6 mg.l"1 after day 22 (phase IIB). The probable cause of this
increasewasthe recirculation of nitratetothe(formerly) anaerobic zone. Measurementsof
the NO2+3-Nconcentration in this zone (i.e. compartment C1)showed values of around 4
mg.l"1duringthe restoftheexperiment (earlier, inPhase Iitwas <0.5 mg.l"1).Volatilefatty
acids that normally were available for PAOs were now consumed by denitrifying bacteria.
The fact that P04-P,e increased after day 22 is most likely caused by a slow decrease of
the PAOs present in the sludge, finally resulting in a strong decrease in phosphateaccumulating capacity. Simultaneous to the increase in phosphate concentration, a
second increase of N02+3-Ne to 18 mg.l"1was found. This second increase was linked to
the decrease in P removal which indicates that the regular denitrifying bacteria removed
lessnitrateper mgbiodegradable CODthanthedenitrifying PAOs.
During phase III, starting on day 29, the aeration in the compartments C7 and C10was
turned off in an attempt to increase the nitrate removal in the system. By turning off the
aeration the anoxic volume was enlarged to 700 I. Due to this enlargement, N02+3-N,e
decreased to 13.5 mg.l"1. Despitethedecrease inaerobic volume the NH4-Ne remained<
0.5 mg.l"1.
30

Phase III:5.5 mgpe/100 NTU
78%particle removal
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Fig. 6.3: N C W N (•), NH4-N (•) and P0 4 -P ( A ) concentrations (in mg.l"1) in the effluent of the activated
sludgesystem duringthe experiment

The fraction of influent N-Kjeldahl that is denitrified (Ndenitrified)was calculated by usingthe
nitrogen balance of equations 6.1 to 6.3. The result is shown in table 6.3. During phase I
an average Ndenitrified of 41.6 mg.l"1 was found. However, measurements have
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demonstrated that the NO2+3-Nconcentration in the last compartment of the anoxic zone
(C7)was zero.This indicates thatthetotal denitrification efficiency during this phase could
havebeen increasedfurther byincreasingthe internal recirculation flow.
During phase IIand III,concentrations inarangeof4-10 mgNO2+3-Nper literwerefound
inthe lastcompartment oftheanoxiczone. Itshowsthat Ndenitrifiedwas maximalduring both
these phasesandcould nothave been improved byincreasingthe internal recycleflow.
Table 6.3: Nitrogen balance ofthe system duringthe different phases
Phase
Particle
NK,,,
Nx
removal
(mgN.r1)
(mgN.I 1 )
I
30%
67
9.8

N„

Ndenitrified

(mgN.I'1)
15.6

(mgN.I 1 )
41.6

HA
IIB

78%

63
63

8.8
8.8

18.0
21.7

36.2
32.5

III

78%

63

8.8

16.7

37.5

NURexperiments -Figure6.4 showsthetotaldenitrification potential (DP)thatwasfound
in the NUR tests. The DP is presented as a function of the COD of the wastewater. The
COD was fractionated into CODdiSsoived and CODparticuiate. The vertical line in figure 6.4
represents the average value for C0DdisS0ived(180 mg02.l"1). The deviation bar presents
the highest andlowest observed CODdiSsoivedvalues (150-200mg02.l"1).
Foran untreated wastewater sample (•) with a COD of 519 mg02.l"1the DP amounted 39
mgSNo-l"1- The DP of presettled wastewater (A) was 31-33 mgSNoI"1- Dosage of organic
polymer (*) resulted in a decreased COD and DP. To remove all particles two samples
were treated with a high polymer dose and subsequently paper filtered. The DP of these
sampleswas 18-20mgSNo I"1As is shown in the graph, the maximal reduction of DP after complete particle removal
was 19-21 mgSNo-1"1- This is approximately 50% of the total DP of the considered
wastewater. The other 50%were relatedto CODdisSoived.However, this CODdisS0|Vedfraction
represents 35%oftotal COD.The DP/CODdiss0|Ved ratio was 0.11, which isalmost twiceas
high as the DP/CODpartiCUiate ratio of 0.06. It shows that relative more DP is related to
CODdissoivedandindicates thattheeffect of particle removalon DP is relatively smaller than
is generally assessed when the CODtotai/N ratio is used as a method to quantify the
denitrification potential.
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Fig. 6.4: Decrease of the total DP as a function of the COD of the samples; (•) untreated wastewater;( A )
settled wastewater; (*) flocculated wastewater

Intable6.4 acomparison ismade betweenthe DPand Ndenitrifiedthatwasfoundinthe pilot
plant experiments. The difference between both values can be explained by endogenous
denitrificationand nitrate reduction bydenitrifying PAOs.
Table 6.4: Ndenitrifiedincomparison with DP
Particle
Phase
removal

DP

Ndenitrified

Difference

(mgN.r1)
30.6

(mgN.r1)
>41.6

(mgN.r1)
>11.0

1

30%

IIA
B

78%

22.8
22.8

36.2
32.5

13.4
9.7

III

78%

22.8

37.5

14.7

As was mentioned before,two types of activated sludge were Usedfor the determination
of the DP, namely sludge of the pilot plant and sludge of wwtp Nijmegen. By comparing
the total DP that is achieved by both types of sludge, it can be decided whether the
presence of PAOs hadan effect onthe outcomes ofthe NURtests.A possible effect may
appear, because due tothe uptake of volatile fatty acids by (strictly aerobic) PAOs,theSs
can be estimated lower, while due to the oxidation of nitrate by anoxic PAOs uptake Xs
canbeestimated higher.
Figure 6.5 presents two NUR experiments to illustrate the difference between the two
sludgetypes.The sludge ofthe pilot plant (left picture) released phosphate duringthefirst
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ten minutes,while later intheexperiment phosphate is removed bydenitrifying PAOs.The
sludgeofwwtp Nijmegen showednomeasurable phosphate accumulating activity.
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Fig.
6.5: NUR-test with sludge of the pilot plant (left; with PAOs) and sludge of wwtp Nijmegen (right; without
PAOs)

Figure6.6 showsthe same results aswere earlier presented infigure 6.4. However, inthis
casethe results aredivided intothe DPachieved bythetwotypes ofsludge.As isshown,
nomeasurable difference inthedetermined DPwasfoundforthetwosludges.
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Fig. 6.6: Comparison ofthe DPestimated with sludge ofthe pilot plant (•) and Nijmegen-sludge ( 4 )
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Discussion
Comparison of the investigated wastewater characteristics with average Dutch
wastewater - The nitrogen concentration of the investigated wastewater is rather high
compared to average concentrations in the Netherlands. The average COD and NKjeldahl of the used influent were 528 mg02.l'1 and 70 mgN.I"1, respectively (COD/N =
8:1). The average COD and N-Kjeldahlfor Dutch municipal wastewater during 1994-1997
were 552 mg02.l"1 and 51 mgN.I1 (COD/N= 11:1) (CBS,2000).This should betaken into
account ininterpretingtheresults.
Comparison of the pilot plant experiments with previous research - A point of
consideration regardingthedescribed pilotexperiments isthe relatively short experimental
period. The polymer dosage was only appliedfor 41 days,which isequal to 2.3 timesthe
sludge retention time. Generally, a biological system is considered to be in 'steady state'
after at least three times the sludge retention time. Therefore, it may be questioned if the
sludge had fully adapted to the new situation. In order to check the reliability of the pilot
plant results, a comparison of process performance was made between this study and
earlier investigations with the same pilot plant and wastewater of the same source. Table
6.6 presents the result of this comparison and demonstrates that the experimental results
areinagreementwithformerresearch.
The table shows two investigations, one described by Brouwer and Klapwijk (1997), the
second by Kujawa-Roeleveld (2000). In the first investigation settled wastewater was
used, in the second wastewater precipitated with FeCb. The investigations are compared
to phase Iand phase IIB of the pilot-experiment of this chapter. The results of phaseMB
were used,since then no PAOswere present (aswas inthe case ofthe investigation with
FeCI3). As is shown in table 6.6, both investigations report similar influent values with
regard to biodegradable COD and N-Kjeldahl as were found in the experimental study.
Likewise,the sum of N02+3and NH4 inthe effluent are inthe same range. Inthe study of
Brouwer and Klapwijk a concentration of 10.0 mgN.I"1 is reported while 11.1 mgN.I'1 was
found in this chapter. The investigation of Kujawa-Roeleveld showed an average
concentration of 17.4 mgN.I"1, while the experimental work with the pilot plant showed a
concentration of 18.6mgN.I"1.
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Table 6.6: Comparison of the pilot experiments with previous research in the same pilot plant and with
wastewater ofthe same source
Parameter
Unit
Settled
Settled
Precipitated
Pretreated
wastewater
waste-water waste-water
wastewater
(FeCI3.6H20) (polymer)
Brouwerand
This
KujawaThis
Klapwijk,
research,
Roeleveld,
research,
1997
phaseI
2000
phase MB
Wastewater characteristics
COD
mg.r1
491
420
281
250
67
mgN.I"1
60
65
63
NKI.I
263
201
Ss+Xs
mg02.l'1
260
199
DP
mgN.I1
30.6
23.7
30.0
22.8
1
mgP.r
9.2
9.8
3.8
7.9
Ptotal
Activatedslugeprocess conditions
0.30
Sludgeloadingrate
gCOD.gSS-'.d"'
0.20
0.15
0.18
21
Temperature
°C
18
21
Effluent quality
mgN.I"1
0.7
1.1
NH4-N
2.9
0.2
10.4
NCWN
mgN.I"1
7.1
16.3
18.4
mgN.I"1
19.5
11
Ntotal
mgP.r1
0.6
0.5
0.5
3.0
Ptotal

Estimation of the effluent NO2+3-N concentration for different levels of particle
removal - As was pointed out in chapter 5, turbidity-related polymer may be applied to
create different levels of particle removal. Inthis paragraph an estimation of the expected
effluent quality of the pilot plant for different particle removals is made, based on the
results of this chapter. The estimation takes into account the different COD/N ratio of
'average' Dutchwastewater (11:1).
The calculations were done under the assumption that no PAOs are present in the
activated sludge (therefore noanoxic Premovalwasaccountedforand possibleeffects on
the denitrification capacity were left out). Thus, the assumptions reflect phase MBof the
pilot plant experiments (tables 6.2 and 6.6). The methodology followed, the assumptions
andresultsarediscussed inthefollowingpages.
Figure6.7 showsascheme ofthe pilot plant, assuming only pre-denitrification.Asthere is
notbiological phosphorus,noanaerobiczone isincorporated.
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Fig. 6.7: Schemeof the pilot plant system(withoutanaerobiczone)

Inthe calculations the samedistribution betweentheanoxic and aerobic volumewas used
asduring phase MB ofthe pilot experiments, i.e. an anoxic volume (Van0xic)of500 Iandan
aerobic volume (Vaerobic) of 400 I. Furthermore, the operational parameters as shown in
table6.1were used inthecalculations.
The NO2+3-Nconcentration inthe effluent is dependent on both the recirculation ratio and
the maximal amount of nitrogen that can be removed by denitrification in the anoxic zone
(Ndenitrified, max in mgN.I"1), given the available biodegradable COD and the endogenous
denitrification (mgN.I'1). When biodegradable COD is sufficiently available, the NO2+3-N
concentration oftheeffluent canbecalculatedfollowing:

W0 2+3 -N.:

Q

>Nn„ed

Q+ C + Q x

if A>02+3-We <

Q

(mgN.r1, 6.11)

-•/v„

Q + QR+QX

WhenNitrified,max becomes limiting,N02+3-N,e iscalculated accordingto:
NO
n

"~/2+3

-N - N
,v

, e -"nitrified

-N

(mgNI1)

(6.12)

'*dentrified,max

with Nmtrified =the nitrified fraction of the influent N-Kjeldahl(mgN.I"1). If NH4-N is assumed
tobeabsent intheeffluent, Nnimed, canbecalculatedfollowing:
W„wed=%,,-A/X-W,.f

(mgN.t1)

(6.13)

with Nx = nitrogen discharge by excess sludge (mgN.r1) and A/,,e = inert nitrogen
concentration in the effluent (mgN.I1). The nitrogen discharge by excess sludge was
calculatedaccording:
(mgNI1)
(6.14)
CODemmJ
Nx=fXN.Yobs.(CODin
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with fXN =nitrogen concentration ofthesludge (gN.gSS"1) and YOBS =theobserved yield
(gSS.gCODremoved" 1 )-

As mentioned,NdenmriBd, max isthesumofDP(estimated intheNURexperiments) and the
nitrogen removal byendogenous denitrification(A/endogenous):
•'denHrified,mex

*-''

withN. endogenous

"^ '"endogenous

*^SS

v

anoxic "endogenous

(mgNI1)

(6.15)

(mgNI1)

(6.16)

with kendogenous - specific endogenous denitrification rate. For kendogenous and YOBS the
values found in phase MB were used, being 18.7 mgN.gSS"1.day"1 and 0.34
gSS.gCODremoved"1,respectively. ForA/,,eand CODemuentvalues of4 mgN.I"1and50mg02.r
1
weretaken.ForFXNthereportedvalueof0.12gN.gSS"1was used.
Table 6.7shows CODmfiuent,CODefnuent,Nkj.i,Xss, Ndenitrified,max fordifferent levels of particle
removal. The values for CODinfiuent represent measurements that were done within the
researchworkofchapter 5.ThegivenvaluesforNkjjreflecttheconcentrationsof'average'
Dutch wastewater taking into account the COD/N ratio of 11:1. Taking the average
CODinfiuent during the experiments (528 mg02.l"1), N-Kjeldahl becomes 48 mgN.I"1. In
practice anadditional Nload coming from the reject water ofthesludge digester can be
expected. As indicated in chapter 7theextra N load amounts around 15%compared to
the influent N-Kjeldahl. Therefore, inthe calculations an average Nkj,iof 54 mgN.I"1was
assumed.
Table 6.7: Influentcharacteristics,and calculatedsystem characteristics andmaximal denitrification
Influent characteristics
System characterics
Maximal
denitrification
CODlnfluen,
DP
Nkjj
particle
Ndenitrified,max
Ass
^endogenous
(mg0 2 .r 1 )
(mgN.r1)
(mgN.I1)
removal
(mgSS.I1) (mgN.I"1)
(mgN.I1)
528
38
54
6.2
21
0%
59
420
32
51
4.8
17
49
30%
387
30
50
4.3
15
46%
45
317
26
48
3.4
12
68%
38
250
23
47
78%
2.6
9
32
90%
219
21
47
2.2
8
29
190
19
45
1.7
6
100%
25
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The results of the calculations are presented in figure 6.8, showing the N02+3-Nie
concentrationfordifferent levelsofparticle removalandforthreedifferent recycle ratios(3,
5 and 7).The graph reveals that the NO2+3-N,econcentration is determined by the recycle
ratio,for particle removals <90%.Toensureaneffluent quality < 10mgN.I"1a recirculation
ratio>3willhavetobeapplied,astheinertnitrogen (Ni,e~4 mgN.I"1)shouldalsobetaken
into account. For particle removals > 90% the denitrification capacity of the system
becomes limited,resulting inincreasing NO2+3-Neconcentrations.
The calculations have an indicative character - the DP was determined only for the
investigatedwastewater andthe activated sludge parameters mayvary upon temperature
- but they provide a good indication of the effluent nitrogen values that can be expected
when physical-chemical pretreatment is applied inan activated sludge system. Moreover,
they demonstrate that the maximal denitrification in an activated sludge plant is partially
dependent onthe particle removal.Therefore, itcanbeconcluded that the turbidity-related
dosingstrategyofchapter 5canbeusedtoadjusttheeffluent nitrogenconcentration.
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Fig. 6.8: Calculated values for the effluent NO2+3-N concentration of an activated sludge system; the
calculations aremadeforwastewater with an 'average' Dutch N-Kjeldahl concentration anddifferent levelsof
pretreatment

Theeffect ofbiological phosphorus removalondenitrification- Inphase IIofthepilot
experiment the particle removal was increased from 30% to 78%. The effluent NO2+3-N
concentration directly showed an increase of 3.7 mg.l"1, due to the decrease in the
biodegradable COD of the wastewater. The PO4-P concentration remained at 0.6 mg.l"1,
indicating that the biological P removal was not affected by the higher level of
pretreatment. After seven days a second increase in the NO2+3-N concentration of
approximately 4 mg.l"1and a simultaneous increase in the P concentration 5 mg.l"1 were
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found. Boththeses increaseswereapparently relatedtothedecreased presence of PAOs,
caused by the increased nitrate concentration in the anaerobic zone. Because of the
presence of nitrate, volatile fatty acids were for a larger part consumed by denitrifying
heterotrophic bacteria. The simultaneous increase of the N02+3-N and P however,
indicatesthatdenitrifying PAOshadacontributiontothetotaldenitrification duringthefirst
daysofincreased particleremoval.
It has been shown (RWZI-2000, 1994; Kuba, 1996) that anoxic phosphate accumulation
can contribute to the total fraction of nitrogen that is denitrified in an activated sludge
system. This is advantageous for a system receiving wastewater that is treated with
organic poly electrolytes. However, to achieve anoxic phosphate accumulation,
recirculation of nitrate through return sludge should be avoided. To minimize this nitrate
recirculation, process modifications like are applied inthe UCT (Universityof Cape Town)
process and the BCFS® (Biological and Chemical Phosphate and Nitrogenremoving
reactor, van Loosdrecht et al., 1998) process have shown to be effective. In these
configurations, sludge is returned from the secondary clarifier to the beginning of the
anoxic zone.A second recycleflow is usedtotransport sludgefrom the end ofthe anoxic
compartmenttotheanaerobiczone.
An illustrative exampleofthecontribution ofdenitrifying PAOstothetotal nitrogen removal
is a model study performed by Hao et al. (2000). For a planned wastewater treatment
plant based on the BCFS® process, they performed a study based on a metabolically
structured model for bio-P removal and Activated Sludge Model 2/2d for COD and N
removal. Intheir calculations theyassumedthat 80-90%ofCODparticuiatewould beremoved
in an enhanced primary treatment step, resulting in a influent COD of 217 mg021"1 anda
N-Kjeldahl of 45 mgN.I"1. Their calculations indicated that for such a situation the
contributionofanoxic Premovaltothetotaldenitrification would becirca4mgN.I"1.

Conclusions
The Nitrate Uptake Rate (NUR) experiments showed that the CODparticuiate fraction (i.e.
65%ofCODtotai)ofthewastewater thatwas used intheexperiments contributes circa50%
to the total denitrification potential (DP). The other 50% is related to CODdiSsoived. This
finding indicates that if all the particles are removed, the biodegradable COD of the
investigated wastewater is reduced by 50%. Moreover, it shows that the effect of particle
removal on the removal of biodegradable COD is smaller than is estimated following the
decrease inthe (frequently used)CODtotai/Nratio.
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The sum of the nitrite and nitrate (NO2+3-N) concentration in the effluent leaving the
activated sludge system exceeded the nitrogen limit during the entire experiment. The NKjeldahl ofthetestedwastewater was, however, high compared to average Dutch influent
values (70 mgN.I"1 versus 50 mgN.I"1, respectively). Calculations based on the
experimental values indicate that, inwell-designed plants receiving an 'average' Dutch NKjeldahl concentration, a high level of particle removal (i.e. 80-90%) is possible without
exceeding the nitrogen effluent constraint. The experiment also showed that pretreatment
with organic polymers does not have adirect effect on the biological phosphorus removal
of a down-stream activated sludge system. The removal of phosphate in the anoxic zone
might even contribute to the total denitrification. In the experiment an increase in
denitrification capacity of approximately 4 mgN.I"1 was found. Biological phosphorus
removal can indirectly be affected by nitrate that is recirculated to the anaerobic zone
throughthe recyclingofsludge.
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Abstract. This chapter describes an updated scenario study, evaluating the
implications of the application of cationic organic polymers instead of FeCI3. With
DEMAS+, the evaluation tool that was described in chapter 2, the environmental
impacts and costs of four scenarios were assessed. All scenarios included an
activated sludge system for secondary treatment, but varied with regard to the
pretreatment. The reference scenario contained a primary clarifier without dosing,
while scenario A and B accommodated a clarifier complemented with dosage of
FeCI3 and cationic, high molecular weight polymer, respectively. Scenario C was
basedonadissolved airflotation (DAF) unit usingorganic polymers.
The scenario study revealed that the application of organic poly electrolytes
combined with either settling or flotation results in a 60-75% lower energy
requirement, in 10-25% saving of space (footprint) and in a somewhat higher final
sludge production (~ 10%) compared to the reference scenario. The assessment
showed that polymer dosing combined with either settling or flotation is a cost
effective option for the treatment of municipal wastewater. The overall costs of both
scenarios were similar or potentially lower, compared to those of the scenario using
FeCI3 and the reference scenario. The higher chemical costs in a scenario with poly
electrolytes are compensated by the lower costs for final sludge disposal and
construction/electronic-mechanic works.
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Introduction
In this chapter the implications of coagulation/flocculation with cationic organic polymers
instead of FeCb for a complete wastewater treatment system are evaluated. Based on
these experimental results an updated scenario study is made for a small group of
scenarios. By means of this scenario study the consequences of the application of
polymers for the environmental impacts and costs of wastewater treatment scenarios with
physical-chemical pretreatmentareinvestigated.

Methodology
The evaluation was performed with DEMAS+, the evaluation tool that was described in
chapter 2, using the same methodology and assumptions, except for the aspects that will
bedescribed inthefollowing paragraphs.Similar tochapter 2,theevaluated systemswere
designed for a wastewater treatment plant of 100,000 population equivalents with system
boundaries that include the wastewater treatment and the on-site sludge handling
(digestion anddewatering,seefigure2.7).
Table 7.1 presents the four scenarios that were evaluated in this chapter. All scenarios
accommodate an activated sludge system for secondary treatment. The reference
scenario is the same as in chapter 2 (figure 2.8). Scenarios A and B include a primary
clarifierwithdosage of FeCI3andcationic organic poly electrolytes, respectively. Scenario
Cconsists ofadissolved airflotation (DAF)system combinedwith coagulation/flocculation
bycationicorganic polymers.
Table 7.1: Scenarios evaluated inthis chapter
Scenario
Pretreatment
Reference

clarifier

Scenario A

clarifier with Fe3+ dosing

Scenario B

clarifier withcationic organic polymer

Scenario C

DAFwith cationic organic polymer

Post treatment
Low loaded activated sludge system + secondary
clarifier (BOD, N,P.)
Low loaded activated sludge system + secondary
clarifier (BOD,N)
Low loaded activated sludge system + secondary
clarifier (BOD, N,P)
Low loaded activated sludge system + secondary
clarifier (BOD, N,P)

Designcriteria- Thedesigncriteriaforthe scenarios areshown intable7.2. Inscenarios
B and C the applied dose of cationic, high molecular weight (HMW) organic poly
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electrolytes was 8 mg.l"1 (i.e. 5.5 mg polymer per 100 NTU, see chapter 5). The primary
clarifiers were designed with a surface load of 3 m.h"1 (although the experiments of
chapter 3 indicate that if organic polymers are applied, the load may be increased,
because oftheformation of relatively large sludgefloes). The DAF unitwas designed with
a surface load of 10 m.h"1. The assumed dry solids concentration of the primary sludge
produced by the clarifiers and the DAF was 1.0% and 10% (chapter 4), respectively.
ScenarioA, BandCincludeamixing unitfor coagulation/flocculation.
To design activated sludge systems with biological nitrogen removal, various
methodologies can be applied. The (low loaded) activated sludge systems in chapter 2
were designed with a sludge loading rate of 0.06 kgBOD. kgSS"1day"1. However, as
pointed out by different authors (a.o. 0degaard and Karlsson (1994)Kujawa-Roeleveld,
2000)the biomass activity ofanactivated sludgesystem after enhanced primary treatment
may increase, because less inorganic material is entering the system. This, in its turn
allows a higher sludge loading rate and therefore a more compact design. In the
framework of this evaluation a more detailed design is made with the frequently applied
Hochschull Gruppe Ansatz (HGA) method. The HGA method is a design method
developed in an exchange of different German universities (ATV-A131, 1991) and was
proposedasadesignmethodforThe Netherlands bySTOWAin 1993.
The most important design criteria of the HGA method are the characteristics of the
influent, the required effluent concentrations and the minimum process temperature for
whichthese effluent concentrations must beachieved.A peek factor has to be introduced
inthe calculations to deal withvariations in BOD loading. Furthermore,the model requires
values for a number of system parameters, like the growth rates and yield of the
autotrophic and heterotrophic biomass, the inorganic fraction of the influent TSS and the
inertfraction ofthesludge.
The sludge loading rates that are shown in table 7.2 were calculated based on the
wastewater characteristics as given in table 7.3. The minimum process temperature was
setat 10°C.With regardtothe system parametersthe proposed default valueswere used
asproposed bySTOWA (STOWA, 1993;STOWA, 1995).
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Table 7.2: Design parameters oftheevaluatedtreatment scenarios
Surface load
Dosing
pre-treatment

Reference
ScenarioA
Scenario B
Scenario C

(mh-1)
primary clarifier
(3 mh"1)
primary clarifier
(3 mh"1)
primary clarifier
(3mh" 1 )
DAF unit
(10 mh"1)

~~
15mgFe 3 \l" 1 + 6.5mg.l"'r
anionic polymer
8 mg.l"1cationic HMW
polymer
8 mg.l"' cationic HMW
polymer

Activated sludge
loading rate
(kgBOD.kgSS'1 day'1)
0.06

Surface load
secondary
clarifier
(mh-1)
0.7

0.08

0.7

0.08

0.7

0.08

0.7

Influent and effluent composition ofthe pretreatment - Table 7.3 shows the assumed
influent andeffluent composition of COD, BOD, N, PandTSS. Similar as inchapter 2,all
pollutants were divided into aparticulate andadissolvedfraction.The influent composition
reflects the wastewater that was used in the experiments with the exception of the value
taken for N-Kjeldahl. The N-Kjeldahl value was calculated based on the COD/N ratio of
11:1, taking into account the average N-Kjeldahl concentration of Dutch wastewater
(chapters 1 and6).
The composition of the primary effluent is based on the particles removal efficiencies
(Rparticies) that were found in chapter 4 and 5. With regard to the reference scenario a
particle removal efficiency of 30% was assumed. Chapter 4 indicated that the particle
removal performances of DAF and settling combined with the organic polymers are the
same.Therefore,forscenariosAand Baswellasforscenario Cefficiencies of80%were
presumed. The calculations of chapter 6 indicate that at this level of particle removal,still
sufficient biodegradable COD is available to be able to comply with the nitrogen effluent
constraint. The addition of FeCb inscenario A results ina low concentration of phosphate
inthe primary effluent.
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Table 7.3: Composition of influent andeffluent ofthe pretreatment unit operations
Influent
Reference
Scenario A
Scenario B
(Rpartides 30%)
COD t o t a l (mg CM" 1 )

(Rpartides 80%)

ScenarioC

(Rpartides 80%)

(Rpartides 80%)

525
343
182

422
240
182

250
69
182

250
69
182

250
69
182

BOD part i CU i ate

200
107

115
21

115
21

115
21

BODdissolved

93

168
75
93

93

93

93

48
8
40a

52
6
46"

48
2
46"

48
2
46"

48
2

CODparticulate
CODdissolved
BOD (mg O2.I"1)

N-Kjeldahl (mg N.I"1)
''particulate
''dissolved

Ptotai(mg P.l"1)
"particulate
"dissolved
a

Exclusive reject water

9.0
4.2
4.8a

9.9
2-3
7.8
3.0
0.8
6.9"
6.9"
D
2 mgP.I'1)
Including N and Pfromreject water (NH4-N: +6 mgN.I"1; PO„-P:+

Cost calculations - The cost calculations were performed with the net present value
method, as explained in chapter 2. The cost assumptions of the flocculating agents are
shown intable7.4. Fortheothercostassumptions,pleaseseeappendixAofchapter2.
Table 7.4: Cost assumptions offlocculating agents
Item
Cationic HMW polyacrylamide
FeCI3

Cost
€3,400 per 1,000kg polymer
€455 per 1,000kg Fe

Theapplication oforganic polymers instead of FeCI3
Figure 7.1 presents the results of the energy calculations. The assessed energy
requirement of the reference scenario is 1,200 MWh.year"1, as was already shown before
in chapter 2. The DEMAS+ calculations indicate that scenarios A, B and C require 280,
275and485 MWh.year"1,respectively,whichare reductions of59to 77%comparedtothe
reference. The decreased energy demand is the result of the production of more biogas
and the reduced necessity for aeration in the activated sludge system. The difference
between scenario B and C is caused by the extra electricity requirement of the DAF
systemwhichismainly relatedtothepressurized recycleflow.
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Fig. 7.1: Energy balance ofthe evaluated scenarios

Figure 7.2 presents the calculated final sludge production after digestion and
centrifugation.As is shown, scenario A (with FeCb addition) produces the largest amount
of final sludge because of the production of chemical sludge. Scenarios B and C also
show a small increase (~ 10%) in sludge production compared to the reference. It should
be noticedthat thisfinding isthe resultofthe assumptions madewith regardtothe sludge
production in the biological system (e.g. biological yield of 0.4 kgSS.kgCODremovecf1 used
for the activated sludge system) and the digestibility of primary (50%) and the secondary
sludge (30%). In fact, these values proved to have significant determining power with
respect tothe overall outcome of the scenario evaluation and should be subject to critical
study.
1,750
[Dinorganic Dorganic •chemical j
1,500

1,250

S

750

• 1

'•>.'•..

< • * "

Fig. 7.2: Sludge production ofthe evaluated scenarios
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In figure 7.3 the net space requirement of the evaluated scenarios is shown. The
calculated footprint of the reference scenario is 9,500 m2. Due to the enhanced
pretreatment of scenarios A, B and C, the contaminant load to the activated sludge
systems can be reduced,which inturn also induces a higher possible sludge loading rate
(table 7.2). Both these factors, and the higher hydraulic load of the DAF system, result in
space savings. Scenarios Aand Brequire approximately 8,000 m2,while scenario C (with
DAF)needsaround7,500m2.
11,000

g

3.000

<|

2,000
1,000

Scenario

Fig.7.3:Netspacerequirementoftheevaluatedscenarios

Table 7.5 presents the results regarding the use offlocculating agents (FeCbandorganic
poly electrolytes) as well as the increase in salinity of the effluent due to the addition of
chloride. The values of the increase of salinity are based on the chloride that is released
through the applied flocculating agents. As was discussed in chapter 3, the cationic
polyacrylamide-based polymers release approximately 0.05 mg CI" per gram, while by
ferricchloride addition1.9mgCI"per mgFe3+isadded.
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Table 7.5: Useofflocculating agents and increase insalinity ofthe effluent
Reference
Scenario A
Chemicals
(ton.year"1)
- FeCI3
10.0
20.2
- Organic poly electrolyte*
Effluent quality (mg.r1)
+ 29
-cr
+0
* Including polyelectrolytes that are usedfor dewatering

Scenario B

Scenario C

315
66.8

66.8

+ 0.4

+ 0.4

Figure 7.4 shows the calculated net present values of the four evaluated scenarios. The
net present values are given relative to the reference scenario. The calculations
distinguish among the total costs for civil construction and electro-mechanical (EM)works
and the costs for energy demand, the use of chemicals, final sludge disposal and
personnel/maintenance.
As is shown inthe graph,the total net present value of allfour scenarios is approximately
the same. A small difference is found between scenario A and B, indicating that the
application of organic poly electrolytes might potentially save costs in comparison withthe
application of FeCl3. However, this difference should be reckoned negligible, considering
the uncertainties that areofthe costcalculations. Still,the graph clearly illustrates thatthe
higher cost of chemicals in scenario A (due to the application of polymers) are
compensated bythe lowercostoffinalsludge disposal andconstruction/EM works.Infact,
all three scenarios with physical-chemical pretreatment show a reduction in costs of
construction/EM works as the result of the smaller design. They compensate the higher
operational coststhatare relatedtotheadditionofflocculatingchemicals.
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••
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•1
H |
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• f i n a l sludgedisposal
n chemicals
Qenergy
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0%
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B
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Fig. 7.4: Financial cost comparison based onthe net present value (the reference scenario =100%)
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Conclusions
The updated scenario study that isdescribed inthis chapter reveals that the application of
organic polyelectrolytes combinedwitheither settlingorflotation results ina60-75%lower
energy requirement, in 10-25% saving of space (footprint) and in a somewhat lower final
sludge production (5-10%) compared to areference scenario. The study also showedthat
polymer dosing combined with either settling or flotation is a cost effective option for the
treatment ofmunicipalwastewater. Theoverall costs ofscenariosthat include organic poly
electrolytes in the pretreatment followed by an activated sludge system for secondary
treatmentaresimilar or potentially lower,compared tothoseofascenario using FeCband
the reference scenario. The higher chemical costs in a scenario with poly electrolytes are
compensated bythelowercostsforfinalsludgedisposal andconstruction/EMworks.
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8 Summary andconcluding remarks
Summary
This dissertation describes a study including experimental work on the concept of
physical-chemical pretreatment with the aim to evaluate its potential to design more
sustainable wastewater treatment plants. Physical-chemical pretreatment is meant to
separate suspended and colloidal particles inthe first step of treatment. By removing the
particles a large part of the pollutants can be removed in a relatively easy way. The
organic concentrate of separated particles does notgowaste, but isconsidered a product
that can beusedfor the production of biogasthrough digestion.As a result ofthe removal
of particles,the contaminant load of pursuing unit operations is reduced,sothat they may
be designed smaller. Moreover, since the primary effluent contains low concentrations of
particles, alternative treatment techniques might be applied for secondary treatment,
including physical-chemical techniques that are feasible to recover nutrients or improve
theeffluent quality.
The investigation described inthis dissertation was performed with the general objectives
(i) to evaluate the concept of physical-chemical pretreatment for its potential to design
more sustainable treatment wastewater systems as against treatment plants currently
applied; and (ii) to contribute to further development of the concept of physical-chemical
pretreatment byperforming experimental research intoencountered bottlenecks.
The literature review in Chapter 1 illustrates that the contaminants in municipal
wastewater are to a large extent present intheform of not-dissolved, particulate material.
Theaverage values ofseveral Dutchwastewater sources showedthat approximately70%
COD, 60% BOD,25% N-Kjeldahl and 30%Ptotaican be removed by the separation of all
particleswithasize >0.45urn.
Chapter 2 describes a study on various treatment scenarios with physical-chemical
pretreatment. Based on a literature review of unit operations, ten different scenarios for
wastewater treatment were designed and evaluated along environmental and financial
criteria. This evaluation paid particular attention to the energy balance, final sludge
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production,the possibility to apply nitrogen recovery techniques, expected effluent quality,
requirement of land as well as the financial feasibility of the identified scenarios. These
criteria were selected after the review asgiven inchapter 1of publications addressing the
environmental 'non-sustainability'ofwastewater treatment plants.
Theliteraturereview revealedthatavarietyofunitoperations can beappliedfor enhanced
primary treatment, such as pre-precipitation, dissolved air flotation, microscreening, direct
influentfiltration,direct membranefiltrationandenhancedsettling byaddition of magnetite
or micro sand. In order to obtain a significant level of particle removal, the use of
flocculating agents is essential to all these unit operations, except for direct influent
filtrationanddirect membranefiltration.
Various unit operations are available for secondary and tertiary treatment of the primary
effluent. A major distinction can be made into operations based on biological techniques
like activated sludge systems, biofilm systems and membrane bioreactors; and unit
operations based on physical-chemical pollutant removal like ion-exchange, activated
carbonand rapidsandfiltration.The latter unitoperations may inducean improved effluent
qualitywithregardtosuspended solids,micro pollutantsand nitrogen,respectively.
The evaluation of scenarios showed that wastewater treatment systems with physicalchemical pretreatment can potentially bedesigned more energy efficient and smaller than
the reference scenario. Furthermore, itwas shown that the total costs (investment aswell
as operational) of treatment scenarios that combine physical-chemical pretreatment with
biological post treatment are in the same range as the reference scenario. The costs of
scenarios that include ion-exchange and a stripper to recover nitrogen are at least 75%
higher than the reference (the possible profits of the re-usable product have not been
taken into the calculations) and in a high energy requirement. The scenarios that include
activatedcarbonadsorptionresultin300%highertotalcosts.
The scenario study revealed two important bottlenecks regarding the application of
physical-chemical pre-treatment:(i)the useof metal-basedflocculating agents leadstoan
increased sludge production and an increased salinity ofthe effluent; and secondly (ii)the
particle removal is partially accompanied by the removal of biodegradable COD which is
required later on at the denitrification step (of a biological post treatment system). Of
course, without proper denitrification the nitrogen concentration of the effluent might
exceed the effluent standards. The experimental work described in chapter 3 to 6
addressedthesetwobottlenecks.
The first bottleneck is dealt with in chapters 3 and 4, investigating the use of organic poly
electrolytes asalternatives to metal-basedflocculating agents.Whenorganic polymersare
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applied for flocculation, chemical sludge production is absent because no precipitates are
formed. Moreover, organic poly electrolytes induce only a minor increase in salt
concentration.
Chapter 3 gives a description of a literature review as well as of experiments exploring
the application of polymers. From the review it was found that two types of organic poly
electrolytes are most frequently applied in (industrial) wastewater treatment and sludge
handling, namely (i) low to moderate molecular weight polyamines and poly-DADMACs
and (ii) high molecular weight (HMW) polyacrylamides. Jar test experiments with a
selection of these polymer types showed that especially the cationic HMW
polyacrylamides have interesting characteristics for practical application, as they are
effective at relatively low doses (5-10 mg.1"1). For a low molecular weight cationic
polyaminealso high turbidity removals were found,however at higher required doses(2030 mg.l"1). The application of both types of polymers to municipal wastewater resulted in
turbidity removals of 65-90% and a suspended solids removal of more than 90%.
Furthermore, itwas found that the addition of organic polymers does not affect the pHof
thetreated wastewater.
The addition of HWM cationic polymers tends to result in large, well-settling floes. The
sludge floes formed after addition of LMW cationic polymers appeared to be significantly
smaller. Filterability tests with the Filtration-Expression cell showed that the improvement
indewaterability ofsludge produced bytheaddition of polymers issimilar tothat of sludge
produced bycoagulation/flocculationwith FeCb.
Chapter 4 deals with pretreatment of municipal wastewater by dissolved air flotation
(DAF). It describes batch flotation experiments as well as experiments with a DAF pilot
unit. The investigations showed that DAF combined with the use of HMW cationic
polymers isaneffective unitoperation for particle removalfrom primarywastewater. Inthe
batchflotation experiments aturbidity removal of 75%wasfound at poly electrolyte doses
of 4-6 mg.l"1. The results indicate that - at least in the case of jar test experiments dissolvedairflotation and settling havethesame particle removal performance.
The continuous flotation experiment showed a lower turbidity removal than the batch
experiments (maximal 70%),which was due to suboptimal mixing of the polymer with the
wastewater. Additional jar tests were performed and showed that the turbidity removal
could be increased (cq. poly electrolyte could be saved) by optimizing the mixing
conditions. The dry solids concentration of the flotation sludge amounted 3-5% for
continuousfloat layer removaland8-10%fordiscontinuous float layerremoval.
The experiments with the continuous DAF unit combined with a fixed dose of polymer
concentration per literwastewater resulted inan unpredictable particle removal efficiency,
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due to fluctuations in the particle concentration of the used wastewater. Data analysis
showed that, in order to decide which quantities of organic polymer should be dosed toa
continuous system,the CODparticuiateofthe influent should be known atforehand.Thedata
analysis also demonstrated that onlineturbidity measurements could be a potential toolto
monitor CODparticuiate of the wastewater as a linear relation was found between both
parameters.
The second bottleneck as found in chapter 2 (removal of biodegradable COD during
pretreatment) is addressed in chapter 5 and 6. Chapter 5 describes investigations with
regard to the implementation of a turbidity-related polymer dosing strategy in order to
createdifferent degrees ofparticle removal.Theexperiments ofthis chapter confirmedthe
resultsofchapter4, showingthaton-lineturbidity measurements could beusedto quantify
CODparticuiateof influent as well as of primary effluent. The application of on-line turbidity
measurements revealed that the particle concentrations in the tested municipal
wastewater vary significantly. Experiments with turbidity-related polymer dosing, using a
cationic HMW polyacrylamide, confirmed that this method could be used to create
different, constant levels of particle removal. Moreover, the experiments with turbidityrelated dosing resulted in higher removal efficiencies and a more stable operation
compared to the dosing of a fixed polymer dose, as an overdose at low influent turbidity
wasavoided.
The objective of chapter 6 was to determine the effect of different levels of particle
removalontheelimination of nitrogen and phosphorus ofanactivated sludge system.The
chapter describes Nitrogen Uptake Rate (NUR) experiments, which were performed to
evaluate the effect of particle removal on the so-called denitrification potential (DP), and
experiments with a pilot scale activated sludge plant (1,000 I) that received pre-treated
wastewater.
The NUR experiments showed that the particulate COD fraction of the investigated
wastewater (~ 65% of CODtotai) contained around 50% of the total DP. This finding
indicates that if all the particles are removed,the biodegradable COD of the investigated
wastewater isreduced by50%.
The sum of the nitrite and nitrate (NO2+3-N) concentration in the effluent leaving the
activated sludge system exceeded the nitrogen limit during the entire experiment. The NKjeldahl ofthetested wastewater was, however, high compared to average Dutch influent
values (70 mgN.I"1 versus 50 mgN.I"1, respectively). Calculations based on the
experimental values indicate that, inwell-designed plants receiving an 'average' Dutch NKjeldahl concentration, a high level of particle removal (i.e. 80-90%) is possible without
exceeding the nitrogen effluent constraint. The experiment also showed that pretreatment
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with organic polymers is not direct affecting biological phosphorus removal of a downstream activated sludge system.The removal of phosphate inthe anoxic zone might even
contribute to the total denitrification. In the pilot experiment an increase in denitrification
capacity ofapproximately 4 mgN.I"1wasfound.
Chapter 7 describes an updated scenario evaluation based on the conclusions of the
experimentalworkwithorganic polymers.Thisevaluation showedthatthe useof polymers
for coagulation/flocculation in combination with either settling or flotation results in a 6075% lower energy demand and a 10-25% lower land requirement (considering the
footprint of the reactor) compared to the reference system. The calculated final sludge
production was -10% higher. It was found that the overall costs of scenarios that apply
organic polyelectrolytes inthe pretreatmentand (inthecaseofthe updatedevaluation) an
activated sludgesystemforsecondarytreatment,aresimilar and might beeven lowerthan
a scenario FeCborthe reference scenario.Thecostsofchemicals are higher inasystem
with polyelectrolytes, butthey arecompensated bythe lowercostsoffinalsludgedisposal
and lessexpensive construction andelectro-mechanic works.

Concluding remarks
The overall objectives of the investigation that is described in this dissertation were (a)to
evaluate the concept of physical-chemical pretreatment as an option to improve the
environmental sustainability of wastewater treatment plants and (b) to contribute to its
further development by performing experimental research into encountered bottlenecks. It
was shown in chapters 2 and 7 that physical-chemical pretreatment in combination with
secondary biological treatment (i.e.activated sludge or biofilm) can contribute significantly
to an improved sustainability with regard to the energy demand. This type of scenarios
requires approximately 60-75% less energy compared to commonly applied
configurations, because of the production of (more) biogas and the reduced necessity for
aeration inthe post treatment. Moreover, the application of enhanced pretreatment allows
thedesignofsmaller treatment plants. Interms offootprint, 20%(combinedwith activated
sludge) to 80% (combined with high rate biofilm process) less space is required. The
evaluation alsoshowedthatthesescenariosareeconomicallyfeasible.
With regard to the other criteria that were formulated to evaluate the environmental
sustainability of scenarios (see table 1.6)itappeared that (i)thetotalfinal sludge disposal
of these systems is approximately the same or a little higher (approximately 10%)
compared to the reference scenario, (ii) the effluent quality is mainly dependent on the
applied secondary, cq.tertiary treatment steps;and (iii) recovery of nitrogen ispossibleby
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applying an ion exchanger combined with air stripping; this last option however results in
75%highertreatment costsandavery highenergy requirement.
The experimental work into the encountered bottlenecks showed that cationic organic
polymers can beapplied instead of metal-based flocculating agents without increasing the
cost, while preventing the formation of chemical sludge and an increased salinity of the
effluent. They therefore provide a solution to the first identified bottleneck. For practical
application moreattention could bepaidtotheapplication oforganic polymers thatarenot
acrylamide based,likeforexamplethe biosynthesized polymers mentioned inchapter3.
With respect to the second bottleneck (removal of biodegradable COD during
pretreatment, possibly affecting the nutrient elimination insecondary treatment), chapter 6
indicated that particle removals as high as 80-90% appear to be possible without
exceeding the effluent nitrogen constraint. Moreover, as shown in chapter 5 and 6, the
removal of particulate CODcan becontrolled byturbidity-related polymer dosing andthus
beadjusted tothedesired nitrogen effluent concentration.
The activated sludge pilot trials of chapter 6 also indicated that biological phosphorus
removal in activated sludge systems is not directly affected by pretreatment with organic
polymers. The removal of phosphate inthe anoxic zone might even contribute to the total
denitrification capacity. The activated sludge models that incorporate anoxic phosphorus
removal (e.g. Kuba etal., 1996; Hao etal.,2000) indicate the same. To prevent the loss
of the phosphate accumulating activity in general and the anoxic phosphate removal in
particular, the recirculation of nitrate through return sludge should be minimized. The
activated sludge scheme according to the UCT design {Universityof CapeTown) and the
modificationof UCT,the BCFS®process,offer aprocess configuration inwhichthiscanbe
achieved. These configurations therefore appear interesting systems in combination with
pretreatment using polymers. Taking into the account the experimental results and the
considerations mentioned,itappearsthatalsothesecond bottleneck can beovercome.
Final sludge production, effluent quality and nutrient recovery - A point of attention
concerns thefinal sludge production ofthe scenarios with physical-chemical pretreatment.
The scenario study indicates that enhanced primary pretreatment (even with organic poly
electrolytes) in combination with an activated sludge system,tends to have a final sludge
production that is slightly higher (approximately 10%) in comparison with the reference.
Yet, this finding might be the result of the assumptions made with regard to the final
sludge production, i.e. the biological yield of 0.4 kgSS.kgCODremoved'1 used for the
activated sludge system and the digestibility of primary (50%) and the secondary sludge
(30%). In fact, these values proved to have significant determining power with respect to
the overall outcome ofthe scenario evaluation andshould besubject to critical study. The
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results of the scenario evaluation in chapter 2, suggests that the application of a biofilm
system for secondary treatment entails a somewhat lower sludge production (due to the
assumed value of 0.2 kgSS.kgCODremOVed"1).Still, as there seem to be hardly any data on
the biological yield of biofilm systems this aspect of biofilm systems calls for further
investigation.
Aswas mentioned,theeffluent quality ofthecomposedtreatment scenarios provedmainly
dependent on the applied secondary/tertiary treatment steps. Enhanced particle removal
may be beneficial since it accommodates the application of post treatment steps like
activated carbon adsorption, ion exchange and rapid sand filtration which may induce an
improved effluent quality. The scenario evaluation however shows that the application of
activated carbon adsorption and ion exchange result in a significant increase in energy
demand and treatment costs. Moreover, the application of ion exchange will result in an
increasedsalinity ofthe effluent.
When biofilm systems are applied after pretreatment with polymers, the removal of
phosphatewill bea problem.Thesesystems are normally applied incombinationwithpreprecipitation with metal salts. Some lab-scale investigations have recently been reported
on biological phosphorus removal by biofilm systems (Falkentoft eta/.,2001;Helness and
0degaard, 2001).Although there is not yet a conclusive answer, the publications indicate
that itmaybeapplicable.
With respect to reuse of nutrients from municipal wastewater, this investigation has only
considered nitrogen recovery. Lately, there is a growing interest of the phosphate
producing industry in recovery of phosphorus from municipal wastewater (CEEP, 2000,
2001). Some reported suggestions to recover phosphorus are to retrieve itfrom activated
sludge systems with biological phosphorus removal. One method would be to withdraw
phosphate-rich waterfromtheanaerobiczoneandprecipitate the present P(e.g.Brandse,
2000; Klapwijk,2001).A second suggestion isto process Pcontaining waste sludge(e.g.
Hultman, 2001). Both measures appear well applicable in combination with pretreatment
using polymers.
Increased flexibility of treatment plants - A benefit of pretreatment that not has been
mentioned so far, is that it can improve the flexibility of municipal wastewater treatment
plants. Especially in configurations that consist of a primary clarifier followed by an
activated sludge plant, the addition of organic polymers is a potential tool to extend the
capacity in case of a structural increase of load. The addition of polymers increases the
particle removal efficiency of the primary clarifier, which implies a lowered load to the
activated sludge system.The decreased particle loadto this system entails an increaseof
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activated sludge system.The decreased particle loadto this system entails an increase of
the sludge activity, which in its turn allows a higher sludge loading rate. In this way the
addition of polymers can prevent considerable (and costly) physical restructuring of the
plant. Such a measure can also be used at to treatment plants in areas with a seasonal
increase inthecontaminant load,like intouristareas.
Attreatment plantsthat donot includeaprimary clarifier, dissolved airflotation appearsa
feasible option to introduce prior to an activated sludge system. This unit operation is
relatively compact, showed almost similar investment costs as a primary clarifier and is
relatively easy to install (it is even available on 'turn-key' basis). Moreover, it produces a
concentrated flow of primary sludge which implies that there is no needto extend existing
sludgehandling equipment.
Further development of the concept of physical-chemical pretreatment - Based on
the results of this investigation and the parallel research into particle characteristics (Van
Nieuwenhuijzen, 2001;STOWA, 2001) some recommendations can be made concerning
the further development of the concept of physical-chemical pretreatment as anoption for
increased sustainability ofwastewater treatment plants.
• As mentioned, pretreatment with polymers seems very well applicable in combination
with activated sludge systems of the UCT or BCFS® design. It is recommended to
perform pilot experiments with such a treatment scenario in order to confirm the
findings ofthisthesis.Theturbidity-related polymer dosing can be usedto optimizethe
level of particle removal with regard to the effluent Ntotai constraint. The trials should
preferably be performed with a wastewater that contains 'average' N-Kjeldahl
concentrations.
• The application of biofilm systems entails a compact treatment system and might
induce a lower sludge production. However, if biofilm systems are used in combination
with pretreatment using polymers, the effluent will presumably not comply with the
phosphorus standard. The question is raised if biological phosphorus removal can be
applied in biofilm systems and some positive results are already reported.
Fundamental research could address this question and could also provide data on the
biologicalsludgeproduction.
• The parallel investigation into the size distribution of contaminants in municipal
wastewater provedtobevaluablewith regardtothechoiceanddesignof pretreatment
operations. Further investigation into a methodology to characterize the wastewater
with regard to particles, as well as investigations into the particle size removal of
pretreatment operations is recommended, sothat size characterization can be applied
asapractical methodforchoosing atechnology andfordesign.
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9 Samenvatting,conclusies endiscussie
Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift beschrijft onderzoek naar de toepassing van fysisch-chemische
voorzuivering als eerste stap bij de zuivering van stedelijk afvalwater. Fysisch-chemische
voorzuivering isgericht opde afscheiding vangesuspendeerde en colloidale deeltjes inde
eerste stap van het zuiveringssysteem. Door het niet-opgelost materiaal af te scheiden
kaneen groot deelvan devervuilendestoffen relatief eenvoudig uit hetafvalwater worden
verwijderd. Het organisch concentraat dat ontstaat wordt beschouwd als een produkt dat
kan worden gebruikt voor de productie van biogas. Omdat het primair effluent lage
concentraties niet-opgelost materiaal bevat, kunnen mogelijk alternatieve
zuiveringstechnieken worden toegepast voor secundaire behandeling, inclusief fysischchemische technieken die geschikt zijn voor de terugwinning van grondstoffen of voor de
verbeteringvande effluentkwaliteit.
Het onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift beschreven is had de volgende algemene doelen (i)
het evalueren van het concept fysisch-chemische voorzuivering als een optie voor het
vergroten van de duurzaamheid van zuiveringssystemen voor stedelijk afvalwater (in
vergelijking met huidigtoegepaste systemen)en (ii) bijdragen aan deverdere ontwikkeling
van dit concept door experimenteel onderzoek gericht op specifieke knelpunten, uit te
voeren.
Eenliteratuurstudie inhoofdstuk 1lietziendatdeverontreinigingen instedelijk afvalwater
vooreengrootdeelaanwezigzijn indevormvandeeltjes. Uitdegemiddeldewaardenvan
onbehandeld
afvalwater
afkomstig
van
verschillende
Nederlandse
rioolwaterzuiveringsinstallaties bleek dat ongeveer 70% CZV, 60% BZV, 25% N-Kjeldahl
en 30% Ptotaaikan worden verwijderd door afscheiding van het deeltjesmateriaal met een
diameter >0,45urn.
Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft een studie naar verschillende waterzuiveringsscenario's met
fysisch-chemische voorzuivering. Gebaseerd op een literatuurstudie naar voor- en
nazuiveringsstappen werden tien verschillende scenario's gedimensioneerd en
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geevalueerd aan de hand van een aantal milieu-en kostencriteria. Indeze evaluatie werd
speciale aandacht besteed aan de energiebalans, de slibproductie na gisting en
ontwatering, de mogelijkheid om stikstofterugwinningstechnieken toe te passen, de te
verwachten effluentkwaliteit, de benodigde ruimte en de financiele haalbaarheid van de
geTdentificeerde zuiveringsscenario's. De genoemde criteria zijn geselecteerd op basis
van een aantal publicaties waarin de milieugerichte duurzaamheid van
rioolwaterzuiveringsinstallaties bestudeerdwerd(ziehoofdstuk 1).
Uit de literatuurstudie bleek dat voor fysisch-chemische voorzuivering verschillende
processen beschikbaar zijn, waaronder preprecipitatie, dissolved air flotation,microzeven,
directe influentfiltratie,directe membraanfiltratieenverbeterde bezinkingonder toevoeging
van magnetiet of microzand. Om een redelijke mate van deeltjesverwijdering te verkrijgen
(> 70-80%) dienen aan de meeste voorzurveringssystemen vlokmiddelen te worden
toegevoegd. Uitzondering hierop vormen de voorzuiveringsstappen directe grovemediafiltratieendirecte membraanfiltratie.
Voor de verdere behandeling van het primair effluent (ook wel secundaire en (evt.
aanvullend) tertiare behandeling genoemd) kunnen verschillende zuiveringssystemen
worden toegepast. Een algemeen onderscheid kan gemaakt worden naar systemen die
gebaseerd zijn op biologische technieken (waaronder actief-slibsystemen,
biofilmsystemen en membraanbioreactoren) en systemen gebaseerd op fysischchemische technieken (ionenwisseling, actief-koolbehandeling en snelle zandfiltratie).
Door de toepassing van ionenwisseling in combinatie met luchtstrippen kan stikstof
teruggewonnenworden.
De evaluatie van de opgestelde scenario's toonde aan dat waterzuiveringsinstallaties
gebaseerd op fysisch-chemische voorzuivering kleiner en potentieel energiezuiniger
ontworpen kunnen worden in vergelijking met huidig toegepaste systemen. De totale
kosten (zowelde investerings- als de operationele kosten) van systemen die eenfysischchemische voorzuiveringsstap combineren met biologische nabehandeling (actief-slib,
biofilm) liggen in dezelfde orde van grootte als die van het referentiescenario. Scenario's
waarin een ionenwisselaar gecombineerd met luchtstripper wordt toegepast ten behoeve
van stikstofterugwinning resulteerden in minimaal 75% hogere totale kosten vergeleken
met het referentiescenario (hierbij zijn de mogelijke financiele voordelen van het
herbruikbaar product niet betrokken) en in een zeer hoog energiegebruik. Scenario's met
actief-kooladsorptie resulteerden in300%hogerezuiveringskosten.
Uit de scenariostudie kwamen twee belangrijke knelpunten wat betreft de toepassing van
fysisch-chemische voorzuivering naar voren, namelijk (i) het gebruik van
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metaalgebaseerde vlokmiddelen leidt tot een sterke verhoging van de (anorganische)
slibproductie en een verhoogd zoutgehalte van het effluent, (ii) de verwijdering van
deeltjes leidt tot gedeeltelijke verwijdering van biodegradeerbaar CZV; dit laatste kan
potentieel leiden tot verhoogde stikstofconcentraties in het effluent van een secundair
biologisch behandelingssysteem vanwege verminderde denitrificatie. Het experimenteel
werk dat beschreven wordt in de hoofdstukken 3 tot en met 6 van dit proefschrift gaat
nader inopdebeideknelpunten.
Een mogelijke oplossing voor het eerstgenoemde knelpunt wordt beschreven in de
hoofdstukken 3 en 4. Deze hoofdstukken gaan in op de toepassing van organische
polymeren als altematief voor metaalgebaseerde vlokmiddelen. Bij toepassing van
organische polymeren voor coagulatie/flocculatie wordt geen extra slib geproduceerd.
Bovendien isdebijkomendeverzoutingvan heteffluent zeer klein.
Hoofdstuk 3 bevat verkennend literatuuronderzoek en experimenteel werk naar het
gebruik van polymeren. Uit het literatuuronderzoek bleek dat er twee typen organische
polymeren zijn die veruit het meest frequent worden toegepast bij de behandeling van
(industrieel) afvalwater enslib,namelijk (i) polyaminesen poly-DADMACsmeteen laagtot
gemiddeld moleculair gewicht en (ii) hoog moleculaire (HMW) polyacrylamiden. Beide
polymeergroepen zijn kationisch (positief geladen). Uit bekerglasexperimenten met een
selectie van deze beide polymeertypen bleek dat vooral de laatstgenoemde groep HMW
polyacrylamiden interessante eigenschappen heeft voor toepassing bij de zuivering van
stedelijk afvalwater, omdatzeeffectief zijnbijrelatief lagedoseringen (5-10 mg.l"1).Ookde
dosering
van
een
laagmoleculair
polyamine
resulteerde
in
hoge
troebelheidsverwijderingen, echter bij hogere doseringen (20-30 mg.l"1). De toevoeging
van beide polymeertypen aan afvalwater uit Bennekom resulteerde in
troebelheidsverwijderingen van 65-90% en een zwevendestofverwijdering van meer dan
90%. Daarnaast bleekdatdetoevoegingvanpolymerengeeneffect hadopdepHvanhet
behandelde water.
Na toevoeging van de HMW polymeren werden grote, goed bezinkende vlokken
gevormd. De slibvlokken die gevormdworden na dosering vanJiet polyamine bleken veel
kleiner. Filtreerbaarheidstesten met de Filtratie-Expressiecel lieten zien dat de
ontwaterbaarheid van dit slib beter was in vergeiijking met slib afkomstig van een
voorbezinker. Deverhoging van de ontwaterbaarheid was even groot als na dosering van
FeCI3.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft experimenteel werk aangaande de voorbehandeling van stedelijk
afvalwater met dissolved air flotation (DAF). Het hoofdstuk beschrijft batchflotatieexperimenten en experimenten met een DAF pilot unit. Het onderzoek gaf aan dat DAF,
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gecombineerd met coagulatie/flcocculatie door HMW kationische polymeren, een
effectieve voorzuiveringsstap vormt voor de verwijdering van deeltjes uit stedelijk
afvalwater. Indebatchflotatie-experimentenwerden bijpolymeerdoseringenvan4-6 mg.l"1
troebelheidsverwijderingen van 75% gevonden. Uit een vergelijking met de
bekerglasexperimenten van hoofdstuk 3, waarin bezinking werd toegepast, bleek dat er
geenverschil inverwijderingsrendementengevondenwerdtussen bezinking enflotatie.
In de DAF pilot unit werden lagere troebelheidsverwijderingen gevonden in vergelijking
met de batchflotatie-experimenten (maximaal 70%). Dit werd veroorzaakt door
suboptimale menging van het polymeer met het afvalwater. Aanvullende
bekerglasexperimenten toonden aan dat de troebelheidsverwijdering verhoogd kon
worden (cq. dat polymeer bespaard kan worden) door het optimalizeren van de
mengcondities. De drogestofconcentratie van het flotatieslib bedroeg 3-5% bij continu
schrapen en8-10%bijdiscontinueverwijdering vandeflotatielaag.
De experimenten met de DAF pilot-unit toonden ook aan dat fluctuaties in de
deeltjesconcentratie van het influent een grote invloed hebben op het
verwijderingsrendement en dat dit rendement bijvastedosering infeite onvoorspelbaar is.
Uiteen data-analyse bleek dat omte bepalen welke dosering organisch polymeer dientte
worden toegepast in een continu-systeem, het deeltjes-CZV van het influent bekend dient
te zijn. Uit deze data-analyse kwam ook naar voren dat continue troebelheidsmetingen
een mogelijkheid bieden om dit CZVdeeitjes te bepalen,omdat er een lineaire relatie werd
gevondentussen beide parameters.
Het tweede knelpunt dat gevonden werd in hoofdstuk 2 (de verwijdering van
biodegradeerbaar CZV indevoorzuivering) isonderzocht in hoofdstuk 5 en 6. Hoofdstuk
5 beschrijft experimenten betreffende de toepassing van troebelheids-gerelateerde
polymeerdosering met het doel verschillende niveaus van deeltjesverwijdering tecreeren.
Bij nieuwe metingen aan influent en primair effluent werd eenzelfde lineaire relatie tussen
CZVdeeitjes en troebelheid gevonden als in hoofdstuk 4. Uit de toepassing van continue
troebelheidsmetingen bleek dat de deeltjesconcentratie in het onderzochte afvalwater
aanzienlijke dagelijkse variaties vertoonde. Experimenten met troebelheidsgerelateerde
dosering waarbij een kationisch HMW polyacrylamide werd gebruikt, lieten zien dat deze
manier van dosering kanworden gebruikt voor het creeren van verschillende niveaus van
deeltjesverwijdering. Voorts bleek dat troebelheidsgerelateerde dosering resulteerde in
hogere verwijderingsrendementen en in een stabielere procesvoering vergeleken met de
dosering van een vaste concentratie polymeer per liter. Beide bevindingen kunnen
verklaard worden uit het feit dat door troebelheidsgerelateerde dosering overdosering bij
lageinfluenttroebelheid wordtvermeden.
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Hetdoelvan hoofdstuk 6wasvasttestellen hoedeverwijdering vanstikstof enfosfaat in
een actief-slibsysteem bemvloed wordt door verschillende niveaus van
deeltjesverwijdering. Het hoofdstuk beschrijft (i) zgn. Nitrogen Uptake Rate (NUR)
experimenten die werden uitgevoerd om het effect van deeltjesverwijdering op de zgn.
denitrificatiepotentiaal(DP) te bepalen en (ii) experimenten met een actief-slibsysteem
(1000 I)waarinvoorgezuiverd afvalwater werdbehandeld.
Uit de NUR-experimenten bleek dat de fractie CZVdeeitjesvan het onderzochte afvalwater
(ongeveer 65% van het totale CZV) ongeveer 50% van de DP bevat. Dit resultaat geeft
aan dat met de afscheiding van het niet-opgelost materiaal ongeveer 50% van het
biodegradeerbaar CZVwordtverwijderd.
Desomvande nitriet- en nitraatconcentratie in heteffluent van het actief-slibsysteem was
in alle gevallen hoger dan de stikstoflimiet. De N-Kjeldahl van het onderzochte afvalwater
was echter hoog vergeleken met gemiddelde Nederlandse waarden (respectievelijk 70
mg.l"1versus 50 mg.l"1). Berekeningen gebaseerd opdewaarden dieverkregenwerdenin
de experimenten geven aan dat, voor goed gedimensioneerde actief-slibsystemen die
afvalwater met een gemiddelde stikstofconcentratie behandelen, een hoog niveau van
deeltjesverwijdering mogelijk is (80-90%) zonder dat de effluentstikstofeis wordt
overschreden. Het experiment toonde ook aan dat voorbehandeling met organische
polymeren geen direct effect heeft op de biologische fosfaatverwijdering van een actiefslibsysteem. Deverwijdering van fosfaat in de anoxische zone kanzelfs bijdragen aande
totale denitrificatiecapaciteit. In het pilot experiment werd een bijdrage aan dedentrificatie
van ongeveer 4 mg.l"1 gevonden. Biologische fosfaatverwijdering kan indirect bemvloed
worden door recirculatie van nitraat naar de anaerobe zone door de terugvoer van
retourslib. Deze nitraatrecirculatie kan echter voorkomen worden door
procesaanpassingen.
Hoofdstuk 7beschrijft een bijgestelde scenariostudie gebaseerd opdeconclusiesvanhet
experimenteel werk. Deze bijgewerkte scenario-evaluatie liet zien dat het gebruik van
organische polymeren voor coagulatie/flocculatie in combinatie met bezinking of flotatie
kan leiden tot een 60-75% lager energiegebruik en 10-25% minder ruimtebehoefte. De
berekende slibproductie na gisting en ontwatering is circa 10% hoger. De totale kosten
van scenario's waarin organische polymeren worden toegepast in de voorzuivering
gecombineerd met (in dit geval) een actief-slibsysteem voor nabehandeling zijn gelijk of
zelfs iets lager dan de kosten van een scenario met FeCI3 of dan het referentiescenario.
Hoewel de kosten voor chemicalienvan een systeem met polymeren hoger zijn,wordt dit
gecompenseerd door de lagere kosten voor slibafzet en lagere civiele en electromechanische investeringskosten.
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Conclusies en discussie
De doelen van het onderzoek in dit proefschrift waren (a) het evalueren van het concept
fysisch-chemische voorzuivering als een optie voor het verbeteren van de
milieuduurzaamheid van rioolwaterzuiveringsinstallaties en (b) het bijdragen aan de
verdere ontwikkeling van dit concept door experimenteel onderzoek te doen aan
gevonden knelpunten. Hoofdstukken 2 en 7 toonden aan dat fysisch-chemische
voorzuivering incombinatiemetsecundaire biologische behandeling (actief-slibofbiofilm)
aanzienlijk kanbijdragen aaneen verhoogde duurzaamheid door deverminderingvan het
energieverbruik. Detoepassing van dit type scenario's resulteert in een energiebesparing
van 60% tot 75% vergeleken met momenteel toegepaste zuiveringssystemen, vanwege
de productie van (meer) biogas en verminderde beluchting in de nabehandeling. Voorts
maakt de toepassing van vergaande voorzuivering het ontwerp van kleinere installaties
mogelijk en zijn netto ruimtebesparingen van 20% (in combinatie met een actiefslibsysteem) tot 80% (in combinatie met een biofilmsysteem) mogelijk. Uit de evaluatie
bleekookdatdergelijkescenario's economischhaalbaarzijn.
Wat betreft de andere criteria die werden geformuleerd om de milieuduurzaamheid van
scenario's te evalueren (zie tabel 1.6) bleek dat (i) de finale slibafzet van deze systemen
gelijk of iets hoger (circa 10%) ligt in vergelijking met referentiesystemen, (ii) de
effluentkwaliteit voornamelijk afhankelijk is van de toegepaste secundaire, cq. tertiaire
behandelingsstappen; en (iii) de terugwinning van stikstof technisch mogelijk is door
toepassing van een ionenwisselaar in combinatie een luchtstripper; deze laatste optie
resulteerde echter in75%hogerzuiveringskosten enineenerg hoog energieverbruik.
Het onderzoek wat betreft de knelpunten liet zien dat organische polymeren kunnen
worden toegepast in plaats van metaalgebaseerde vlokmiddelen zonder dat dit leidt tot
een kostenverhoging. De toepassing van polymeren vormt daarmee een oplossing voor
heteerste knelpunt zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 2.Voor praktische toepassing zal meer
aandacht besteed moeten worden aan de toepassing van organische polymeren die niet
acrylamidegebaseerd zijn, zoals bijvoorbeeld de biogesynthetiseerde polymeren die
genoemdworden inhoofdstuk 3.
Wat betreft het tweede knelpunt (de verwijdering van biodegradeerbaar CZV in de
voorzuivering) bleek uit hoofdstuk 6 dat deeltjesverwijderingen van 80 tot 90% mogelijk
lijken zonder dat de effluentstikstofeis overschreden wordt. Voorts werd uit de
hoofdstukken 5 en 6 duidelijk dat de verwijdering van deeltjes-CZV gestuurd kan worden
door troebelheidsgerelateerde polymeerdosering. Hiermee kan de verwijdering van
biodegradeerbaar CZVafgestemdwordenopdegewenste denitrificatiebehoefte.
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De experimenten met de actief-slibinstallatie in hoofdstuk 6 gaven ook aan dat
biologische fosfaatverwijdering niet direct beTnvloed wordt door voorzuivering met
organische polymeren. De verwijdering van fosfaat in de anoxische zone kan zelfs
bijdragen aan de totale denitrificatiecapaciteit. De actief-slibmodelien waarin ook de
biologische fosfaatverwijdering onder anoxische omstandigheden wordt gemodelleerd (zie
bijvoorbeeld Kuba eta/., 1996; Haoetal.,2000) geven hetzelfde aan. Omhetverlies van
fosfaataccumulerende activiteit in het algemeen en anoxische fosfaatverwijdering in het
bijzonder te voorkomen, dient de terugvoer van nitraat met retourslib geminimaliseerdte
worden. De actief-slibschema's zoals toegepast in het UCT-ontwerp (UniversityofCape
Town) en de modificatie van het UCT-proces, het BCFS®-ontwerp, bieden
procesconfiguraties waarin dit kan worden bereikt. Deze configuraties lijken daarom
interessant in combinatie met toepassing van organische polymeren. Wanneer de
resultaten van de experimenten en de bovengenoemde overwegingen in ogenschouw
worden genomen leidt dit tot de conclusie dat ook het tweede knelpunt ondervangen kan
worden.
Slibproductie, effluentkwaliteit en nutriententerugwinning - Een punt van aandacht
vormt de slibproductie na gisting en ontwatering. De scenariostudie geeft aan dat
vergaande voorzuivering (zelfs met toepassing van organische polymeren) in combinatie
meteenactief-slibsysteem leidttoteen iets hogereslibproductie (circa 10%)invergelijking
met het referentiescenario. Deze bevinding is echter het resultaat van de aannames die
gemaakt zijn met betrekking tot de finale slibproductie (te weten de biologische yield van
0,4 kgSS.kgCZVverwijderd"1 die werd aangenomen voor het actief-slibsysteem en de
vergistbaarheid van primair (50%) en secundair (30%) slib). Deze waarden hebben een
sterk bepalend karakter voor de uitkomsten van de scenario-evaluatie en dienen kritisch
bekekenworden.Deresultatenvandescenario-evaluatie inhoofdstuk 2gevenaandatde
toepassing van biofilmsystemen kan leiden tot een wat lagere slibproductie (vanwege de
aangenomen slibproductiefactor van 0,2 kgSS.kgCZVve™ijderd"1)- Echter, omdat er weinig
gegevens zijn wat betreft de biologische yield van biofilmsystemen vormt ook dit een
aandachtspunt waarmeerekening gehouden dientteworden.
Zoals als eerder werd genoemd bleek de effluentkwaliteit van de opgestelde scenario's
voornamelijk afhankelijk van de toepaste secundaire en tertiaire behandelingsstappen.
Vergaande deeltjesverwijdering kan gunstig zijn omdat het de toepassing van
nabehandelingsstappen zoals actief-kooladsorptie, ionenwisseling en snelle zandfiltratie
mogelijk maakt. De toepassing van deze stappen kan leiden tot een verbeterde
effluentkwaliteit. De scenario-evaluatie toonde echter ook aan dat de toepassing van
actief-kooladsorptie en ionenwisseling resulteert in een aanzienlijke verhoging van het
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energieverbruik en van de zuiveringskosten. Daamaast leidt de toepassing van
ionenwisselingtoteenverhogingvanhetzoutgehaltevanheteffluent.
Wanneer biofilmsystemen worden toegepast na voorzuivering met polymeren zal de
verwijdering van fosfaat een probleem vormen. Normaal gesproken wordt dit type
systementoegepast incombinatiemetfosfaatprecipitatie met metaalzouten. Erzijnenkele
recente publicaties waarin onderzoek naar biologische fosfaatverwijdering in
biofilmsystemen wordt beschreven (Falkentoft ef a/., 2001;Helness en Odegaard,2001).
Hoewel er nog geen eensluidende conclusie getrokken kan worden, lijkt dit mogelijk
toepasbaar.
In dit onderzoek is, wat betreft hergebruik van nutrienten uit stedelijk afvalwater, alleen
gekeken naar de optie van stikstofhergebruik. Recentelijk is er echter een groeiende
belangstelling vanuitdefosfaatproducerende industrie voordeterugwinning vanfosfaat uit
stedelijk afvalwater (CEEP, 2000, 2001). Een aantal gerapporteerde terugwinningsopties
richt zich op de terugwinning van fosfaat in actief-slibinstallaties met biologische Pverwijdering. Deterugwinning van Pdoor precipitatie uitwater datontrokken wordtvande
anaerobe zone vormt hierbij een mogelijke techniek (zie hiervoor bijvoorbeeld Brandse,
2000 en Klapwijk, 2001). Een tweede optie vormt de terugwinning van P uit secundair
spuislib (zie bijvoorbeeld Hultman, 2001). Beide methoden lijken goed toepasbaar in
combinatie metvoorzuivering metpolymeren.
Vergroting van de flexibiliteit van zuiveringsinstallaties - Een voordeel van
voorzuivering dat tot dusver nog niet genoemd is, is dat het de flexibiliteit van
rioolwaterzuiveringsinstallaties kan vergroten. Vooral in configuraties die bestaan uit een
primaire bezinker gevolgd door een actief-slibinstallatie vormt het toevoegen van
organische polymeren een mogelijk middel om de capaciteit te vergroten bij structurele
verhoging van de belasting. De dosering van polymeren verhoogt de deeltjesverwijdering
in de voorbezinker, wat leidt tot een lagere belasting van het actief-slibsysteem. De
verlaagde deeltjesbelasting van het systeem leidt tot een verhoging van de slibactiviteit,
wat op zijn beurt leidt tot de mogelijkheid om een hogere slibbelasting toe te passen.
Hierdoor kan hetgebruik van polymeren een ingrijpende (en kostbare) verbouwing vande
zuiveringsinstallatie voorkomen. Een dergelijke methode kan ook toegepast worden in
gebieden met een seizoensafhankelijke verhoging van de vervuilingslast, zoals voor kan
komenintoeristischegebieden.
Bijwaterzuiveringsinstallaties zondervoorbezinker vormt detoepassingvandissolvedair
flotation een interessante optie. Deze voorzuiveringsstap is relatief compact, blijkt
vergelijkbare investeringskosten met zich mee te brengen als een voorbezinker en is
relatief gemakkelijk te installeren (zelfs beschikbaar op 'turn-key' basis). Daamaast wordt
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een relatief geconcentreerde slibstroom geproduceerd waardoor de capaciteit van
bestaande slibbehandelingsapparatuur nietuitgebreid hoeftteworden.
Verdere ontwikkeling van fysisch-chemische voorzuivering - Op basis van de
resultaten van dit onderzoek en net parallel uitgevoerde onderzoek ten aanzien van
deeltjeskarakteristieken (Van Nieuwenhuijzen, 2001; STOWA, 2001) kan een aantal
aanbevelingen gedaan worden voor de verdere ontwikkeling van het concept fysischchemische voorzuivering als optie voor een verdere verduurzaming van
rioolwaterzuiveringsinstallaties.
• Zoals eerder genoemd lijkt fysisch-chemische voorzuivering met polymeren zeer goed
toepasbaar in combinatie met actief-slibsystemen volgens het UCT- of het BCFS®ontwerp. Aanbevolen wordt om pilot experimenten te doen met een dergelijk
zuiveringsscenario om de resultaten van dit proefschrift te bevestigen. De
troebelheidsgerelateerde polymeerdosering kan worden gebruikt om het niveau van
deeltjesverwijdering te optimaliseren met het oog op de effluentstikstofeis. De
experimenten dienen bij voorkeur uitgevoerd te worden met afvalwater dat een
'gemiddelde' N-Kjeldahlconcentratie bevat.
• De toepassing van biofilmsystemen leidt tot een compact zuiveringssysteem en kan
leidentot een lagere slibproductie. Wanneer dittype systemenechter wordt toegepast
in combinatie met voorzuivering met polymeren zal het effluent waarschijnlijk niet aan
deeffluentfosfaateis kunnenvoldoen.Het isdevraag ofbiologische fosfaatverwijdering
toegepast kan worden in biofilmsystemen. Enkele positieve resultaten zijn wat dit
betreft al gerapporteerd. Fundamenteel onderzoek kan deze vraag verder
beantwoorden en kan mogelijk ook gegevens opleveren over de biologische
slibproductie.
• Het parallele onderzoek naar de grootteverdeling van verontreinigingen in stedelijk
afvalwater bleek waardevol met betrekking tot de keuze en het ontwerp van
voorzuiveringsstappen. Meer onderzoek naar een methodiek om afvalwater te
karakteriseren ten aanzien van deeltjes wordt aanbevolen, zodat deze techniek
praktisch toegepast kan worden bij de keuze voor en het ontwerp van een specifieke
voorzuiveringsstap.
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